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As Good As It Looks
A glance at this beautifully proportioned two
passenger four-cylinder roadster is an invitation
to get behind the wheel.
The speed and power suggested by its graceful
lines and low-hung body are fully realized on
the open road. And its ease of manipulation
and instant response to the throttle insure un
usually satisfactory behavior in traffic.

It is roomy and comfortable for two people.
It contains every convenience for easy, restful
motoring in any weather.

Fours
2
5
3
5
5

Sixes

Pass. Roadster
Pass. Touring
Pass. Coupe Pass. Sedan Pass. Touring
Sedan - - Sport Roadster

$865
885
1175
1395
1325
1025

2 Pass. Roadster $1175

1195

4 Pass. Coupe - $1895
7 Pass. Touring
1435

7 Pass. Sedan -

2195

- - -

1935

Sport Roadster

1625

5 Pass. Sedan -

1985

Sport Touring -

1675

5 Pass. Touring
5 Pass. Touring

Sedan

Prices f. o. b.. Buick Factories; government tax
to be added. Ask about the G. M. A. C. Purchase
Plan, which provides for Deferred Payments.
D-15-30-NP

ROCKLAND SOTOS MART

PARK STREET
TEL.. 238

WE HAVE ALL MODELS ON OUR SHOW ROOM FLOOR FOR

DEMONSTRATION

When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them
At The GTgn"of “£2_
sSg’h’: NorJVA National BasKj
hii

HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNTS
THE Genius cf Efficiency has invaded the
household, as evidenced by the growing num
ber of women who carry checking accounts
for the disbursement of household funds.

BECAUSE such an account is a check upon
unnecessary expenditures, a receipt for bills
paid, and a record of all household expenses,

we invite the accounts of those who desire to
avail themselves of this modern help to effi
ciency in the household.

LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY

Tu-S

MAiN STREET, FOOT CF LIMEROCK

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

Washington net only advocated saving,
hft practiced it and became wealthy.
you saving as much as you could? An
count with tiic Rockland National Sank

but
Are
ac
will

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
*

T-S

e Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine

KINEO
PIPELESS '
FURNACES
The newest thing in
House Heating

PRICES FROM

$135.00 to $185.00
OUR PRICES LOWEST
EVER OFFERED
No charge for labor except
carpenter work. Any price we
give is complete except for
smoke pipe.

Call us for a
demonstration

ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS

STREET,

THE STRAND OPENING

Has Been Constitutionally Ag
dockland's
New
Theatre
gressive In Handling Many Knox County Has An Enthusiastic Delegation In Augusta
Makes Its Bow To the Pub
Today—Other Legislative Matters.
Difficult Problems.
lic Wednesday, With "My
W ild Irish Rose."
AVashington, Feb. 14.—Aggressive but
•
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BRIDGE HEARING TODAY

So far as the eastern counties of laws* of 1883 entitled, “An Act to au
not spectacular, is the way the Repub
Maine are concerned the most import thorize the construction of a bridge
The Strand Theatre, which was de
lican Publicity Association describes
ant hearing of the Legislative session over Tidewaters between Orr’s Island scribed at length in a recent issue of
tile Harding leadership in national af
and Bailey’s Island.” as amended by
fairs. Commenting upon the remark will be held this afternoon before the | chapter 91 of the private and special The Courier-Gazette, presents its first
of a prominent business man that* ag committee on Ways and Bridges. Read- ; laws of Maine for the year 1921, and to moving picture program tomorrow,
ers of this paper do not need to be told | authorize the town of Harpswell to hire with a matinee performance. The feat
gressive leadership is needed, President
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
money for the construction of said
The Rockland Gazette was established In Bourne says: “The Republican admin that it concerns the proposed bridge bridge and to construct the same under ure for Wednesday and Thursday will
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882 istration came into power in March, .••cross the Kennebec River, and Au the provisions of chapter 319 of the be “My Wild Irish Rose,” an adaptaThe Free Press was established in 1855, and 1911, when the country was in an in- ! gusta folks will not need to be told public laws of 1915 and acts additional ion of a famous play* which visited
in 1891 changed its name to the Trlbunl.
dustrial depression, with farm “rs at the I how much in earnest we are down this thereto and amendatory thereof; also Lockland years ago under the title of
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
bottom of the depression. There were j way when that special train arrives an act relating to Good Templars hall The Shaugraun.” Marsh’s Orchestra
in Dexter.
millions of unemployed, there was a :
SP ... ♦
with the big Knox & Lincoln delega
The committee on sanatoriums will will furnish music evenings until the
tremendous inflow of aliens threatening
The leading rule for every calling is
give public hearing at 3 o'clock Thurs new organ is installed.
lo increase the number of unemployed: tion.
diligence. Leave nothing tor tomorrow
• here was imminent danger of increased
This bridge hearing is expected to lie day afternoon on four resolves in favor
“All those who love the land of tbo
which can be done today —Abraham
inflow of foreign products to the injury one of the most hotly contested of this of the sanatoriums. An act to prohibit shamrock will go wild over this splen
Lincoln.
the
hunting,
taking
or
killing
of
wild
of home industry; there was wide session of the Legislature. There are
did photoplay, which tells a thrilling
• ••• 4 spread complaint of heavy taxation; those who declare emphatically that Lees for a term of live years, together story of life in the Emerald Isle in the
4 •••
with
another
act
and
two
resolves
will
there was a well-organized propaganda I the State should take hold of the work
arly days of Queen Victoria’s reign.
having for its purpose the ‘supreme nd should either pass the act provid lie heard by the committee on agricult
“The Shaugraun,” made its debut at
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
ure
AVednesday
afternoon.
sacrifice' of American independence for ing for the bridge at Bath or the re
he Drury Lane Theatre, Ixindon, in
The
committee
on
insane
hospitals
the benefit of Europe.
solve for the appointment of a commis
1876 and since then has been played all
For Mayor
"That resume covers some of the sion to report to the next Legislature will (Consider on Friday afternoon a re
ver the English speaking world. Tho
solve
in
favor
of
the
Augusta
State
EDWARD E. RANKIN
problems the Republican administra relative to the construction of a com
plot is an absorbing one; there are
hospital
for
maintenance;
a
resolve
in
tion had to meet. Bresident Harding bination railroad and highway bridge
Of Ward Two
spies, informers, “redcoats" and pretty
proved to be an aggressive leader. He over the river and on the relative mer favor of the same institution for the Irish colleens galore—and in addition
construction
of
a
building
for
women
at once called a special session of Con its of the locations between the city of
there are three love stories, three heroes
Ward One
gress which, at 1 is suggestion enacted Bath and the town of Woolwich and nurses and attendants; and three re and three heroines. The picture which
Alderman—Charles L. Chase.
solves
in
favor
of
the
Bangor
State
hos

(Couneilmen—Frank 11. Healey AVil- measures for the special relief of the the towns of Richmond and Dresden
has taken the name of “My AVild Irish
pital.
agricultural producers, who were going as the site for the structure.
Rose,” has been lavishly produced unliiltn Holbrook, Wilbur Bisbee.
The
committee
on
lali.it'
will
meet
over the brink of bankruptcy. An emer
Other groups in the Legislature doubt
r the skillful direction of David
Warden—E. B. Crockett.
Friday
afternoon
for
a
hearing
on
an
gency tariff law gave some help; a re if $3,000,000 would pay the bills for
Ward Clerk—Frederick J. Hull.
&mith, who has such successes as
act
to
amend
section
36,
chapter
49,
vival of the AVar Finance Corporation such a structure. They deelale that
Black Beauty," "Flower of the North"
Ward Two
gave more help an enlargement of the the State should keep out of it finan of the Revised Statutes of Maine, re and “The Little Minister" to his credit.
Alderman—Frank M. Ulmer.
lating
to
preferences
to
Maine
work

He has brought out all the pibturesqueCouneilmen—Harold C. Simmons, work of the Federal Farm Loan Board cially and that the contest should lie men and contractors.
ness and old-world charm which is in
Putnam P. Bicknell and Floyd L. also contributed to the effort to save between the two private corporations
Other committees which will hold herent iin the subject and has made
.American agriculturists from the de which seek charters for bridging the
Shaw.
structive effects of the kind of deflation river, one for the location at Bath and public hearings this week are the com My Wild Irish Rose” a masterpiece of
Warden—
mittee on sea and shore fisheries; olorful atmosphere. The all-star cast
that had been inflicted upon them; a the other with Richmond as the site.
Ward .Clerk—Mrs. Doris Jordan.
more liberal credit policy in the Federal
The various committees will hear towns; appropriations and financial af includes Pat O’Malley, Helen Howard,
Ward Three
Reserve System did its part. The many important matters this week, the fairs; public utilities; State lands and Maude Em^ry, Pauline Starke and little
Alderman—Ralph W. Hanscorn.
farmers of the country will testify that eighth of the session, which convened forest preservation; and pensions.
Richard
Daniels,
“the
champion
Couneilmen—Edward O’B. Gonia, the sort of aggressive leadership exer at 10 o’clock this morning.
• • * *
freckled boy” of the screen.
George A. Brewster and Miss Ethel cised by Mr. Harding did a lot of good.
M « « •
S. T. Kimball, former president of
Li.rry Semon, the comedy king, will
Payson.
The committee on military affairs Knox Hospital and Representative AV. lie the mirth producer iin the opening
Warden—E. B. Hastings.
“Developments on the Pacific were wii hold a hearing at 2 o’clock AA'ednes- O. Rogers sixike Friday in behalf of the bill, the comedy being entitled "The
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Annie Simmons.
such as.
indicate danger of war. day afternoon on an act to revise the Knox General Hospital, the resolve for Show.” The famous aicrobat does some
Ward Four
Moreover competition in naval con military laws of the State; a resolve to which seeks $2,506 for each of the two
nnzing stunts.
Alderman—Maynard S. Marston.
The other number on the opening
struction was pieventing reduction o. | authorize and i.istruct, and Governor coming years. Mr. Kimball stated that
Couneilmen—Harry
II. Hanscorn, taxes. President Harding, our aggress and Council to erect a statue in mem the hospital has no endowment.
program is "A One Man Reunion," be
Carl E. Morse and Oliver F. Hills.
* * • *
ive leader called a conference of all the ory of the sons of Maine who served in
ing the first in a series of “Wilderness
Warden—J. F. Cooper.
Tales."
nations interested, secured a settle- the World War; and a resolve for
Lobsters and Smelts
Ward Clerk—
mnt of the Far Eastern disputes and the creating of a AA'ar Memorial Com
As a weekend feature Manager DonThat it was unnecessary legislation
also secured an agreement for limita mission.
Ward Five
and would only make more trouble for dis will present Jack Hoxie in “Back
tion
of
armaments.
Fire.
”—adv.
Alderman—Walter B. Knowlton.
The publicity committee will meet at the fishermen, was the objection raised
"On the recommendation of the Pres
Couneilmen—Ralph B. Loring. Bur
o’clock Tuesday afternoon to hear the by Senator Phillips of Southwest Har
leigh C. Nash and Hebert M. Waldron. ident, Congress passed an American proponents and the opponents of a re bor at the hearing Thursday before the
PORTLAND AUTO SHOW
First’ protective tariff law, an effective solve in favor of the erection of a State
Warden—L. A. Wellman.
committee of sea and shore lishenies on
law for the cheeking of undesirable of Maine building on the grounds of the
Ward Clerk—Avaughn L. Ames.
the act declaring closed time on lob Opens Next Monday, and Will Be the
immigration, and a budget law under Eastern States Agricultural and Indus
Wad Six
sters from the first day of July to 9 a.
Best Ever Staged in Maine
which government expenses have been trial Exposition, inc., at AA’est SpringAlderman—Ivan L. Trueworthy.
in Aug. 31, from Lueuest Point, Mt
field, Mass.
Couneilmen—Samuel B. Aylward, enormously reduced.
Desert Island, to the extreme north end
Portland's annual auto show is now
“The President took an aggressive
A hearing is scheduled for Wednes of Gott’s Island and in the waters of
Ernest A. Gamage and Harold Coombs.
position on foreign affairs by once and day afternoon before the committee on Great Duck Island, to Egg Rock light in course of preparation. It will ba
AVarden—Daniel McLoud.
held Feb. 26 to March 3,
for all declaring that this country wilt banks and banking on an act to revise in Hancock County.
Ward Clerk—Edwin H. Maxey.
not interfere with European disputes, and consolidate the banking laws of the
The 1923 event will reveal to the mo
“I regard the fishermen as honest a
Ward Seven
and, while always willing to help in State.
class of citizens’ as there is and this oring public one of the greatest pre
Alderman—William N. Benner, Jr.
any proper way, will retain its free and
An act to create the Kennebec Res- law would only put another string on sentations of all time—a general re
Couneilmen—William E. Brown, Donunlimited right tc determine for itself c. voir Company and define the powers them," said Mr. Phillips.
view of the automotive industry and its
old II. Farrand and Fred E. Harden.
when and where and in what manner thereof will be taken up before the
Representative Douglas of Lamolne growth of the past score of years. It
Warden—Walter S. Benner.
it shall help. Under his aggressive committees on judiciary and interior
stated that that territory was a part of will present the progress that has been
AVctrd Clerk—Earle Bartlett.
leadership we did extend help to the waters this afternoon. Several mut
his constituency and that he agrees made in automobile construction in'
suffering in Russia: we deferred the ters relating to the State Reformatory vitli Senator Phillips on the matter. the last 12 months, and many are the
THAT MILITIA MUSTER
collection of either principal or interest lor Men will be brought before the Representative Arthur AV. Brown of potable achievements. An even greater
on the debt due us from European na committee on State reformatories will Bar Harbor also spoke in opposition line of cars will mark the 1923 show,
North Hope Man Recalls It Being Held tions; we suggested the only practical also be discussed.
There was no appearance in favor of than in 1922, and in addition the truck
in Rockland.
plan by which there seemed to be any
Tlie committee On inland fisheries the measure.
*.nd tractor display will be far in ex
likelihood of settlement of European and game wil'l hold hearing Thursday
cess of any previous undertaking. Ac
Hearing
was
also
held
on
a
number
Alluding to the article by F. L. i%paration controversies without resort afternoon on an act establishing a
of acts which set the time from the cessories—everything known to the auMansfield recently printed in The to arms.
z game sanctuary for Bangor and vicin first day of July to 9 a. m. Aug. 31 and tcmobile—will be there in lots of thou
Courier-Gazette, describing the militia
"President Harding has been an ag ity; an act closing to all hunting cer
sands, and this alone is to be one of
muster held in Hope, and in which the gressive leader without being spectac tain territory in Lincoln county to be others fixing the time from the first the outstanding features of the show.
writer expressed the belief that at ular. He has led quietly and wisely, known as the Lincoln County Game day of July to 9 a. m. Sept. 1, as closed
Models to attract the eye of every
some later date a muster was held in not loudly and foolishly. He has not Preserve; an act to limit the number time on lobsters in a number of places motorist—and he, or she, who aspires
Rockland, the North Hope corres pawed the earth nor shaken his horns Of pounds of fish that may be taken in AVashington, Hancock and Knox to the ranks—will be present. Cars of
counties. These acts do not declare a
pondent of the paper writes:
high in the air, nor bellowed threats. from Cobbosseecontee stream and con new closed season, but simply specify every type, and prices to fit the pocket
“A. I. I’erry says he remembers the He has not assumed possession of om necting ponds in Kennebec county; and
book of the many will be on display.
the time limits more clearly.
muster referred to by Mr. Mansfield as nipotent virtue nor of omniponent wis 15 other acts and resolves.
Representative Douglas opposed Lhr Special entertainment features will be
later being held at Rockland. He was dom. His aggressiveness has been in
Three acts providing for the gasoline bills on the grounds that the lobster offered, and her?, too, novelty will pre
then a lad of about 10 years and lived performance of his own constitutional tax will come before the committees on
fishermen should have leaway in order dominate.
at Rockland at the time. Like most duties and not usurpation of the duties taxation and ways and bridges at 2
to soak their traps by putting them in
boys of that age was ‘right there’ and of others. His is the sort of aggressive o'clock Wednesday afternoon, while at the salt water unbaited two or three
BdSTON ARTIST DEAD
shw it all. He is very sure the muster ness of which this country has been the same time the committee on claims
days before the open season begun.
was held at Broadway, between Rankin long in need, and that aggressive lead will meet to consider a resolve reim
In the committee discussion it was
and Middle streets. Mr. Perry also ership has been welcomed by the peo bursing the town of Skowhegan for brought out that it had been the cus The Ashes of Joseph R. De Camp Will
Be Taken To North Haven,
states that he remembers well the old ple of the country ”
money expended for support of paup tom of some lobster fishermen to put
City Crier, George Burnes whose pic
ers and for Mothers’ Aid, and 11 other their traps in the water the night be
Funeral services for Joseph R. De
ture appeared in The Courier-Gazette
Where Ripples of Delight Check the resolves.
fore the open season begun, thus se Camp, well known Boston artist, were
• • * *
a while ago. With other lads of his Trembling Tears. See Mary Pickford
iecting many of the best places before held Friday afternoon ut Emmanuel
age he followed the crier along the in “Little Lord Fauntleroy” at the Em
Twelve acts will be given hearing they had the right to legally set their
streets many a time.”
pire Theatre Thursday—adv.
before the committee on salaries and traps. For that reason the measure Church, Newbury street, Boston. Rev.
Dwight Hadley of Medford officiated.
fees Tuesday afternoon. At the same Lad been drafted.
The services were attended by many of
INDIANA FOR HARDING
R. V. Collins is prepared to assist in hour the committee on legal affairs will
The committee tabled for one week
making income tax returns. 375 Main meet to consider an act additional to the act declaring closed time on lob Mr. De Camp’s business associates. The
Gov. McCray of Indiana, in a letter Street.—20-tf
chapter 356 of the private and special sters around Matlnicus and Criehaven ushers were Leslie Thompson, Arthur
Thursday to President Harding, ex
Island in the county of Knox between Spier, William Kirkpatrick, Frederick
Hall. Theodore Wallace, Seward High
pressed the belief that “a large ma
July 1 and 9 a. m. Sept. 1.
jority of Indiana Republicans are in
Representative Everett C. Teague of ly, Francis AV. Hatch and Richard K.
CAMP
thorough sympathy with you and your
Waldoboro appeared in favor of an act Baker. Cremation was at Mount Au
administration and are perfectly will
relating to the regulating of smelt fish burn cemetery.
Tlie ashes will lie taken to North
ing to trust your judgment in the se
ing. ixdnting out that this measure
lection of your cabinet officers.” The
M. C. A. Establishment At Moody’s Island, Friendship, which he had introduced makes nr Haven, Me.
Y.
governor's letter is understood by po
change in the general law except that
litical leaders here to be an expression
it allows smelts to be taken from
Bought By New Jersey Man For a Boys’ Camp.
of sentiment in favor of appointment
March 15 to April 15 at the head of the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
of United States Senator Harry S.
tide in Medomak river. Mr. Teague stat
Whatever your occupation may be and how
New to a cabinet ixisition, despite the
cd that the enactment of this measure
The State Executive Committee of ditions led the owners of the property would give the fishermen a chance to ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
expressed opposition of Representative
fall 1o secure at least a few minutes every day
to
the
conclusion
that
with
the
'high
Wood of the 10th Indiana district to th^ Young Men’s Christian Associa
make a little money and that the smelts for refreshment of your inner life with a bit
—Charles Eliot Norton.
such an appointment for the Indiana tions of Massachusetts and Rhode Is cost of transportation and the appar are so numerous that this would have of poetry.
ently
permanent
withdrawal
of
the
senatcr.
land has sold what is known as the I’ortland-Rockland boat, a camp could little effect in diminishing the supply
HAUNTED HOUSES
“Camp Durrell” property in the town only be operated at a cost above that
“All houses wherein men have lived and died
SOMEBODY IN ERROR
MAY NOT RETIRE
approved
in
the
general
policy
of
the
Arc
haunted
houses. Through the open doors
cf Cushing, Friendship Harbor, to
The harmless phantoms on their errands glide.
Y. M. C. A. There have also been de
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
With feet that make no sound upon the floors.
Glenn A. Stokes of East Orange, N. J. veloped among the Massachusetts and Judge Spear Likely to Stay On Bench
By some unknown reason, an item
If Legislature Raises Limit
This island is recorded on the State Rhode Island Associations 26 local
We meet them at the doorway, on the stair,
appeared in last Saturday’s issue re
Along the passages they come and go,
lating to a family by the name of and Federal charts as Crotch Island, camps, and the State Committee still
There is said to be a good chance Impalpable Impressions on the air,
conducts as a model and training cen
A sense of something moving to and fro
Cousins, which resides on Atlantic but was called by the campers Moody
ter, Camp Becket in the Berkshircs. that there will be no change in the
street. It was said that the family had Island because of the donor, Miss
Maine Supreme bench during the com There are more guests at table than the hos.s
southeast,
of
Pittsfield.
not received the funds collected. But
ing month which had been expected by
Invited; the illuminated hall
Moody of Bath.
« « * •
i was the person who made the col
the anticipated retirement of Associate Is thronged with quiet, inoffensive ghosts.
From 1901 to 1916 Camp Durrell was
As silent as the pictures on the wall.
The purchaser if this island and equip- Justice Spear.
lection and wish to state that I had
been authorized by the family to make operated by the Massachusetts State u ert.Mr.Stokes, was formerly boys’ sec
A bill is now before the Legislature The stranger at my fireside cannot see
The forms 1 see, nor hear the sounds I hear;
the collection. And further, that the Committee, with approximately 150 retary of the Newport, R. I., Association, raising the age limit for retirement of
funds had been turned over from the beys there at a time, and the total at and for several years past, associate justices of the Supreme* court from 70 H( hut perceives what is; while unto me
All that li.i- I’eeii is A is.hie and clear.
collections prior to last Saturday’s is tendance running above 200 different secretary of the Association of the Or to 75 years. If this bill should pass
beys
each
summer.
Plans
were
made
anges,
New
Jersey.
Mr.
Stokes
has
Wo
have no title-deeds to house or lands;
sue.
Bert Simpson.
and be signed by the Governor before
tor the continuance of the camp in 1917, just resigned there, and plans to devote the time* when Justice Spear would re
Owners and occupants <*f earlier dates
From
graves forgotten stretch their dusty hands,
but the participation of the United himself to the Conduct of a very highAnd hold in mortmain still their old estates.
Two Big Feature Pictures—One States in the war made immediate de grade boys' camp, under the name tire under the present law, the under
Small Price. Always a good show at mand upon all A'. M. C. A. workers, and “Camp AVapeilo." This is the name of standing is that he would continue on The spirit-world around this world of sense
the bench. Justice Spear would retire*
the Empire.—Adv.
Floais like an atmosphere, ami everywhere
there was also the difficulty of trans a chief of the great Sacij and Fo|ps In under the existing'law the first week of
Wc.fts through these earthly nriss and vapors
portation in the withdrawal of the the Mississippi Valley.
dense
March. Bis term does not expire until
Fortiand-Roekfand boat. The Massa
Mr. Stokes plans to run a camp for June 25, 1924.
A vital breath of more ethereal air.
nine
weeks,
and
the
charge
per
boy
will
chusetts
and
Rhode
island
Committee
have
promptly offered the island to the Navy as a re- be $250, or $150 for the half season. The argument in favor of raising the Our kittle lives are kept In equipoise
By opposite attractions and desires;
age limit for retirement is that the 70
cupefatlon point for convalescent sail AVith tf years’ successful experience years law deprives the state of men The struggle of 'the Instinct that enjoys,
developed and
And the more noble Instinct that aspires.
ors, and while informally accepted, it I ir. the conduct of boys’ camps, and of experience on the bench who are in
was never used, because of the difficul with a large acquaintance in the cities tellectually and physically as wel These perturbations, this perpetual jar
or
them
ties of access by the larger Navy boats. of Northern New Jersey, from which equipped to perform the duties of their
Of earthly wants and aspirations high.
Come from the influence of an unseen star.
Later some of the equipment was section he will doubtless bring most of positions as ever.
An
undiscovered planet in our sky.
loaned to the Commonwealth of Massa his campers, there is no doubt of his
chusetts in 1918 at the time of the great ability to fill the camp to capacity. Mr.
And as the moon from some dark gate of cloud
Two Big Feature Pictures—One
Throws o’er the sea a floating bridge of light.
Stokes takes over the entire equipment,
flu epidemic.
whose trembling planks our fancies crowd
In the summers of 1921 and 1922 a and therefore has practically every- Small Frice. AJways a good show at Across
Into the realm of mystery and night,—
the
Empire.
—
Adv
small private boys' camp was operated j thing needed at hand lor the opening of
So from the world of spirits there descends
on the island by Theodore Beaven of the season.
A bridge of light, connecting It with this.
The mark down sale at the C. M.
He will without doubt be a real ass^
the AA'ellesley, Massachusetts, High
O’er whose unsteady floor, that sway s and bends,
tc Knox county, for he is a man of the Blake Wall Paper Store is giving great
School.
Wander our thoughts above the dark abyss.
bargains.—adv.
15-tf.
—Henry W. Longfellow.
I A careful study of the changing con- highest personal ideals.

send

Telephone 713

278

PRESIDENT HARDING

Volume 78................. Number 22.

DURRELL IS SOLD

give you great encouragement.
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Every-OtEer-lkty

MUNICIPAL YEAR SUMMARIZED

THREE-TIMCSA-WEEK

Rockland, Maine, Feb. 20, 11123.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oaih declares dial he la pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the Issue of The Courier Carette of Feb. 17.
1M23 there was printed a total of 8.03S copies
Before me,'
FRANK B MLLLF.K,
Notary Public.

BIBLE THOUGHT
—FOR TODAY—j
e Thoughts inetromed, will prose a '
priceless heritage in after yean.

*\

City Departments Report a Total Expenditure of $229,116.
—Overdraft Was $6,934.—Snow Bills Heavy.
Tlio City Government hold its final
mooting of the municipal year last
right, anil with tht* aid of the annual
departmental reports was able to take
account of stock
The figured cornriled by City Treasurer Dwight At. Vir
gin show titat ilii city had $222,183.13

to spend and overdrew its allowance
$6,934.20. There were n number of un
usual expenditures, among them being
$12,174 for removing snow. The freshet
of last spring also contributed to the
abnormal outlay in the highway de
partment. The complete laliulation fol
io ws:

OMNIPOTENT:—1 can do all things
Available
Expended Unexpended Overdrawn
through Christ which strengtheneth me.
Board of Health .................. $ 700 00
$ 101 80
$ 598 20
—Philippians 4:13.
City Lighting
11,000 OO
$ ?85 19
11,285 19
Common School .................... .... 35,241 99
3X151 25
2,090 74
The splendid triumph visited upon Contingent.............................
6,750 20
4,635 95
2,114 25
2,079 46
79 46
the enterprise to secure for Rockland Election and Registration .... 2,000 00
Fire Department ..................
1.520 61
1,884 15
363 54
an athletic field will be a source of su
Fire Alarm and Bell ..........
502 25
467 97
34 28
preme gratification to every citizen Free Text Books ..................
2,202 00
1,929 24
272 76
who carries in his heart a desire to see Highway
............................ .... 16,125 92
23,269 35
7,143 43
20.005,00
18,817 14
1,187 86
Ute boys and girls of the community High School ...........................
4C0 00
393 75
6 25
afforded the widest opportunity for Conveyance ............................
Insurance .................................
2.200 00
2.309 33
109 33
development. The sum of $2800 is a Interest ..........
16.000 00
16,302 77
302 77
measure of the earnest efforts of the Industrial Education ..........
5,271 55
3.664 03
1.607 52
275 00
190 55
84 45
committee who with the aid of the Memorial Day .........................
300 00
300 00
boys and girls and the loyal support of Medical Inspection
Mothers’ Aid .......................
4,375 76
4.339 22
36 54
the business men and the fathers and New High School ...............
6.000 00
5,000 00
mothers “put it over." The Courier- Street Sprinkler ..................
2.058 00
2,058 27
27
1.0C0 00
Gazette wishes to express its ad Notes Payable
1.000 00
New
Fire
Alarm
System
....
GOO
OO
600 00
miration of .the little group of adminis
Public Library .....................
3.500 00
3.500 00
tration and congratulates them and
Purchase Fire Hose ...........
1.350 00
L350 00
their supporters upon their glorious National Guard ...................
725 00
912 34
187 34
Pauper
.... 11,074 68
12,399 87
success.
1,325 19
Police
......................... .... 2,134 40
2,479 93
345 53
4,164 59
1,087 70
President Harding frankly told Con Permanent Improvement .. .... 3,076 89
Public Landing ...................
300 00
141 40
158 60
gress that if the ship aid bill is not Repairs School Houses
4.629 77
5,780 43
1,150 66
passed “the executive branch of the Removing Snow ................. .... 4.784 41
12,174 73
7.390 32
government may proceed as best it can Repairs Public Buildings
.... 1,612 63
2,142 41
529 78
3,593 47
151 53
to end the losses in liquidation and Sewer ...................................... .... 3,745 00
Salary ......................................
. 33,714 00
33.706 34
7 66
humiliation.” It is costing th? gov
State Road ..............................
265 20
265 20
ernment $50,000,000 a year to keep but Sidewalks ..............................
2,021 30
1,445 63
575 67
a fraction of our merchant fleet in op School Supplies
3,528 04
4,103 03
574 99
L275 00
eration. No more of the vessels can be Supervision ........................... .... 1,275 00
Reduction City Debt .........
5,000 00
5,000 00
put in commission because of the leg
Water Supply
..... 5,917 53
5,902 54
14 99
islative restrictions on the operation
of American ships that make it quite
$222,182 13
$229,116 33 $13,941 30
$20,875 50
impossible to compete with foreign
vessels. The passage of the ship pid
Road Commissioner Leslie A. Ross
City Marshal George E. Gllchrest
bjll will remove at a stroke the deficits reported expenditures to the amount reported 165 arrests during the year.
Eighty were for drunkenness, 42 for
now accruing, take the government out of $23,269 in the highway department,
violation of traffic laws, 15 for larceny
of the shipping business, compensate proper. The freshet tost spring neces 14 for assault, and the others for mis
for the handicaps now attending the sitated road repairs at an expense of cellaneous causes. The departments
operation of American ships, secure $2386, and the relaying of the James total receipts were $2024.54, Night
street retaining wall, which was car lodging was furnished to 778 persons.
for America a permanent merchant ried away in that storm cost $1782.
The patrolmen found 100 doors un
fleet to transport our goods to market Keeping the paving clean cost $1419 locked.
• ,
One of the busiest men around the
in time of peace and give us a naval and sanding the sidewalks represented
auxiliary in times of war, keep in this an outlay of $1551. The snow bills city building last year was Oliver B.
were abnormal, the total cost, up to Lovejoy, collector of taxes. He col
country about $150,000,000 a year that the time accounts were closed, being lected and turned into the city treas
is now’ being paid to foreign ship $12,174.
Additional expenditures in ury the imposing sum of $232,013. llis
owners in freight charges, and salvage Commissioner Ross’ department in uncollected balance is $34,595. Air.
cluded $1445 on sidewalks, $3593 on Lovejoy wns treated to a pleasant sur
from utter loss the Investment of
sewers and $4,164 for the permanent prise during the year when he received
$3,000,000,000 that our taxpayers made improvements on Park street.
$9 from a non-resident in payment of
in ships during the war. All those ad
Chief Engineer W. S. Pettee report pill taxes for the years 1890. 1891 and
vantages can be realized at a maximum ed 110 fire alarms during the year, .37 1892. "Looking over some old bills and
being box alarms, 19 •stills’’ 54 chief's receipts," wrote the man, "I found that
cost of $30,000,000 a year, and an actual
calls, and four out of town calls. The these poll tax bills had been over
cost of probably considerably less. It chemical handled 96 of the fires. The looked. I did not feel, however, that
will indeed be a national humiliation if department has 7900 feet of hose in my obligation was discharged because
Congress, by its inaction, permits the different stages of wear. All of the the bills were so long fogotten, so I am
apparatus is in good condition except sending you the money.” Lapse of
people’s wealth to be dissipated, and
the Sears hose wagon, which Chief memory is by no means confined to
denies them the benefits of the pending Pettee says is not worth repairing.
non-residents and does not always
measure.
As building inspector Mr. Pettee have such an interesting sequel.
caused the removal of much rubbish
City Clerk E. R. Keene collected
From the Consul of Switzerland, from cellars and back yards, and $1854, along with his other multitudecaused many chimneys to be rebuilt. nous duties. Of this amount $745 rep
Louis H. Junod, comes a request that All public buildings have been in
resented sewer collections, and $499
The Courier-Gazette give publicity to spected at least once a week.
dog licenses.
the announcement of the official Swiss
Fair. We are glad to accede to the re
DON’T HELP THE BEAR"
quest of the Rhine and of her colonies
quest of the gentlemanly consul, for a
will be only a question of time.
number of reasons—first because we
If not for France’s sake then for our
[Wall Street Journal]
own, and for that of outraged human
' have a very high regard for the Swiss
It is as easy to print a note for 50,- ity, let us refrain from any word of dis
people and their institutions (the
000 marks as to print a dollar bill— approval to our comra'de or of encour
yodel and Swiss cheese we are par
agement to the blustering and tricky
easier, by the look of it.
ticularly fond of): the announcement
There is no good reason why 50,000 foe of civilization. Let us at least give
car to the woodsman's prayer, "Oh,
will be viewed with especial interest
marks should be worth more than a Lord, if you won't help me don’t help
by our many readers who in one way
dollar.
the bear.’’
and another have to do with organizing
There are several good reasons why
fairs: and to those of our subscribers
COLOR FOR HOSPITAL WALLS
a dollar should be worth more than
who are now enjoying foreign tours it 50,000 mark's.
The modern hospital has been made
It Is the prevalent misconception of
will come as a suggestion for one more
piece of sight-seeing that they can these truisms that has enabled Ger [about as sanitary, cheerless and unmany to accumulate with ease immense I comfortable looking as it is possible to
scarcely reconcile it to their con sums in dollars, pounds, pesetas, guild : make it with the aid of white calcined
eciences to omit.
ers, Swiss francs, Swedish krones, and ! ceilings, enameled walls, and white
Argentine pesos, all of which she pru 1 enameled iron furniture. In the new
It is dJfficult suiting the Democrats. dently leaves in the safe custody of i Fifth Avenue Hospital all this is
changed.
The walls are delicately
Only a few weeks ago the Republicans banks in the I’nited States, England,
Spain, Holland, Switzerland, Sweden tinted in French gray, buff or tan, and
were criticised' for not doing anything Argentina, until such lime as will suf the furniture is what we would find in
for Europe; now, when .they have pyo fice to cajole, brow-beat and coerce a modern hotel. A great deal of the
posed a little leniency in the collection France to reduce reparation payments horror of a hospital is brought about
by the idea of being wheeled into an
to the vanishing point.
of the debt, and a remission of part of
With the desideratum converted into immense operating room, with nothing
the interest, the party is critioised for an accomplished fact Germany would tut operating tables, knives and saws,
doing too much for Europe. Only a repudiate her worthless currency, start which are not calculated to distract at
few weeks ago we were told that .It is afresh on a gold basis, and speedily tention from their own i'Us, and the pa
blossom out as the most prosperous tient usually remains in terror until the
impossible for Europe to pay and that country in Europe.
anaesthetic has done its work; but at
we were destroying our foreign mar
One fly In this adulterated quacksalve tho Fifth Avenue Hospital the patient
kets by maintaining an oppressive at is the contingency that Fiance declines is taken into an anaesthetizing room
which resembles a small parlor. It is
titude; now we are told that Europe to be cajoled, browbeaten and coerced,
and that she will use the argument of attractively fornished and even has a
can pay in fu.ll and ought .to be made the big stick to such excellent purpose rug on the floor, and there are curtains
to pay. Only a few weeks ago we were that Germany—to save her shirt and a! the windows. This new hospital has
at fault for “holding aloof” and now hei skin—will find it expedient to re many interesting devices; for example,
suites of offices are provided for phy
we are at fault for being too willing to call the dollars, pounds and other valu sicians at the hospital, so that they can
able moneys deposited abroad, and
help.
with them pay such measure of her se e their private patients just the same
debt to the Allies as will then he due as they would in their own office, thus
The "Kennebec Bridge Advocate” is by the terms of the A’ersailles Treaty being able to keep in touch with the
under which Germany has placed her other patients in the hospital. This of
the title of the four-page sheet just is
fice enables the physicians to take ad
dishonored signature.
sued from the press of the Bath Times
France now dispenses with the as vantage of the diagnostic facilities of
for statewide circulation, its purpose sistance of her two most powerful Al the hospital for their private patients.
—Scientific American.
being to set before the citizens at large lies for the collection of tis just debt.
Yet it must lie dear to Germany tliat
the reasons for bridging the Kennebec she is in earnest—with sinews of war
There was never a picture to equal
as they present themselves to the peo braced and bowels of compassion pet It. "Litle Lord Fauntleroy," at the
Em pi re Th ursda y.—Adv.
ple living in these now shut-off regions rified.
There can be no retrocession.
If
of the State. The cards of nearly three
France should fail at this stage the
K. I’. Collins is prepared to assist in
hundred business houses of Bath and great war has been waged in vain. making income tax returns. .375 Alain
Rockland and the towns between, Germany is the victor, and the recon- Street.—20-If
printed witli the sheet, sponsor the ap
peal to the judgment of the taxpayers.
The piece of publicity Is issued by the
Kennebec Bridge Association through
the advertising specialists, Chapman &
Lewis.
Wife or Mother—Sister or Sweetheart—Good

For HER’

AVe hope President Harding carries
out that plan which lie is said to be
considering of making a. tour of the
country during the coming year. The
people would like to see him and his
delighitfcil personality will win friends
for himself, his party and his party's
measures wherever he goes. One of
the great reasons of Theodore Rooae
velts’s hold upon the people was his
getting out among .them and letting
them have u taste of him face to face.
President Harding is the possessor of
an even more engaging personality
and it may lie counted as a mistake if
neglects to carry it into the four
corners of the country.

•be

candy is always acceptable. She will appre
ciate it especially if you give he? either of
these dainty packages:—

MAINE MAID SWEETS
COMMODORE CHOCOLATES
BRAEMORE CHOCOLATES
(2223)

Made in Portland for HER sweet tooth

Look for the

Dealer

A n nouncing:

There is something about to happen in

Rockland.

Yes, it is a sale, but not an

ordinary sale, in fact so unusual in its offer
ings, so unique in its settings,

so

convenient in

its

facilities that its sponsors feel it can be justly termed

“An Event”; a Community Event,

equal in impor

tance to any other public function. Indeed in some ways, more so, for the

money spent on entertainment is gone, while the benefits here derived are
lasting, permanent and exert their influence not only over this but future
generations.

Home life is the back-bone of the American Republic.

Environment runs a

close race with heredity in its influence over the mental attitude of people and mental attitude
determines the individual’s actions; constructive or destructive.

That is why the writers of

this announcement claim that in importance to the community, this Coming Event is not ex

ceeded by any other.

It is a well known fact that Rockland has as fine stores as any city of

its size in New England,perhaps in the United States, but what may not be so generally known

is that in this city of 8,COO, there is doing business a concern whose volume of sales rank

fourth in its line of any concern east of Boston, not excepting cities ten and twelve times its
size.

Correct principles, honest square dealing and an intimate knowledge of its merchandise,

together with an excellent organization have made this thing possible, and but four short

years ago this establishment was doing less than fifty thousand per year!

The management

feels that the same policies which brought the already remarkable growth will increase the
business still further and it has therefore set its mark for a sales volume of one-quarter of a
million dollars the coming twelve months.

This is one reason for the Event at this time.

There is another.

Watch for detailed advertisement in Thursday's, Saturday’s and next

Tuesday’s papers.

Look for the word—

EXPANSION

A MILLIONAIRE’S VIEWS

The Country Dweller Enjoys the Best
Things That the World Has to
Offer

Editor ot The Courier-Gazette: —
Some weeks ago I sent to a milfioncirc a clipping from your paper relat
ing to co-operation. The following is
quoted from his reply:
am in full sympathy with your
enthusiasm for industrial democrat^-.
Js’othing can turn this movement back
row. Public enlightenment in every
country insures progressive industrial
freedom.
"Capitalists realize that their only
security lies in granting greater free
dom and in co-operating with pro
gressive ideas. You must not be too
hard on what you call ’Wall Street’ for
at times opposing dangerous radical
ism and fanatical ideas. We are a long
way from idealism and probably -never
will realize it as long as selfishness is
a human attribute. But I see move
ment in the right direction. Never in
the history of the world has the socalled 'working class’ been so well off
as today. The only concern I have is,
what will they do with their increased
leisure and increasing affluence?
"Education will help true religion
(not theology), love and appreciation
of beauty, which we sorely need, in this
country especially, but which may
come through the study of art in all its
branches—not only painting and sculp
ture, hut music, poetry, architecture,
the drama, and the application of all
these to the home, so than children may
be brought up in an atmosphere of do
mestic harmony and beauty.
"We have too much of speed, of push
and racket where real people congre
gate, There is little opportunity for
thought. AVe like you who live in the
peace of the country. You can pause
and reflect. You may not acquire
riches, but you can develop a soul. But
can you get your young people to value
the peace of the field, the orchard, the
hill and the glorious sky? Not uTitil
they are old does the full appreciation
of what they possess appeal to them.
The artist and the poet have the vision
and tho love of the worksof theCrentor.
“Our modern education is making,
not poets and artists, but materialists.
So 1 feel that i-very parent should take
it upon himself and herself to develop
that love of the beautiful in tilings and
in conduct, in speech and in action,
that alone makes life worth the living.
Ultimately this would have its influence
on polities, which today is guided by
. elfishness amt superstition, for men
inherit their political beliefs, as they
do their theological ideas.”
If every millionaire was like this one,
the co-operative commonwealth would
be at hand, and wc would have a par
adise l ight here on earth, where pande
monium with all its demons is now let
loose.
(’. A. Miller,
Union, Feb. 19.

"1

MR. LEIGH'S PLEA

“We Are Standing at the Crossroads The Best and Biggest Are Scheduled
For Early Showing.
And Must Choose Between God and

Mammon”

Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
Roger Babson says "The need of the
hour is not more factories or materials,
not more railroads or steamships, not
more armies or more navies, but rather
more education based on the teachings
of Jesus. The prosperity of our coun
try depends on the motives and purj.-osee of the people. These motives and
purposes are directed only in their
course through religion. In spite of
their imperfections, this is why 1 be
lieve in our churches.” We stand at
the crossroads. We must choose be
tween God and mammon.
The churches see civilization drift
ing onwards without a guiding prin
ciple. and perhaps, therefore, drifting
to disaster. We see our population "as
sheep without a shepherd.”
The
churches look forth upon a world
of strife, and yet craving the peace of
which religion holds the key. The
church does not exist for itself but to
promote the kingdom of God, to bring
the reign of Oo:l to realization in the
hearts and homes of men.
The church is not simply a home for
religious people, but a living, pulsing
power, to transform the faith and life
of men, individually and socially. Wc
may think the church a poor, faulty,
timid institution, but instead it is the
greatest institution in the world—the
church of God—the sanctuary which
shelters and haliows the home and the
family. Back of the church stands the
Christ—ithe Redeemer who said “I nm
come that ye might have life, and that
ye might have it to the full.”
"Soldiers of Christ arise.
And put your armour on,
Strong in the s rength which God supplies
Through His eternal Son.
Front strength to strength go on,
Watch and fight and pray,
Tread all the powers of darkness down
And win the well-fought day."
Rev. A. F. Leigh.

Rockport, Feb. 17. .
WHERE DO ELEPHANTS DIE?

One of the great mysteries of the
natural history world ig, where ele
phants go when they die. Curiously
enough the body of an elephant that
has died from natural caus.s hits never
been discovered cither in India or Af
rica. Among native races there is a
widespread belief that, when tile great
beasts feel Ihe end approaching, they
made their way to some secret hiding
place in which to die. The whole ques
tion is just as big a mystery as ever,
in spite of the fa t that many attempts
have been made to solve the problem.
The districts where elephants occur in
a wild state have been scoured in all
directions in thepiope of discovering
tlie last resting place of the huge ani
mals, but without tiny result. Quite
recently another determined attempt
has been made to |»enetr:ite the mys
tery, but, up to tlte present, nothing of
any value has been discovered. As a
Where Ripples of Delight Cheek the
matter of fact the problem has more
Trembling Tears. See Alary Pickford
than a scientific interest to it. Any In
in "Little Lord FaurtiLleroy" at the Em
dividual who is so fortunate as to find
pire Thursday.—Adv.
the elephants’ graveyard will certainly
have made a fortune. On this spot
there must be a huge a cumulation of
ivory, a commodity which is continu
ally increasing In value.—Scientific
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
American.
T*« Famous ghost Nknl* yoe ISO l4v«r-

SHEET MUSIC 15c

tiled In >11 the loading magulMt. Over
2200 ooloctiont—**nd fer eatalogu*.

MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland, Ma.

PARK’S BIG ATTRACTIONS

There never was a picture to equal
It. "Little Lord Fauntleroy,” at the
Empire Thursday.—Adv.

Manager Forrest C. Templin of the
Bark and Empire erheatres said yester
day: “I believe in Rockland to the ex
tent that we will not only maintain
the high standard we have lieen deliv
ering with the 'Pick of the Pictures,’
hut February and .March will see some
of the biggest pictures of the year.
Some of them will be necessary for us
to open both the Park and Empire at
the same time in order to give every
one an opportunity of seeing the same
picture. For instance, D. AV. Griffith’s
Orphans cf the Storm’ will have its
presentation Alonday and Tuesday.
March 5 and 6. ’Aly American Wife’
closely follows.
’The Beautiful and
Damned.’ and 'When Knighthood Was
In Flower' in the same week. 'Racing
Hearts' and D. W. Griffith’s ‘One Ex
citing Night' with the 'Nth Command
ment' and A Tailor Abide Alan’ almost
in the same breath. So you may see
that cue big attraction almost step,
upon the heels of another.
"The splendid response given to me
since my comingiherc is the sole reason
for trying as hard as 1 do to give this
city the same attractions as arc often
playing day and date in Boston and
Portland, and I like to please tny pat
rons. But there is one thing that
should lie remembered in presenting
these features anil that is that ‘Quality
has its price.' Great pictures that have
cost fortunes to produce cannot be ex
pected to lie offered on the altar of a
catch-penny basis. Good photoplays,
like anything else that is good, never
find their way to tne bargain counter.
"I have found Kockland movie fans
my best advertisement, for they arc all
‘Boosters’ and'that’s one reason I like
Kockland. I try very hard to be fair
with my patrons and I believe they all
understand it."—adv.
If you have not seen Alary Pickford in
"Little l.otal Fauntleroy" you have not
lived. At the Empire Thursday.—Adv.

The picture that- has won the heart
of the World—“DlMIe Lord r.iunbleroy,” with Mary Pickford. Empir*
Thursday.—-Adv.

DONSON

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
JUDICIARY

The Committee on Judiciary will give a* nub
ile hearing in its rooms at the Slate House, in
Augusta, on
z
WEDNESDAY, February 21, at 2 P. M. on
tht following:
An Act to provide a new charter of the city
of Rockland and to repeal chapter 482, private
and special Jaws of 1883.
20-22 •
WEDNESDAY. February 21, at 2 p m, on
the following:

An Act to amend section 116 of chapter 4 of
tl:t revised statutes, pertaining to the right to
kill ib
At Act relating jo transferring inmates of the
State School for Boys to the Reformatory for
Men
The Co-operative Marketing Act.
Resolve authorizing Warren Prouty to bring
suit against the State of Maine.
An Act to amend section 3 of chapter 9 of
the Public Laws of It’19. establishing superior
court in Penobscot County.
An Act to amend section 14, chapter 137, re
vised statutes, relating to probation.
An Act to amend the eighteenth paragraph
of section 43 of chapter 117 of the revised stat
utes In relation to the time of payments by
Registers of Deeds to County Treasurers.
An Act to incorporate the Auburn Water
District.
An Act to incorporate the Union Ferry Com
pany in Casco Bay.
19-22
TUESDAY, Febntary 27, at 2 P. M, on Hu
following:
An Ac; to regulate the practice of the system,
method or r.cienre of healing known c-.i <’hiropractlc, creating a board of examination and
registration tor those desiring to practice name
and providing penalties for violation of this
act.
21 24
TUESDAY, February 27, at 2 P. M.„ on the
ioliowlng:
Au Act to establish a Superior Court in Ihe
Counties of Knox ami Waldo.
Au Act to amend Section 11, Chapter 133, re
Used statutes, relating to sureties in criminal

COMO,

An Act Io amend Section 1 of Chapter 143,
Re-. bed Statutes, relating to hospital trustees
An Act giving to Attorneys at Law all Pow
ers of Justices ot’ the Peace ami Notaries Pub
20-24
lic
W T GARDINER. Sec.

EDUCATION
The Committee on Education will give a pub
lic hearing at the State House, in Augusta, on
THURSDAY, Fcbmary
<,192.3, 2 p. m , ou
th • following:
No. 33. Resolve in favor of East Corinth
Academy.
No. 31. Resolve in favor of Endburg Acad
emy in the County of Oxford, lor equiptnen..
repairs and general maintenance.
No 33. Resolve in favor of Trustees of Nassoii Institute.
No. 36. Resolve in favor of Lincoln Academy,
Newcastle, for maintenance, repairs and im
provements.
No 37. Resolve in favor of Ricker Classical
Institute, Iloultcn.
No. 38. Sir.solve in favor of the Trustees of
\< rth Yarmouth Academy.
No. 3.T Resolve in favor of Berwick Academy.
No 40. Resolve in favor of Bridgton Acad
emy in North Bridgton for a deficit in mainte
nance.
No. 42. Resolve in favor of the 'town of
Kligman. Penobscot County, appropriating
honey for the building of a schoolhouse
22 It
jftHN F. WOOD. Sec
I

SEA t SHORE FISHERIES
The Committee on Sea & Shore Fisheries will
Th* Reliable and Satisfactory
give a public hearing in its, rooms at the State
IP.use, in Augusta, on
THURSDAY, Feb. 22. at 2 J\.M.
No. 2. An Act. tb lietler protect the Lobster
industry in the waters around Matinicus and
Criehaten. (Continued Hearing.)
No 12. An Act to prohibit the use of beam
Can be consulted every Tuesday and trawls
iu the waters of Sedgwick Harbor, known
Wednesday from 10 A. M, lo 8 P. M. as Benjamin’s River.
No.
13.
An Act 4o repeal Chapter 293 Public
29 PARK STREET
Laws of 1917 and to amend and re-enact Cer
tain
Sections
of fhapter 43 Revi.e.1 Staiines
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
Relating to the Comtnif.skiner of Sea and Shorn
I36«tf
Fisheries.
No 11 An Act to regulate the taking of
Clams in the town of Sorrento.
No. 13. An Act to amend flection 73 of
( iianicr 43 of the Revised Statute; Relating . >
the Taking of Kmelln.
21-22

Psychic and Spiritual

MEDIUM

This Paper Prints ALL the
• News ALL the lime.

Its Readers Have Confidence
In the Matter Appearing In Its
Columns. Gain the Advantage
of This Confidence by Advertising
Your Business In IL

TOWNS
The Committee on Towns will give a p'iolic
he.,ring In Ms rooms at <he State House, in
Augusta, on
WEDNESDAY, February 28th, 1923, 2 P. ?,|.
on the following:
An Act to reunite the towns of Owl’s Head
and South Thomason
An Act to divide and se* off a certain part
of the town of Owl’s Head ond annex the same
to the town of South Thomaston.
21-23

Every-Other-Day

Calk of tbe Cows

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 20, 1923
King Solomon Temple Chapter has
a special meeting Thursday night for
work on the Royal Arch degree. Ref.n shiner*ts.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Sensible Shoes Are
Fashionable

TURN ME OVER
—s

Feb. 20 (Polo) liuvkiand is. Woonsocket, a’
Robert Brewer is in Stonington this
tha Arcade.
Shoes with sensible walking heels and
Feb. 20 (2 p. ui
Kennebec Bridge bearing week helping the inhabitants forget the
In Augusta
coal shortage and ice surplus with some comfortable toes are the vogue for out
Feb. 21—.Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s ot his clever vaudeville stunts. Mrs. door and daytime wear. Rapidly, the

League

Brewer is with him, and they wiM do
Feb. 21—Elks ladies’ night
Feb 21—Opening of Strand Theatre (2 p. m. s »me exhibition dances at a fair which
ano 6.43 p. nt.)
is being held there.
Feb. 22 (Polo)—Kockland is Bath at the
Arcade.
Tidier skating will he resumed at
Feb. 22 (Polp)—Buckland vs Bath, at the
Arcade.

Feb. 22—Country (Tub. ladies’ and geutleluer.’s supper at 6 30, foi lowed by auction.
Feb. 22—'Washington*s Bir’huay.
Feb. 24—Food sale at Fuller-Cobb-lfcivis stoh*
Feb 22—Knox County Librarians’ Association
at Kockland Public Library, 2 30 p m
Feb. 26 -Portland Auhiui*>Mle Show begins.
March 2—Partial eclipse of the moon, begin
ning 8 13 p in
March 4—Observance of State Sunday School

the Arcade tomorrow night, and after
such a long recess the devotees of that
popular sport will want to “whirl ’em.”
Manager Packard will have good music
at t ach session.

“Rockland can count itsi If fortunate
in not having more contagion this wint >r,” remarked David L. McCarty, pub
Day.
March 5— Municipal Election.
lic health officer. yesterday. “Other
March 7- Country Club, ladies’ auction at Maine cities are having regular epi12 30, followed by auction.
March 21-22—State conference, 1). A. It, ikmfcs of scarlet fever and whooping
Waterville
cough, hut Rockland is practically fret
March 16— Country (Tub. din e
March 16 Boric land bulge of Perfection and from both.”

Kockland Council, Prince* of Jerusalem, meet
in Temple hall.
(March 17—St. Patrick's Hay
March 23- Palm Sunday.
March 26-30—Farmers’ Week, University of
Maine.
March 30—"Country club, ladies’ and gentle
men's supper at 6.30 followed by auction.
March 30 Good Friday.
April 1—Easter Sunday.
April 13-Country dirt) dance.
April
Patriots’ I):.y
April 20--CJen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
luce (a in Tenipie hall.
April 26 —Country (lub, ladies’ luncheon at
12.30, followed by auction
May 11—-Country (Tub dame
May 23—Country (Tub. ladies’ and gentle
men’s supper at 6.30, followed by auction.

Although there are still about three
feet of snow on the level Hudson D.
Ames was yesterday laying ixu.ni> to
plant five acres of potatoes this spring.
“I always wanted -to be king of some
thing.” said Hud, “ar.d who knows but
that I may yet be a potato king?”

Anderson Auxiliary. S. of V., wi?l
hoid its regular meeting Wednesday
evening. Feb. 21. Supper will be served
at 6 oclock, consisting of cold meats,
(scalloped potatoes, beans, doughnuts,
eream pies and coffee. Washington’^
birthday will b‘ observed with an apWeather This Week
I ropriate program. Members are asked
Washington, Feb. 18.— Weather out to show their interest by being present.
look for the week beginning Monday in
North Atlanta* States: Generally fair
Tomorrow night’s speaker at the
and unseasonably cold III st part of meeting of the Baptist Men’s League
week, and unsettled and warmer, prob will be one of its own members, John
ably with snow over North and snow II. Brubaker. Mr. Brubaker is a busy
or rain over South portion during the ,iran in his capacity as superintendent
latter part.
of tbe Llvingst-ei Manufacturing Co.,
hut finds time to devote to his studies
T. E. Libby arrived Saturday from as a naturalist. Ilis subject tomorrow
Boston, on his way to Vinaihaven.
night will be’ “The Economic Value of
Birds,’ and another interesting even
A Rockland business man picked two ing is promised.
cases of fresh eggs, off the bargain
counter last week at 40 cents a dozen.
The government gives notice to mar
iners that the following buoys have
Thomas Maguire of New York was in 1 een dragged from their positions by
the city Saturday, watching for i the iee, and will be replaced as soon
chance to get to Stonington, where he as conditions permit: Seacoast—Heron
has business interests.
Neck whistling buoy 2, and Bay Ledge
bell buoy 2; West Penobscot Bay—Na
Thomaston residents who visted val Trial (’ourse buoys, Monroe Island
Rockland S^lDrday were jubilant over bell 3: Owl’s Head Bay—‘Sheep Island
the arrival of five carloads of anthra Bar 2, nun; 25-foot Rock, 1 A can;
cite coal which they said was selling at Sunken Ledge, IllS.e nun; Guide Buoy,
$18.50 the ton.
2 A, nun.
Vapor rising from fresh water
streams through ice aud snow, was the
unusual sight noted by a number of cit
izens whi'lc <he cold spell was at its
height.
Ralph Thorndike, a former Thorndike
Hotel bell boy, r.ow employed in an
Augusta restaurant, is an the city on
a short vacation.

Members of Winslow-Holbrook Post
are expressing their appreciation of
Virgie F. Ktudky’s kindness in furnish
ing a lot of Columbia records to go
with the line machine recently pre
sented by the Burpee Furniture Co.
The regular Tuesday night dance in
Havener hall takes place tonight. There
will also be d:vneing Thursday even
ing—Washington's Birthday.
Mars
ton’s Orchestra will furnish music.
A food sale by Class 3 of the Meth
odist church will be held at the FullerCobb-Davis store Saturday.—adv.

Where Ripples of Delight Cheek the
Trembling Tears. See Mary Pickford
in “Little Lord Fauntleroy'’ at the Em
pire Thursday.—Adv.

COBB’S
FISH DEPT.
HADDOCK
HALIBUT
HAKE
CUSK
SPAWN
CLAMS
OYSTERS
SCALLOPS
FINNAN HADDIE
COD SIDES
COD BITS
BOX COD
SLACK SALTED
POLLOCK
AND COD
SALT MACKEREL
TONGUES & SOUNDS
HERRING
SALMON
BLOATERS

New Let
NAVEL ORANGES
5c Each
100 Do’,cn Giic

high French heel and the uncomfort
able pointed toes are being limited by
fashion to formal dress affairs.
The greater comfort 'and peace of
mind enjoyed by the wearing of sen
sible shoes has been the cause of fash
ion’s new attitude toward correctly
shaped shoes. The leading influence in
this style trend has been, and is the
well-known Cantilever Shoe. It has a
flexible arch and a close-fitting instep
which make walking a joy and which
take the fatigue out of both walking
and standing.

’ ’ W make; Mr. 6. Roud),
5o awfully doje-moidfed?
Porch climbers and second story
men are much in demand during these
days of leaky gutters and dripping
ceilings.
The road hog of the winter is worse
than the summer variety and is even
more conspicuous in ‘these days of hard
sledding.
There will be open house at the
Business and Professional Women’s
Club Wednesday evening, with a social
You will enjoy the new shoe fashion
hour, music and general discussion on
when you wear Cantilever Shoes, and
“What shall we do next?”
the freedom permitted by the Canti
lever flexible arch will act like a tonic
The February session of Probate
on your feet. It is a real happy feeling
Court has been adjourned one week to
that you experience when you wear
accommodate those who wish to at
Cantilever Shoes. Come to our store tend the Kennebec Bridge hearing in
and see them, and try them on. It’s a Augusta today.
treat to the feet—and to the nerves.
We are the sole agents for Cantilever
Owing to the condition of the road
Shoes in Rockland.
the funeral services of Edward Buck
lin who died in Rockville yesterday will
L. E. BLACKINGTON
be held at Crozier’s funeral parlors
Boots, Shoes, Clothing
Thursday at 2 o’clock.
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SECTION MAN KILLED

Isaac A. Brown Struck By Lo
comotive While Walking on
Track After Day’s Work.
Isaac A. Brown, section hand in the
employ of the Lime Rock Railroad,
was instantly killed at 4.03 yesterday
afternoon, when struck by a locomotive,
while he was walking on the track.
The tragedy occurred near the railroad
crossing on upper Park street.
Mr. Brown, who was deaf and dumb,
had completed iris day's work on the
lime siding, beyond Limerock street,
and with pick and shovel over his
shoulder had started for the section
house. Locomotive No. 2, with three
carloads of lime, arrived from the
Xorthend a few seconds later, on its
way to the yard. Mr. Brown was
standing by the lower Y switch ad
justing the pick a net shovel, when the
engineer, J. W. Smith, first saw him.
The yard whistle had already beer,
sounded, and when the engineer saw
Mr. Brown step into the middle of the
track hp immediately whistled for
brakes. Less than 200 feet separated
the section hand and the oncoming
train at this time and it was impossi
ble on the s'ippery track and down
grade to avert the tragedy.
immediately upon receipt of the news
Supt. K. C. Rankin put in an ambu
lance and hospital call, Burpee’s ambu
lance responding to the former. It was
found that death had been practically
instantaneous, however, and Supt. Ran
kin summoned Medical
Examiner
Crockett.
The latter made an examination,
which resulted in the prompt exonera
tion of the train officiate from any
blame. The train was in charge of
conductor Hess Cariette.
The body was taken ito the Burpee
undertaking rooms.
The railroad officials are at loss to
account for the accident, as Mr. Brown,
though deaf, was especially keen in
sensing the approach of a train and was
frequently warning those not afflicted by
his misfortune.
Mr. Brown was a son of the late Ol
iver 13. and Martha Brown. During his
youth he attended a school for deaf
and dumb in Connecticut. He was not
only an adept in the sign language,
but had, a wonderful faculty of ex
pressing himself so as to be under
stood by those who were not familiar
with the language.
He had been in the employ of the
Limerock Railroad the greater part of
the past 23 years, and was an uncom
monly faithful and efficient worker, as
well as one of the company’s most pop
ular employes, lie made his home with
1 is sister, Mrs. Mabel Thorndike, to
whom the tragedy comes as a double
shock so closely following the death of
her husband, the late Mayor Thorndike.
Mr. Brown is also survived by one
brother, Oliver B. Brown.

POLO

TWO BIG GAMES
ARCADE

TONIGHT

ROCKLAND vs. WOONSOCKET
The visiting team has tho famous Lincoln.

THURSDAY
ROCKLAND

RADIO

10 Per Cent Cash Dis

count on all Radio Sup

plies during this week.

NIGHT
vs.

BATH

ST. AUBIN, 1r ...................
.................................................................... 1r, BOUCHARD
SKINNER, 2r .....................
.................................................................. 2r, JOLLY
THERRIEN, c ....................
................................................ c, SHAUGHNESSEY
WRIGHT, hb ......................
......................................................................... hb, CUSICK
PURCELL, g ...........................
............................................................
g, LOVEGREEN
Wherein Rockland seeks revenge.

Reduced Rates on All Railroads for the
PORTLAND and STATE OF MAINE

SHOW

AUTO

EXPOSITION BUILDING, PORTLAND, MAINE
FEB. 26th to MARCH 3rd, inclusive

PLEASURE CARS, TRUCKS, TRACTORS,
CYCLES and ACCESSORIES
STAGED UNDER AUSPICES OF THE

Portland Automobile Dealers’ Association
HOWARD B. CHANDLER, Mgr.

ICE SITUATION IS WORSE
Cold Wave Tightens the Blockade In Penobscot BayWhat the Last Ten Days Have Brought.
Thanks to tlie efforts of the Coast
Guard Cutter Ossipee, tlie steamer Oov,
Bodwell was able to make a trip to
Stonington Sunday, carrying delayed
mail and some welcome supplies. At
8.30 yesterday morning tlie Bodwtli
was again on her way, this time for
Swan's Island, which has been with
out communication of any sort for
more tliail two weeks. She was able
to penetrate within half a mile or so
of the lighthouse, and the mail was
carried ashore in two dory loads.
The Bodwell then came back to
Rockland, via Vinaihaven. being 12
hours on the entire trip. Capt. Cray
was obliged to use all of his nautical
strategy to reach his destination.
County Commissioner Arthur U. Pat
terson, who was a passenger from
Vinaihaven, told a Courier-Gazette re
porter that the Bodwell lias been do
ing wonderful work under conditions
tliat astonish all who are familiar with
them. It was necessary to make sev
eral stops iu crossing the bay. This
morning, witli the temperature con
siderably below zero, the iee conditions
were reported worse than they have
been at any time during the winter,
and the •Bodwell is tied up at her Till
son wharf dock, where she will re
main until further orders.
In the inner harbor is a barge laden
with coal for Stonington and other
ports, hut likely tu stay there in

definitely as consignees have thus far
lieen unable V> gpt any means of towing
the craft to Stonington. In the outer
harbor are two four-masted schooners
laden with coal for tlie Kockland &
Rockport Lime Corporation, unable to
get in. by the same virtue that the
Stonington-bound barge is unable to
get out.
Conditions at Stonington are bail
enough. l»ut hardly as distressing as
the situation painted by a sensational
Boston Sunday news sheet.
Town
Clerk Reuben Cousins is authority for
the statement that the schools have
not closed on account of fuel shortage,
and that while Ihe bakers’ bread may
have given out. the Stonington house
wives huve not lost their art of bread
making. Some supplies are short, but
there is no food famine in sight yet.
Coal is what Stonington wants. There’s
not a pound in the dealer’s bins.
Returning from Stonington Satur
day night the cutter brought Mrs.
Ilenry Cross of Stonington, who was
operated upon at Silsby Hospital yes
terday, then scurried back to take a
doctor to Cranberry Isles where the
stork was about to alight.
A despatch from Washington says
that Senator Bale has arranged with
the Navy Department to send a naval
lug to assist tin cutter Ossipee in
breaking Ihe iee nt Stockton, lo relieve
the eoul situation at Bangor.

Basketball with Rockland’s famous
girls team in the limelight is the order
at Spear hall tomorrow night. The
Westbrook High girls will attempt to
justify the claims made in their behalf.
Last year they had a very powerful
team and with several veteran players
There will be a meeting of Anderson
hope to wrest State Championship
Mrs. Amanda Choate. Mrs. Elizabeth honors from Rockland High. Seeing
( amp. Sons of Veterans, at G. A. R.,
ball Wednesday evening at 7.30 p. ni.. Mills and Mrs. Julia Huntley will be is believing.
to act on the conditions imposed by housekeepers at the Relief Corps circle
Edwin Libby Post in turning ovr the supper Thursday night. The members
Monday night a surprise birthday
Post property to the Camp. A full at should turn out in force as there is dinner and card party was given C. H.
tendance is desired.
much work to be done.
Duff at the Thoindike Hotel. Tweaityfivc guests were present. A feature of
The telegraph wires brought inter
Puffed up with pride over her fine the dinner was the presentation of a
esting news to two Knox .county fam
new Washington street alleys, Camden “wonderful” birthday cake, the work of
BATH WON RUBBER
ines Sunday. The father’s name is C.
the hotel’s famous pastry cook. A
\Vjibert Snow and he is a professor Jn has decided she is king of the bowlers. bouquet presented by the Saturday
Wesleyan
University,
Middletown. Thomaston, on the olher hand, has Night Club ornamented the table. St. Aubin Was Not In the
( onn. The mother was formerly Jean been feeling pretty good over her re Cards followed the dinner, and prizes
It remains for
nette Simmons of Rockland.
Wil- cent high records.
Lineup—Fred Lincoln Here
Rockland to uproot tin* old tomahawk were awarded to Mrs. Alan Bird, Mrs.
1 nt, Jr., is the newcomer’s name.
;iiai Mi>. i. j. Hollter; tie
and go after these two scalps. So on A. W. i*<»
With Woonsocket Tonight.
men’s prizes went to A. C. McLoon,
“We’re having a rea'l winter down Wednesday evening a group of Rock George B. Wood and Alan C. Bird. An
land
incogs
will
journey
to
Thomaston
here,” phoned Albert J. Rawley of
Bath wen the rubber game in its se
out of town guest wa Mrs. Day of
tenant’s Harbor yesterday. “Oldtiin- in quest of victory and on Friday will Portland, who is thc^ui^t of Mre. ries with Rockland, Saturday night. St.
frfrkle
The
Cafhde'nltvs.
< i. say there is more snow than they
Henry B. Bird.
Aubin was not in the lineup, on ac
< ver saw here before, and the line of
count of an accident received in the
i- e extends out beyond Southern Is
Word has been received of the death,
Only two polo games this week, but
land.” Sunday was St. George’s cold Feb. 10, at his home in Walnut Creek, both wil^he crackerjacks. The Woon previous game. The Bath Times says:
« * • •
est day—1C below. Mr. Rawley and Calif., of Herbert Merriam, native of socket team is here tonight, and in
First Selectman Fred Smalley went to Rockland. The funeral was held the terest will center around the work of
Bath polo team won its series from
R. S. Sherman, agent of the Eastern
Augusta this morning; to show that following Tuesday and burial was in the veteran rusher Lincoln, who has Rockland last week by trimming the
their town is interested in the Kenne St. Helena. Mr. Merriam was married been a topnoteher in the Grand Cir Larners Saturday night, 8-5, in a game Steamship Lines, Inc., and Justin L.
Cross, another Tillson whurf employe
bec Bridge proposition.
to Miss (’aroline A. Achorn of this cuit for many seasons. Thursday night which pleased the fans, for there was of that corporation, hoofed it across
City, who survives him, together with the Bath team comes here, all puffed lots of action. It was really a battle the frozen harbor this morning, and
King Solomon Temple chapter con
their daughter Constance.
Further up by the fact that it won two games ef goal tenders with honors going to phoned The Courier-Gazette upon their
ferred the Past and Most Excellent de
out of three from the Rockland team Lovegreen of the Bath team who safe arrival at the Breakwater Light. I
i mention will be made.
grees Thursday night upon George
in Bath last week. Bath certainly has kicked out the red apple 73 times in Mr. Sherman said that it did not re- !
Greeley, Rev. John M. Ratcliff and Al
one mighty smart team, comprising the 45 minutes playing. Purcell, ihe quire nearly as much courage to make I
lart C. Daniello.—King Hiram Coun
Register of Probate Henry H. Payson
such stars as Bouchard, Jolly, Shaugli- snappy-eyed guardian of the Rockland this trip as it did to decline Keeper
cil has a big meeting ia prospect for was found on upper Camden street this
(age, hounded 58 away from his imme
nessey, Cusick and Ixivegreen. After
March 2.
morning trying to find the Court House.
The Batii rushers, Talbot's kind invitation to a dandelion !
12 days’ rest the fans will be in their diate vicinity.
I Of course this really didn’t happen,
Bouchard and .lolly also featured in green dinner. Further reference to
accustomed
seats
early,
and
prepared
W. J. damage, formerly of this city, but when Henry came into The Cou
the win, showing some clever passing this morning stroll may be expected in
lias just returned to his Portland home rier-Gazette office he plainly didn’t for tho good sport which is coming while “Wild Kill’’ Shaughnessy and the next issue of “The Diarist."
by way of Indianapolis, Cleveland and know whether he was afoot or horse their way.
Cusick were not lacking in action for
Marion, Ohio. He is formulating plans back, for he had just received news
they were kept busy on the defense.
BORN
FORCE OF HABIT, MAYBE
to be strongly represented at the Maine that he was grandfather to a bouncing
Snow-Middletown, Conn . to Prof and Mrs. Twice Bath caged the hali to have it
racc-track meetings this season. Franz boy, born in Hope to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilbert Snov (Miss Jeannette Sim loll out again. The score:
mons), a son Charles Wilbert Snow. Jr.
M. Simmons will handle his horses and Everett N. llobbs.*
“Who is the fellow In n sport ear?”
Bath—‘Bouchard lr, Jolly 2r, Shaugh
Faiwheiix Between He i»l of die Bay and Rock nessy c, Cusick hl), IiOvegreen g.
has already received a large amount of
‘That’s Harold Heartbreak, tlie
land, Fob. 14, to Mr. and Mrs. Louis M. FauRoeki ind—Therrien lr, Skinner 2r, movie star, lie gets paid a Idg sulparaphernalia.—Horsemen in general
<luu\. a son
Henry
Closson
and
William
Donohue,
.McCotielile ■Rockland, Feb 7, to Mr. and Mrs. Jones c, Wright hb, Puree
will learn with regret of the sudden
ary for just making love to beautiful
McConchk', a son Irving Howard—weigh:
First Period
death of A. II. Merrill of Danvers. well known residents of the Head of Roy
It pounds.
women.”
Ihe
Bay,
indulged
in
a
losing
race
with
1 Bath—Bouchard ....................... 1.14
Mass... who was nationally known as a
Hobbs—Ho|x». Feb it), to Mr. and Mrs Ev
“In a ease like that a man would
the stork during last Wednesday night’s erett \. Hobbs, a son
9 Rockland—Skinner ................. 2.15
starter of marked ability.
(Richards Waldoboro, I■••>». 15, jto Mr. and 3 Bath—Bbuchard ....................... 1.12 have some Inducement to work over
severe storm. Their sympathies were
Mrs. John M Richards, a .son—Julin Douglas.
4 Bath—Bouchard ....................... 1.17 time."
The torpedo boat destroyer Putnam, readily aroused by the plight of a
Wgll m 1 hi, Hot I'
Mass . Feb. 9 ' ■
Mrs. Louis M. Fuucheux, Mr. ar.jl Mrs Oscar P W'II.iee. a daughter.
Bath—Bouchard ....................... 4.IIU
“He’s evidently been working over
v l.ieh came here last week for addi neighbor.
Winslow
East
Wa'iJoboro.
Fel)
2.
to
Mr.
and
tional trials had plenty of them, blit not whose husband could get neither a doc Mis Addison K. Winslow, a son—Leon Ed- 6 Rockland—.Skinner................... ■1.23 time. His wife Is suing him for di
Second Period
the kind her commander bargained for. tor nor an ambulance in the emergency w«f rd
vorce and names six corespondents.”—
Hodsdon—’7<vni) M.-ss. l eb. 13, at J*ynn Hos 7 Bath—Jolly .................................. 1.45
The e aft got pinched in the i •<», and with which the couple found themselves
pital.
to
Mr
-and
Mis
Kicbsrd
P
Hodsdon
X Rockland—Therrien ............... 4.45 Birmingham Age-Herald.
was in a fair way to spend the winter < onfrouted. Messrs. Closson and Dono (Agues Grccu) a son Richard Spaulding.
9 Bath—Bouchard ....................... 4.15
with us when the lighthouse tender hue started for Rockland with tlv
Has Been About Some.
10 Eith—Shaughnessy................. 1.00
Hibiscus came along and helped her couple in a sleigh, hut were compelled
MARRIED
"Your boy has graduated?"
Third Period
out of lier plight. Last seen of the Put to walk most of the way heating a path
biukkonen-Hendricks n Kockland, Fell. 17
.16
"Yes,” said Mr. Grabeoin, “Now he
nam she was heading southward at for the horse. Several times they l»v Frank B. Miller, cs'i . John Liiikkonen o 11 Rockland—Therrien.................
Head and Elii M. H ndricksou of Rock 12 Rockland—Jones....................... :i.i 4 wants to go abroad and see something
something less than 30 knots an hour strayed from the highway in the blind Owl's
hold.
trying to relocate the Gulf Stream. ing storm, and were three hours in
Moore-Wiley Warren. Feb 17. by Kev E. W. 13 Bath—-Bouchard ....................... 5.00 of the world."
Rushes—Bouchard 12: Therrien 4;
ThYre is not much likelihood of further reaching the Rockland hospital where Webber. Percy A Moore and Miss Ella Wiley,
"Why don't you let him see America
stops—fLovogrecn 73; Purcell, 56; ref
warship trials on the Rockland course Mrs. FauPheux and her baby boy were both of Warren.
first?”
tree—Benoit.
until the ice blockade is declared off. < a red for. We say baby boy, for mid
DIED
“You couldn't Interest him In a
• * « •
Tl.e new ^cout cruiser Detroit will way between home and the hospital, in
Merriam Walnut Crtek. Calif.. Feb. 10, Her
proposition
like that. He traveled
Rockland
will
be
back
in
its
own
rink
the
midst
of
snowdrifts,
the
child
was
probably be the first warship to come
bert Merriam, a n.i ive of Rockland, aged about
tonight, when it plays Woonsocket. with the football team.
j here when op n ations are resumed. born. And mother and child are doing 63 years.
Thomas—Warren. Feb. 18, Shirley Thomas, Fred Lincoln, who played with Rock
I Meantime the members of the Board finely.
v.ife of Herbert Thomas, aged 27 years
Apparently.
of Inspectors and Survey down in
Saunders—Rockland. Feh. 17, Frances E. land when it last had a State League
Saunders of West Rockport, aged 7<i yeats, 10 team, will be on the visitors’ rush line,
“Boss, is you connected with de|
‘ Washington will have a chance to do
Those who have already inspected months.
Funeral this afternoon from 33 Rankin and will get a glad hand from old-tim
a little “figgering” and to read the the new Strand Theatre are highly su eet.
courthouse?”
speeches in the Congressiona Record.
Matts—Portland, Feb. H. George H. Watts, ers.
e<tit-liuelastic about it, and their opin
“Yes."
a
native
of
St.
George,
aged
60
years,
3
months.
ion is quite sure «to be confirmed by 22 days Remains brough to Martinsville
“Kin you help me out? I wants a [
The
mark
down
sale
at
the
C.
M
There is to be a grand rally of the the crowds which will be present at
Mank -East Waldoboro, Feb. y, Margaret, wife
marriage
license.”
Stake
Wall
Paper
Store
is
giving
great
Chapters of the World Wide Guild of the opening performances tomorrow of Edwin A Mank. aged 74 \ears, 10 months.
"No, I’m a police magistrate. Best:
(. iff- •Kehoboth. Mas:., Feb
. Mrs James feargaihs.—adv.
15-tf.
Knox county in the First Baptist afternoon and evening. It was origi
Goff, formerly of Waldoboro.
I can do is to give you a year in Jail. |
,i church, Rockland. Thursday afternoon nally planned to have the opening on (Benner)
Loveland-Kumdcn. Feb. 16, Eben Loveland,
You're after a life sentence.| ano evening, with Miss Margaret Su- Washington’s Birthday, but Manager aged 83 years.
Wentworth Rockport, Feb. 19, Emma E..
’ man of the Philippines as guest and Dondis found himself in a i>ositlon to
of Simon H. Wentworth, aged 74 years.
! speaker. The afternoon session, be have the dedication a day earlier, and widow
10 months, 2 days. Funeral service irorn the
ginning at 3 o’clock, will be in -the na- thus reUeve the holiday congestion. luane. Spruce street. Wednesday, at 2 p m
Bucklin Rockville. Feb It), Edward ('. Buck
j ture of an informal round table discus The afternoon performances will Ixegin
lin, aged 72 years, 10 months, 13 days Funeral
sion, for young women only, with an at 2. Tli re will be itwo evening per Thursday
at 2 p. in from the Crozier rooms.
'address by Miss Suman and special formances, the first beginning at 6.45. Burial in Thomaston.
blown Rotic.ind, Feb. 1!', Isaac A. Bfowti,
' music, yells and cheers contributed by The feature for W<dnt^day and Thurs
, the various Guilds. • At 6 o’clock the day is “My Wild Irish Rose,” from the aged 54 ye-ais.
local Guild will serve a banquet to famous Irish play, “The Shaugraun.”
CARD OF THANKS
! about 100 Guild girls, after whldi the An interesting scene shows the interior
Wc wish to thank oar tiiwids und nciglibors
public is invited to attend the' open of an Irish courtroom in an early day. for thnir many kiixlnesaes (luring the illness and
meeting at 7.30. An attractive musical The most intercabing feature of the de. Mi of our mother and grandmother.
Opt. and Mrs S 11 Rogers and family.
program will precede Miss Suman’s ad courtroom se t is, per.huims. the prison
Koekland, Fob. 17.
•
dress. The rally is intended to bring er’s dock. In those days the prisoner’s
enthusiasm and inspiration, especially dock was walled around with a bal
CARO OF THANKS
We wish to extend our hearlfek thanks to our
i to young women interested in mission
ustrade of spikes which prevented^the friends and neighbors who were so kind to
ary projects. The Would Wide Guild
prisoner from leaping over. The spikes rs in our late bereavement : also for the beau
ENVIOUS
is a Baptist girls’ missionary club, and
tiful floral offerings
were sharpened to a line i>oint and oc
Mrs. A M. Grant, Chester, Percy, Elijah.
Fish: Gee, he's « lucky guy, hs .
its activities reach to nearly all 'the
casionally a prisoner placing his hand Earl of Rockport, Mrs Kenneth Jarvis of Au
can hug eight girls at once!
countries of the world.
thoughtlessly upon (them would be re gusta, Mrs. Ernest Demmons of Rockport. •
minded of their sharpness. The Irish
A limited <|uhnI Hy of winter g irRESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
\;I’ ig". the famous prison ship which
Whereas, the PiUne Mister has iu His iuinents arc being sold at reduced prices
Rare Brand of Pigeon.
took pr’toners to Australia, the court flnitc wisdom called our beloved sister, Flora
INC.
I at the Davis Garment Store, corner of
The Belgians are great pigeon
and many other sx*encs have lxeen ( aklerwood. to join the invisible ranks of the
'Main and Elm streets. Ro ’kland. Some
gicat grange above, therefore, he It
breeders, and one of the choicest
falthfuily reproduced by Director
NEXT TO FORD BUILDING
Resolved. That we or North Haven Grange ex
I exceptional bargains in coats.
22-tf
birds of this kind Is the true Ant
David Smith, w’.io is an authority on tend to the If>creared husband, father, sister and
brothers our heartfelt sympathy iu their great
Irish. Scotch and British atmosphere.
werp carrier, which Is compu.-utively
ROCKLAND, ME.
sorrow.
May
they
be
comforted
with
the
The pic-turc that has won the heart
thought that the well earn.:! rust, and crown
rare.
{of the World—“Little Lord r’a.untlehave been bestowed upon her by Him who giveth
All persons having repair work at the His beloved sleep.
roy,” with Mary Pickford.
Empile
late W. M. Purington’s jewelry More
Resolved, That as a toktto of our love and
Thursday.—Adv.
Dantlstry an Anelant Art.
CARO OF THANKS
are requested to immediately notify the esteem we drape our charter for a period of 36
days; that these resolutions he spread uj»on our
\\( wish to extend olir sincere tiuiuks to Uie
Roman dentists filled teeth with
store, 344 Main Street.—21-22.
records, copies l»o sent lo the feresved hurtfeud frauds .md uelgbfer.s. t q»e< ially Mr. and Mrs.
America’s Sweetheart in her greatest
and father and a copy sent to The Rockland Thcflius Gross, for the kindness and sympathy gold as early as 500 B. O.
shown us in our recent fereavement
picture.
Mary Pickford in “Little
Two Big Feature Picture®—One Courier-Gazette for publication.
M Beverage, Annie T. Waterman. Alice
Mrs. Leroy Smith, Mrs. William Gould, Mrs.
Iaord Fauntleroy” at -the Empire Small Price. Always a good show at K.Nellie
Sampson .committee on resolutions.
The charge tor puhltsning a Card ot Thank,
Terey Si rout. Mrs Milton Ilofffces, James Don
Thursday.—Adv.
the Em p re.—Adv.
North Haven, Fob. 10, 1023.
la 50 cents, oash to acoompany the order.
1
ohue.
*
The Past Noble Grands’ Association
will meet in Odd Fellows hall Wednes
day afternoon and evening. The Past
Grands are invited as their guests at
supper. Short entertainment in the
evening.

POLO

PARK
Telephone 409
Matinee 2 P. M. Bal. 10c. Floor 17c
Evening 6.45, 8.30. Bal. 17c. Floor 22c
Special Features and Prices
Thursday and Friday
TODAY—TUESDAY
Peter B. Kyne’s Story

“Ten Dollar Raise”
OUR GANG
COMEDY

NEWS

REVIEW

WEDNESDAY

Shirley Mason

“Pawn Ticket No.210”
COMEOY

NEWS &

VIEWS

FEATURE

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
Rupcr Hughes Masterpiece

“The Old Nest”
Coming
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM”

2 BIG SHOWS—1 SMALL PRICE

EMPIRE Theatre
Telephone 60
Matinee 2 P. M. Evening 6:15, 8:30
THURSDAY

There Never Was a Picture So Good
—There Wdl Never Be One Bettor.

MARY
PICKFORD
—IN—

“LITTLE LORD
FAUNTLEROY”
Con-panion Feature

“THE OATH”
ADMISSION: Floor 28c. Balcony 17c
Children 10c
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nation turned to Intercept her. Il plenty of loose sand over a pool of oil whose raid on the Jam cupboard Is
found a hand detaining him; Aimee that was the sole legacy of tlie Sphinx. about to he discovered. When lie ar
He left the place with a sigh of relief rived at the abbey there was no sign
had gripped him by the aim.
“Let her go!” said Aimee breath and, encountering the search party of of his partner. After lingering for
some time near ttie most likely hiiunts,
police, permitted himself to smile.
lessly. “la't her go!”
“Nothing doing!” said Inspector Ark Billy sighed and retreated to the
“Name of a name!" said Bertrand
blankly. But he obeyed. There was wright. “I’anke, will you go back? garage.
He had not been there long when
little choice. Already Calamity Kate Bring tlie car down over the mefcdow;
was well down the slope, runnine he we'll get tlie man on it, dear tlie pits, Aimee’s face appeared furtively round
side the free-wheeling Sphinx that gath and set a watch in tlie cave where we tlfe angle of the door,
“Hello!" she said, stepping inside.
ered more and more impetus by it® nw. found him.” He moved towards the
She halted, and they looked nt each
Height.
Tlie deftness with whl.’h late stable of the Sphinx. “But I'm
the woman steered it between tlie going to look through tills place and other dubiously. Aimee was decidedly
! pale, her eyes pathetic and rather
make sure.”
clumps of bushes was astounding.
frightened.
“
By
all
means.
Inspector,
”
said
Ber

"She hasn't a dog’s chance,” said
"I couldn't help It, Billy I" she said
Aimee with a gulp, "but what chance trand yawning. "1 am a mere amateur.
All caves look alike to me. Mind the suddenly.
there is—let her take it.”
Ii
“Couldn’t help what?”
“A nation of sportsmen — quol!" briars; they prick most accursedly."
“You saw us getting away, didn’t
Arkwright's inspection of the cave
murmured Bertrand with a paralyzed
you? And the girl—and the Sphinx?
air. He glanced to the left, where was brief.
“it is empty, hut the place has been Has Monsieur de Jussac explained to
th^police had disappeared round the
used,
and recently,” he reported. J; you?”
shoulder of the bluff. There was still
“I haven’t seen him,” said Billy,
no sign of them. Kate, reaching the "Strange they should not have chosen
quietly, “hut I guess it isn't hard to see
trodden path at tlie bottom, turned it; it is tlie best hiding place in tlie
how things were. You might as well
pit.”
Suddenly Aimee stooped and caught sharp to the right and swung herself
SYNOPSIS
tell me, though."
"Perhaps
they
only
recently
discov

into the saddle.
her by the shoulder.
Aimee, very gloomily, described her
ered tills desirable residence, and were
"It
is
one's
duty
to
stop
her.
”
said
"Come with me!” she said swiftly.
CHATTER I.—Disliking the prospect of
encounter with Calamity Kate.
a month’s visit to her austere aunt, lady anil, turning, crept 'in through the Bertrand, twisting his mustache in about to shift their quarters,” suggest
“I know," she concluded, shakily,
Erythea Lambe, at Jervaulx abbey, and
perplexity. "But—one does not hunt ed de Jussac. “No doubt, if a few
her cousin. Alexander lambe, Aimee, vi screen of brambles, into the cave.
“you’re thinking me an Idiot. I'd no
watchful
policemen
ambush
themselves
vacious daughter of the Very Reverend
Kate looked up compreliendiugly. a woman.”
right to take such n risk—with the po
Viscount Scroope, Is in a rebellious mood.
"She’ll never get started on that efficiently during the dark hours, they lice there and everything. I—I sup
Then, with the instinct of the hunted
will
catch
the
amiable
consort
of
that
CHATTER II.—She wanders Into the animal she dived through the bushes ground," said Aimee.
pose she’s a thief. But she's done such
iark, there encountering a strange youth
Tlie engine fired, stopped/ fired cutthroat yonder. One hopes so. It is a lot for that man, and she was so mis
n trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh and went to ground. The girls found
painful
to
the
law-abiding
to
know
Hint
ingly Introduces himself as “Billy,” Amer themselves together in the cool gloom again—the wheels threw up spirts of
erable. He's her husband. And I
ican. The two cement the acquaintance
sand, then getting onto harder ground malefactors are at large. Particularly couldn’t help thinking about you anil
by a ride on the motorcycle, the, “Flying of the cave.
when
they
are
females."
Sphinx,” and part. With Georgina Ber
Kate stared at Aimee with wonder the machine ran swiftly ahead with
Insiiector Arkwright looked at him me, Billy, and how I should feel if you
ners, her cousin, Aimee sets out for Jer
the faint pulsing whirr that was the
vaulx. On the way she decides that Geor ing eyes.
dubiously, and made no reply. Billy, —you—’’
Sphinx's
song
of
triumphant
progress.
gina shall impersonate her at Jervaulx,
I'm sorry for you!” said Aimee
She broke down and Began to cry
also, when the two rejoined him, eyed
while she goes on a holiday. Georgina’s
She shot forward much too fast, and
unsteadily.
horrified protest Is unavailing.
i de Jussac with extreme thoughtful quietly.
"I never thought,” said Kate, "to. was only just controlled in time.
"That’s how it was. Are you very
ness, and had some difficulty in sup
CHAPTER III.-Happy In her new free
No other cycle than the Sphinx
dom. Aimee again meets “Billy.” He tells find any woman sorry for me."
pressing Ids emotion. 11c was still angry with me?”
could
have
made
good
over
such
her his name is Spencer, and she gives
Billy gasped and, stepping quickly to
She glanced round the walls of the
mounting guard over Jake, who lay
hers as Amy Snooks, at presest “out of a
ground; no other could have sailed
upon his improvised stretcher and
Job.” Billy offers to rake her into part cave.
nership in selling the Sphinx. In a spirit
‘‘They'll find me here—Just the so efficiently and noiselessly up the gazed up at the sky with a singularly
of madcap adventure, she accepts. The
steep path through the gap towards
WRIGLEY’S Is the perfect gum,
same.
”
! beatific smile. De Jussac offered him a
two proceed to the town of Stanhoe, tak
ing separate lodgings In Ivy cottage.
“They may not.” Aimee, very pale, the higher ground at the far end. It cigarette, which he accepted silently.
made
of purest materials,
was a wonderful exhibition of riding.
"I think," said Inspector Arkw right. !
CHAPTER IV.-That night Aimee visits looked at the fugitive. “Don’t you
in
modern,
sanitary
As
tlie
fugitive
sped
by,
Billy,
stand

Georgina and learns that the deception think," she said, “that If you got clear
“I’ll call on you two gentlemen to as
has not been discovered. By her dominant
ing on guard beside the captive Jake, sist me and we’ll got Idm out of this. 1
factories.
this
time,
you
might
—
drop
it
all?
Try
personality she compels Georgina to con
turned and stared in petrified amaze I want the place cleared.”
tinue the subterfuge.
—something different?”
77ie Flavor
‘‘I might,” said Kate slowly. “But— ment.
It was not an easy matter to carry ,
CHAPTER V.-On a trial spin next day
L-a-i-t-a
Jake raised himself to a sitting po I the gate and its burden out of the pits
on the Sphinx, with Billy. Aimee almost they'll get me.”
collides with a carriage in which are her
sition
on
the
gate,
and
stared,
too.
She caught sight ot the Flying
By the time they had achieved It, the |
aunt, Georgina and Alexander. The pair
•scape unrecognized
Sphinx, standing in the dim light at
car arrived from Jervaulx and wound
its way over the flat turf. Jake was i
CHAPTER VI.—Georgina learns that tlie cave's end.
Lord Scroope Is coming to visit Lady Ery
lifted into It.
“What's that?” she gxclaimed, and
thea and. realizing what will happen on
“I must trouble you to accompany
moved swiftly to the machine. Aimee
tils arrival, is in hopeless bewilderment
me, Mr. Spencer," said Arkwright.
watched her.
CHAPTER VII.—While Aimee is secretly
“Anything to oblige the police,” said
“You couldn't ride it,” said Aimee,
visiting Georgina at Jervaulx, the place is
Billy, squeezing himself into tlie front
burglarized. Aimee escapes.
"not even if the way was clear."
of the car. It was a tight fit.
"I can ride anything with nil engine
CHAPTER VIII.—Georgina learns, wltl
much relief, that Aimee has got away.
The Journey to Stanhoe was made |
to it!" said Kate desperately. There
almost in silence. When the car ar
CHAPTER IX.—Police Inspector Pankt was a gleam of hope in the hunted
rived nt the police station ‘Jake was
decides that the robbery is the work ot eyes; already her hands were busy
“Jack the Climber'' and "Calamity Kate,'
duly
disposed of. while Billy cooled his
with
the
levers;
searching,
examining.
noted thieves, who travel on a motorcy
heels in a dingy waiting room that had
cle.
But she stopped, baffled. The controls
The Great
been whitewashed some time during 1
CHAPTER X.-Billy. aware of hh of the Sphinx were too much for her.
American
the
period
when
Sir
Robert
Peel
was
j
“partner’s" nocturnal jaunts, is troubled
The next moment Aimee was beside
He follows her, on the Sphinx, to Jer
reorganizing the force. Presently In j
Sweetmeat
vaulx. He hears the commotion, at onct her.
spector Arkwright joined hint. The in
■uspects burglary, and follows two figure;
“That's the throttle!” said Aimee
on a motorcycle who are apparently in a
spector closed tlie door, and regarded j
“Here’s the starter — this
desperate hurry. Cornering the pair, Billy swiftly.
Billy with a sphinx-like but faintly I
knocks out a man who attempts to shoot changes the gear—you have to be
CRIEHAVEN
land lulu, who lias just loft, informed
him, picking up a package the fellow hau
humorous eye.
me that lie had not only captured one i
dropped. He discovers the other fugitive careful with the intake. On the sec
“I think, Mr. Spencer,” he said 1
There was no school Tueadey and
to be a woman. Stopping to aid her, she ond speed she goes over the roughest
of the thieves, but that you had ren
fttrikes him with a stone, rendering him ground like a bird—on the level road
quietly, “that you have no very high
Wednesday on ac count of snow.
dered
him
invaluable
assistance.
It
j
Billy
Pulled
Aimee
’
s
Hands
Away.
unconscious, and the pair escape.
opinion of my intelligence?"
I'. B. Erickson was a business visitor
she'll do eighty. If you could get her
really seems a remarkable ending to
1 Rcckland Wednesday.
“Wrong there,” said Billy, politely. her, pulled Aimee’s hands away from
CHAPTER XI-Recovering. Billy dis
tlie nffsrtr— but It does not surprise me
covers the package he had picked up is a out clear of the bushes—but you’d
lliilip Hupper; wim has been a guest
“I don’t know that I d class the Stnsi- her face.
Jewel case, containing emeralds. Realiz
never get away with it—”
In tlie least! 1 said from tlie first tliat
I
. :- r. Mrs. E. J’. Eimpson. has
hoe staff with the world’s great think- j
Ing they must be part of the loot froi
“Angry—with you?” he exclaimed, you were more likely to make a sue
The
woman
turned
to
her.
gasping.
■It his home in New York.
Jervaulx, he starts for the abbey. On th
ers. But I’ve heard a lot about Scot holding them tight. “I was afraid you’d
"Will
you
let
me
try
—
?
”
she
ex

way he meets Aimee, with the police ii
cess of this problem than all tlie po
.) ,hi Anders n visited in Rockland
land Yard, and, if I may say so, you be mad with me! You oil gilt ft). Why,
pursuit. In a secure hiding place, a cave claimed.
lice in the country, if they would only a*t wi l l;.
among the crag pits. Aimee tells him the
come fully up to sample.”
I
did
tlie
fame
tiling,
and
I'd
no
ex

It was then that a shock of revul
Air. and Mr W. T. Barter have been
whole story. He urges that she make a
consult you. I was perfectly right —
“There is no harm now in my telling cuse! I ought to have made sure tliat
frank confession to her father, but on re
- ;tn , in Bost in the past three weeks,
sion came over Aimee. This was the
my judgment, in fact, is-never wrong.'
flection both realize Almee’s good nam<
you that I know precisely what your woman was run in.”
f
i Andci • n. who has been in
has been compromised by her two nights female rattlesnake who had nearly
“Yes. my lady.”
movements liflve been, Mr. Spencer. 1
“You—did the same thing?” said
,d the greater part of the winstay at Ivy cottage.
killed Billy, and caused all the trouble.
*00
“I am quite capable of reading be
know that it was you, and not the prjs-, Aimee, staring.
■r. is ekpicted hi.me soon.
tween tlie lines," said Lady Erythea
CHAPTER XII.—Assuring Aimee he Why should Aimee feel pity? The
He Uttered a Hoarse Cry.
oner, who stayed nt Ivy co>age as ttie
“Yes! Of course, I never dreamed
K id. Wil n ar.d family are at home
has a plan to save her. Billy leaves her In broken man In the hands of the po
the cave and, proceeding to Jervaulx, re
tenant of Mrs. Sunning. I know that you were in the pits, or I wouldn't have with suppressed triumph. "It is my .fter having spent a few months at
He uttered a hoarse cry—almost a your companion.
conviction that the capture of this >v. I'r Head, the guests of Mrs. W. A.
stores the emeralds to the astounded lice—
at the same time,1 done it. That crippled crook in the
Lady Erythea.
A rustle among the bushes at the cheer.
stayed next door, I have also a fairly cave got over tne. They’ve got him for abominable thief was due entirely tc c dli.is.
The Sphinx and Its rider breasted
you. The police are imbeciles.”
CHAPTER XIII.—Rejecting any re cave’s mouth made the two women
P. • ' Mitchell is building a ne.w power
ward, after explaining how the emeralds turn quickly. De Jussac, stepping in the crest of the rise, staggered, and accurate comprehension of tlie reasons five or ten years; and he's earned it.
Billy shook his head.
heat.
,
..
!•-,
which led yon to accept temporary em- But he was all broken up about his
came into his possession, Billy accepts the
“On tlie contrary, inspector Ark
O: ar ing l-'riday morning the people
position of chauffeur to Lady Erythea, side, halted and stared blankly at sailed away out of view.
:
ploynient
in
the
Jervaulx
abhey
house

wife.
Neither
of
them
deserve
a
scrap
seeing in the situation a promise of a way- them both.
r i icwhat surprised to find
hold. I did not. till now, know who of sympathy. But—the poor devil was wright is an uncommonly clever tu n.
out of the embroglio.
■ l.c' r tilled with drift ke. which
CHAPTER XXV
my lady,” lie said respectfully. "As for
“Ten thousand devils!” exclaimed
j
you
were.
But
the
papers
you
gave
me
in
sucli
a
state,
that
somehow
I
fell
for
CHAPTER XIV.—Realizing what her
I a. 1 tide have brought from the
father’s visit to Jervaulx would mean, Bertrand, momentarily startled out of
j establish your identity.
And that It. He never whined on his own ac me, I had—luck. Luck's a queer tiling
lar.dand. One mooring broke away,
Aimee goes secretly to her home, disables politeness.
Two of a Kind.
Even
cleverness
won't
always
beat
it.
’
makes all the difference.”
count; he was thinking of his wife. It
nd two power b ats had to be dragged
the family auto, thus presenting his jour
Aimee gave a little gurgle of excite .
Lady Erythea looked a little out of
“You needn't be frightened for me,"
ney, and induces a parlormaid to let her
Billy was silent.
got me on a raw spot. He knew I must
ever the ice
1. was a long hard
ment
as
the
Sphinx
vanished.
lake her place at Jervaulx.
said Aimee quickly. "She’ll do me no
’I am, you see, in possession of the have tracked him through her—he her depth.
ul. but "many hands make light
“She's away! And I don’t believe facts."
"In any case,” she continued, ”1 am
r . " and.so in this case; everything
CHAPTER XV.—Alexander trecognlzes harm.”
begged me to say nothing about her.
very pleased tliat tliij absurd suspicion
Aimee as the woman on the- motorcycle
Bertrand's active brain took In the they've seen her! If she can stick to
ar taken care of and no damage done.
"There
’
s
one
recent
fact,
”
thought
“
And
I
didn
’
t.
I
gave
him
that
much
which ran into the lambe carriage, de
It over the field to the gate, there’s . Billy, "that you're not wise to."
of
the
police
regarding
you
is
cleared
situation
briefly.
I!ad c Ids are still raging here.
rope. Never told the police I'd seen
nouncing her as “Calamity Wate." Geor
Fred Wilsffn visited in Rockland re"No harm 1” he said. “Name of a open road before her and she’s clear!” i
gina divulges Aimee’s identity. Hearing
“Your affairs, Mr. Spencer, though her close by. Running down women is up, anil that you come out of the affair
her stoTy, Alexander consents to keep the i name! If the police found you here
Aimee turned to de Jussac with ! somewhat complicated, do nift call for their job. If it’s got to be done, let with such credit, it confirms my opin •ently.
secret.
John Freeman is visiting his family
shining eyes. He shrugged his shoul , the intervention of the police,” said them do it. They haven't any choice— ion of yon.”
j with that!"
CHAPTER XVI.—Alexander finds him
Lady Erythea contemplated Billy’s t‘Port -Clyde.
Alniee turned very white. That as- i ders faintly.
Arkwright, with the ghost of a smile, bu» I had. All the same," said Billy, “if
seif very much in love with Georgina.
Mrs. !■'. E. Brown is a guest of her
“A supremely foolish act, mademoi-, “and no official cognizance will be I'd dreamed for a moment you were in tall figure and serenely handsome face
pect of the case had not even occurred
aughter. .Mrs. E. F. Simpson.
CHAPTER XVII —The approaching vis
selle,” said Bertrand.
with
a
certain
regret.
to
her.
In
the
stress
of
new
emotions,
taken of that matter; unless something the pits, I’d have chased fifty female
it of .Alexander’s sister. Lady Diana (who
“I atn sorry,” she said, “that you are
“She was In trouble—Just as I've unforeseen occurs. I am a thief hunter thieves sooner than you should take a
the realization of danger to herself
of course, knows Aimee) brings conster
nation to the two girls.
LAWRY
Everybody's shielded me at and not a enstigator of rash young chance! I ought to be horsewhipped leaving Jervaulx.”
had been crowded out. If she had to been.
Billy smiled.
their own risk,” said Aimee defiantly. men. What I know, I shall, doubtless, for riskin’ it.”
CHAPTER XVIII.—Another visitor to explain to the police . . .
Jer\aulx is the Vicomte de Jussac, Di
All ion Wutton called on Frank Geyer
"Tlie week I have spent in your lady
“Yes,” said Aimee quietly. "If they “How could I do less for her?”
keep to myself.
“I think it was fine of you. Billy!”
ana's suitoT. Dlar.a recogr zes Aimee and
cently.
ship's service.” he said gently, “has
threatens to denounce her.
come here—I’m done for."
“Alas, the morals of the age!” said
Billy felt an enormous sense of re cried Aimee with sparkling eyes.
Chester I’.ennett and Chester Brown
The strident voice of Inspector Ark Bertrand, and he laughed gently. “A lief, combined with a sharp twinge of
"No!” he said. “It's you that were been the happiest time of my life.”
CHAPTER XIX. — Interested in the
Lady Erythea was not given to ex nave been ill and attended by Dr.
Lambe collection of armor, De Jussac, wright was heard, very close at hand. sermon would not become me—I also! conscience.
fine."
Malin. Both are much improved at
during the night, tries on a suit. Dana,
Monsieur de Jussac pushed his way ntn a coadjutor. I will observe the
“This," said Aimee, “is what conies pressing her emotions. But tier aus present.
"Tiie irresponsible couple who en
investigating an alleged ghostly appari
tere
face
positively
tinged
a
faint
pink
tion. meets him. He declares his love, out through the brambles and re movements of the enemy."
sconced themselves at Ivy cottage,” of growing sentimental. Neither of us
Mrs. Alma Sheriff and daughter Alice
and Is accepted Aimee finds them to gained the open air. The three police
He climbed quickly onto the shoul said Arkw right, with a dry smile, "made would have dreamed of making such- color with pleasure.
ave lin n visiting Capt. and Mrs. Melgether and binds Diana to secrecy con
. in Law ry.
men together were converging towards der of high ground that divided them a good deal of trouble for themselves.” such fools of ourselves a week ago.
cerning her affairs.
(To be continued)
Grippe and bad colds are prevalent.
from tlie end of the pit, and returned
“Inspector," said Billy, “did you ever What will become of her? Will she
CHAPTER XX —Alexander and Geor the spot.
gina become engaged. lady Erythea, be
Mrs .Annie Brown is visiting her
in a few moments.
do a fool thing?"
get away?”
“
Another
cave
there!
”
cried
Inspec

lieving Georgina to be Lord Scroopo’s
EAST SEARSMONT
lephew. Irvin Wallace.
“I don't know or care. If she made
Inspector Arkwright twinkled.
“Obviously our industrious police
tor Arkwright. “I thought so. This
daughter, is delighted.
Capt. W. J. Wotton is in New York
“A good many, when I was your age. the road, there's juice enough in tlie
did not see her,” he said; “they are
way, I’anke!”
Mrs. W. C. Strout has returned home isiting his Swn. Percy Wotton.
CHAPTER XXI.—Billy and Aimee reach
De Jussac halted before the en now searching the last of the caves." And, sometimes, even now. However, Sphinx to take her a hundred miles after a few weeks’ visit with her hus
an understanding as to their mutual love.
The Lillies' Aid met with Mrs. Dalton
‘‘Then it's time I got hack into mine,” I wish you good fortune. I am not un from here. I only hope they ilon’t find band in Hartford, Conn., wh^re li • has Wotton, Wednesday. Feb. 7. A large
trance. and. selecting a cigarette from
CHAPTER XXll.-A Scotland Yard of
grateful
to
you
for
your
share
in
the
her
with
the
machine.
But
I'll
bet
they
employment.
Miss
Ethel
Morse,
who
said
Aimee
turning
to
dive
back
into
his
rase,
lit
it
deliberately.
ficial arrives and demands to see Billy
•row'd was present and a good time
Aimee overheat's him. Learning Billy's
running to earth iff Mr. Jake. It Is the don’t. She'll get clear anil cover her acted as housekeeper during her ab was enjoyed by all. Ice cream and
“You may save yourself the trouble. her retreat.
whereabouts, the officer goes after him.
sence.
has
returned
to
her
home
in
Bel

“Not so!'■ exclaimed Bertrand quick duty of the civilian to assist tlie police. tracks—she's the sort that does."
•ake was served.
b
Inspector." he said amiably. “There
“But the Sphinx,” said Aimee. with mont.
CHAPTER XXIII.—Billy finds “Jake Is nothing here.”
Tiie meetings held atebawry by Rev.
ly, catching her hy the hand. “That is no Tlie woman will still he brought to
the Climber,” his leg broken, in the crag
Miss Olive Marriner arrived home George Stebbins were a great success.
hook. And I shall call on your formi intense remorse, “our Sphinx, Billy!
place for you."
Arkwright hesitated.
pits. He hears the thief’s story' and has
from Searsport Feb. 12. She is quite isKigc crowds were present,every cven*
dable employer before I leave. Good-by, I've lost her for you!"
a feeling of something like sympathy.
“Why?”
"Are you certain?” he said, coming
ill with a lame side, caused by a fall.
“Jake” is arrested and the police search
ng and as the evangelist was an able
Billy laughed,
“The gentleman from Scotland Yard Mr. Spencer."
forward again.
for "Calamity Kate.”
This has been the most severe winter ■peaker, much interest was shpwn.
“
We'll
mighty
soon
have
another
—
Billy
walked
out
of
Stanhoe
police
will
search
jt
before
he
leaves
—
he
took
"I have proved it," said Bertrand,
in years as the snow came so early
t'apt. Zcnas Lawry is having, rather
CHAPTER XXIV.—Aimee, hastening to
station and made liis way hack to the there’s two hundred landed at tlie and is so deep. No lumbering h is been
the crag pits to warn Billy of his danger, "at much expense to my skin. Curse my word for the moment, hut he will
i liaid time carrying the school childocks
last
week
—
samel
model;
and
a
abbey
on
foot.
make sure. It was merely that lie was
meets “Kate” and. touched by the girl’s these briars!”
done and but little tir* wood hauled out. ln ■ o . tlie r, ad to llalchet Cove is
devotion to her husband, allows the wom
“Gee!" hp said pensively. “But that factory being equipped to build the new
"All right." said Arkwright, turning in a hurry. You must get out of this
very badly-drifted.
an to escape on the Sphinx.
Ralph Davis is some stage driver.
away; “push on and search the other while you can; like your friend the last stunt was awful dangerous! Ot model over here. Mass production."
FULL LINE OF
CHAPTER XXV.-The
capture of r,nr1
“
What!
You
never
told
me
it
had
course,
I
see
well
enough
what
hap
Made tliree trips in one day.
Pnnke. No use wasting time lady burglar. Come along!” said Ber
“Jake” of course clears Billy of connecCOLUMBIA
RECORDS
got
as
far
as
that
!
But
—
I
wanted
the
pencil.
But
It
was
Just
a
lucky
accl
M Campbell is ill and attended by
tion with the Jervaulx robbery. But they here. I think we're on a fool's errand trand. setting off nt a run and pulling
are not yet "out of the woods.”
dent neither Aimee nor that blamed old one. Billy—our Sphinx.”
Dr. Hahn,
her with him.
after all.”
STONINGTON
"Maybe you'll have her yet. Only
Willie Wotton has purchased a horse
"You’re right!" ejaculated Aimee. nuisance of a woman was seen getting
The three police passed out of sight
FURNITURE CO.
.rem Edwin Winslow.
I'm not going to let her make trouble
Begun in January 25th issue, Back round the bend of the pits. There •With long strides they sped round the away. Tlie luckiest sort of accident
Mi.-.i Sadie Oliver walked from ThomInspector Arkwright Isn’t the fool 1 for you. We're pretty near done with
L. MARCUS. 313-315 Main Street
numbers can be supplied.
was a long pause. Almee’s face peered clump of hushes, Aimee in tow of Ber
.iston r cently to visit her grandmother,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
took liim for, by a long way. I wonder trouble.”
trand.
and.
turning
sharp
to
tlie
right,
cautiously through tlie branmbles.
Mrs. Clarence Miller.
“But how—"
CHAPTER XXIV—Continued.
I
how much he knows? But he can't
“What a fearful liar you are, Vi scurried up one of tlie steep paths that know that."
"Never
mind.
I
’
ll
tell
you
some
time.
itjil
out
of
tlie
pits.
She rocked herself gently to and' comte!" she said with mingled re
Gee! how you'll laugh! But I’m giv
He shook Ids shoulders.
Billy suffered yet one more shock as
fro.
morse anil admiration.
ing you the cinch—it Is so."
"It
came
near
being
a
real
crashtlie
pair
of
them
came
into
his
field
of
"It’ll he h—1 for Jake!” she said
Bertrand,' without turning bowed
"Billy!” she cried, “isn't that splen
vision. He gaped nt them, hardly aide just when everything had come right
thickly. “To know they've got me!” gravely.
did! Though I—I—”
to believe his eyes. In a few moments It put the wind tip nte worse tlian any
She looked at Aimee. “If I could goI
“I do my best," he murmured, “in
“Well?”
witli him—if they'd put us both in the' defense of a lady with such a geniui they had passed: Aimee reached thp tiling yet. But there’s nothing to be
“I haven't been worrying so much
scared
at
now."
top
of
the
pit,
and
Bertrand
glanced
ap

same jug—I wouldn't care. But they for getting into difficulties. But let
Despite the excellent turn affairs nbout It lately,” snlil Aimee swiftly.
prehensively hack in tlie direction of
don’t do that.”
me beg of you to remain where you
had taken. Billy’s mind was troulilln-. “But it’s good to know’. And what's
the police.
She gave a great sob.
are.”
ldtn. He had the air of a small ho, going to happen now?”
“
All
clear!"
lie
gasped,
utterly
out
of
“I’d give me life,to get him out of
“Are the police out of sight?" said
breath. “Get to the mail—get out of
“I know one thing that's going to
it. But he's done, and he'll know Aimee eagerly.
happen now,” said Billy, and lie kissed
sight. Back to the abbey, dear lady,
they've got me. It'll be h—1 for hint
The picture that has wi n the heart
“For the present, yes. They are
her with—as de Jussac would say—
and for pity's sake stay there, for you
My man !”
away round the corner—all three. But
of the World'—"Little Lord Fauntle
are
very
wearing.
Go!"
ewpressement.
An unreasoning flood of tears came they may come back.”
"Thanks, awfully!" panted Aimee. roy," with Mary Pickford. Empire
"Billy!” said Aimee a little breath
Into Almee’s eyes. She looked once
A moment’s silence followed the
Thursday.—Adv.
lessly, "Aunt said we had to he
more towards tlie group. The police warning. Then the brambles parted, and departed as fast as her legs would
decorous!”
were spreading out across the pits, I and tlie Flying Sphinx came thrusting carry her. De Jussac retreated into the
pit, mopping his brow. Taking no no
“So we are," replied Billy. He kissed
SOLO EVERYWHERE
moving in her direction.
through.
Kate was beside it, her
lice of tlie frantic signals of Billy he
her again.
“My man!” sobbed Kate.
hands gripping the bars, her face
SELECT YOUR INCUBATOR NOW
returned to the cave, dived into it
Half an hour later Billy, passing the
•‘You love him?” said Aimee halt white and strained, her teeth tight set.
We believe tbeec represent maximum value—maximum hatching
took a hurried look round and kicked
main porch, encountered Lady Ery
She gave a swift glance to either side,
ingly.
possibilities. Write for our 180 page illustrated free catalog and
thea.
"He’s my husband!” said the wom and began to run the machine down
special booh on Incubators,
• . f
Two Big Feature Pictures—One
’Spencer,” she said, “I was about to
an.
She flung herself face down
the slope.
KENDALL & WHITNEY - £,/. 1858 - Portl.nd, Maioe.
Small Price............
Always a good show a»
send for you. Tlie person from Scot
you
us
e
/ess
wards on the sand, and wept.
De Jussac. with
ajnazed excht-’the Empire.—Adv.

After Every Meal

Joy
of
Living
_
Sidney GowingO

Most ot us eat too
hastily and Ido not
chew our food enough.

If people realized
how much more good
their food would do
them If properly
masticated, and followed up
with a bit of WRIGLEY’S to
assist the digestive process,
we’d have far better health.
Keep teeth clean, breath
sweet, appetite keen and diges
tion good with WRIGLEY’S.
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Every-Other-Day

“A GLUTTON

FOR WORK”

CANNED GOODS PURE
What a Careful Investigation
Revealed on the Subject of
Ptomaine Poisoning.

Being a Sketch of the Late “Fieldy” Pendleton, Known
and Loved Throughout the Shipping World.
Few shipping men were so well
known on the Atlantic Coast as
Fields S. (‘‘Fieldy") Pendleton whose
death was recently announced in these
columns. The story ot his career, as
interestingly prepared by Alexander R.
Smith, in the Marine Journal, is here
republished.

Page Five

To the activities of the National
Canners’ Associations investigators of
ptomaine and botulinus stories and the
alerttit: s and intelligence of- the Na
tional’s publicity department may be
given the credit for a splendid article
entitled “No Ptomaines in Canned
Foods," writen by F. J. Haskin of the
Haskin Syndicate, and which has ap
peared in newspapers in principal
cities throughout the country and un
doubtedly lias dispelled from the minds
of many thousands of people all doubt
as to tbe safety and wholesomencss of
canned foods:

with them, they might have gone
down, or have been ruined, because a
storm arose and it was then a case of
strenuous, intensive work to keep the
schooner pumped dry, and to move the
cargo about so it would not be damag
ed. This he managed .to do safely and
he and the schooner arrived in Islesboro in due course.
Always A Grown-Up

l>orts, however, Lm but a small part of
the work of the men in the canners’
laboratory in Washington. Their chief
duties consist of investigations looking
to the improvement of containers and
of the processes of food preservation.
Dr. W. D. Bigelow, formerly of the
United States Bureau of Chemistry, is
the head of the laboratory.
These men who work constantly with
canned foods and who understand bet
ter than anyone else tjje gravity of a
genuine case of food poisoning, are
themselves consumers of canned food.
They know t.he conditions in the can
neries today and they h ive confidence
in the product. Moreover, when they
sit at table they take with them an ap
paratus which enables them to tell
whether food is wholesome. Everyone
who reads this possesses the same
equipment—one’s own senses.
To quote the tobacco advertisement
—your nose knows. The advice of the
canning experts to thq general con
sumer is this: Never swallow a bite
of any canned food that looks, smells,
or tastes unlike t ie standard product,
even though th taste or smell be not
unpleasant. Th. aw the whole thing
. way ar.d Lake no chances. If all con
sumers did that, the small number of
genuine fo d poisoning cases would be
reduced to almost nothing.

Tins full-till May 21

Fields S. Pendleton had no childhood
Fields Seeley Pendleton died at his
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Brooklyn home, as a result -of a too such as the ordinary child has; when
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strenuous and constant application to he was entering his first grade he was
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foreign
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ness. In 1904 I asked the late Captain
Woolwich.
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p ' and wonders whether the restaurant
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F. C. Pendleton father of F. S.„ how- and had all kinds of other investments. I t0 me^ t>ur height fate, and if ive;
15.30 p. in.
carry
50 per
,
...cent of. our . foreign trade, , Mrs. Maynard H. Kuhn and Mrs. M. I wh.tre h,e at„e his lun=h served him can
Probably
at
the
time
he
arrived
at
his
1 Daily, except Sunday
5 Sutulay only.
old his son was, the reply being: “He's
tor every dollar we lose ,n the carr.age;, ou;m> Mjl,cr we,.p
ned or fresh vegetables in that saiad
The piotui ? that has won the heart A Pa icngers provide own ferriage between Wool
thirty-four; and he won't live to be majority Mr Pendleton had accumu
of their products the better it is for the neS(lav
He decided that he will be careful of the World-••’Little Lord Fauntle wich and Bath.
lated
enought
to
live
on;
and,
if
his
es

forty.’’ But he lived to be almost 53.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
Misg M
Castner has gone to Bos- abaut fatir’g canned s,uff at homproy,” with .Mary Bickford. Empire 9-24-22
His physique warranted his living until tate does not clean up for a million, I people. I therefore state that the
V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gcn’l Passenger Agt.
proper pokey today for the Shipping;^ whprp ghe wj)1 n.
o
For the average person that Is the Thuisda y.—Adv.
he was 80, at least. Twenty years or shall be surprised.
Board to pursue is to operate ships of
,
milIinery
end of the affair. He forgets about the
more ago Fields S. Pendleton was a
A Money Maker
SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED
enought o carry at least 50 per cent of
Mr and Mrg Afia
re_ sick family, but the news item has de5. Every wufferer from stomach
notorious “glutton for work."
Not only had his forbears been ship our cargoes to and from the I nited turne(, f„om ,tn extpn(k.d visit Jn w
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS
posited in his mind a little more sedl- trouble, gas. belching, sour stomach,
Testifying last May before the Joint masters, but they had been ship
States, regardless of price or profit, Urvil!e
’
ment that makes up for him the deepSenate Commerce and House Merchant builders and shipowners; and he thus reducing the freight rate until the | jil s ' rampr Wentworth and Miss seated conviction that canned foods nervousness, dizziness and biliousness,
should get a box of Mi-O-Na stomach Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
Marine and Fisheries Committees bought into ships and shipyards with
foreigner begins to drop out."
! Myrtle Wentworth were .in ltocklaiid ithouph cheap’ are hazardous anil are tablets today and start a treatment.
among other things he said:
the same facility that a duck takes to
That was the l»as:s of his last plealj.,,, wfiek
apt to be partaken of only at one’s Guaranteed by all druggists.—adv.
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
I live on an old place down in Maine water. He was always buying, al- before
..... .the
.....................................
committees of Congress ! Migs Elhe, Overlock ()f Xvrwood j peril.
STEAMSHIP RELFAST
that has been in our family for 160 j wayg gelUng, always building. When i \ye have the ships, he contended laid
The
publication
of
such
an
item,
; Mass., is the guest of her parents, Mr.
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays a;
years, and five generations of ship- , t^e (jreat War began Fields S. Pendlehowever—end dozens of such items are!
•i mi p M for B-istHtt.
masters are buried there, and they I t(m was all prepared for |t in his own would be far better, he said, to PtR ! "ca'pt ''b.hn Bradford h-is returned I puI,--shed every 'ear in the American
Beturn Leave Boston TueeBa'ye and Fridays
wZing
buMne^i^ He eaUb.lahed additional ship-j them to work and. while freight rates ’ fr^’tw“ h'‘’
’ newspapers-is only the beginning of
al 5 00 1’ M Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
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-and since B^U Ro£, I
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a
a
’ “l™ toW’ force *bem so low “ t0 drlvci Byron Witham a.,,1 Everett Waltz I an ppte<Mle f°r an organization maina ?
,Tevias always he
don^ wherever a|our foreign rivals out.
1 were in Rockland Saturday
tabled in Washington by the packers
nXr mrt m^ed operandth^
Enacted him. For a time his
Fields S. Pendleton was ih a class all, A distressing accident occurred on i <* commercially canned foods. This
ne'er ow ned, managed, operated, or i modfst schooners earned $300, and by himself, unique, forceful, shrewd, j riendship street Wednesday after- i01 sanitation, the National Canners’
controlled a dollar in anything that Ii once or twice, at least, $500 a day, on quick, alert, by his very example com-1,
i .
. ..
was not under the American flag, and I ;harte7 Allhough bred Vo th”e w^n , ^IHng“a,i'ihMe“around him “to wort MI a.'rt Ter^^
h^le^ffe Association, occupied for the most part
with problems of science, now con
guess we have owned more than any sch<,oner, he invested in steamers- I doubt if we shall ever sAc his like L, iis t^en ra th K, “ I L,fit-, wh
stitutes an Investigation Bureau. Its
Other concern in this country."
wooden I believe and from his talk I
p as tanen io uie nniix Hospital, when
He
was intense,v nnoud of his
1.
* .,.7 ? . afi‘Un'
I lht> bone >" the leg near the hip was agents get quickly on the job—within
He was intensely proud of his would say he would have thought it a
found to be broken. Much sympathy is 24 hours, if possible. If the case is a
ancestry and his heritage; and no sacrilege to have owned in a metal
expressed for Paul and the hope of a serious one, difficult of solution, it will
body who knew "Fieldy" Pendleton vessel When he died Mr. Pendleton
APPLETON
call in the services of some specialist
speedy recovery.
would dare assert that he was not 100 had what I regard as just claims
Stated meeting Wiwurna Chapter. O. from one of the great universities. The
per cent American, without,sham or against the Government for the use of
Mr. and Mrs. Danforth Martin have E. S., Tuesday evening, Feb. 27. Re investigation will probably end in a
veneer. Wooden vessels generally are or injury inflicted upon his vessels, ap moved to their daughter’s. This is hearsal
to follow the meeting,
laboratory somewhere.
regarded as obsolete, and sailing ves proximately $400,000 in value, claims very nice for them as Mr. Martin isi The Senior Class, W. H. S., will [iresels are thought to be antiquated, so that he was literally too busy to give quite poorly this winter.
sent their play, “The Importance of
But by whatever means the investi
that a man seeking a profit in the enough attention to to secure from the
Pearl Perry and little daughter art Pam,” in the Star Theatre, Thursday gation is conducted, the chances are
coastwise and off-shore trade with Government what belonged to him.
dll.
| evening. Mar. 1. The cast includes E m- that the canned foods blamed wil] lee
small wooden sailing vessels concededMrs. Amelia Harvey and Mrs. Bernice j ma Boggs, Hilda Davis, Arlene Cream- shown to l»e innocent and the illness
Law Suits Galore
ly was greatly handicapped. Such a
Mr. Pendleton always had from a Philbrook called on Mrs. Lenora Fish tr, Gladys Bai ter, Cordelia Barnard laiel to some other cause. As to the
man, however, was Fields S. Pendle
this week.
Howard Greenlaw, Robert Coffin and j sick frmily cited aleove tile’chemist's
ton,
Being a “typical down-east half a dozen to a dozen suits Admiralty
There is lots of snow here but the | i{ai|ih Coffin, Mr. Gonzales will play test tube demonstrated tliat the illness
Yankee" he was a natural born trader, under way, not because he sought to men are gamely trying to keep the
th. part which Paul Rowe was to have was due to some unwholesome meat
and, deeplte all handicaps, his great avoid paying his just obligations but roads open.
taken in tiie drama.
served at the meal. The canned soup
ability and tremendous industry en because his contemptuous spirit re
Susie Pease is taking music lessons.
Merrill Benner received the sad news was perfectly whole:ome.
abled him to amass a substantial fused to concede what he believed to
Helen
Miller
and
sister
were
recent
Thursday
of
the
sudden
death
of
his
The fact is that commercially canned
be an unjust claim, merely to effect a
fortune.
guests of Mrs. Lenora Fish.
! sister, Mrs. James ('.off of Rehobolh,
food today is the victim of a legend.
Never would he allow a remark to go settlement. Admiralty law he had at
Isaac
Meservey
was
in
Washington
Mass.
Mrs.
Goff
was
in
Hyannis,
Mass.,
Whether there was ever any basis in
unchallenged that the wooden vessel, his fingers’ ends, and decisions fitting
last week,
j with her daughter at the time of her fact for the belief that such food is
or the sailing vessel, was "played out." his case as of the moment he was al
Avis
Smalley
returned
from
a
visit
death.
The
burial
was
in
Providence,
He passionately resented and hotly ways ready to quote and apply to his to her father in Washington. Monday. R. 1. Mrs. Goff will lie remembered in dangerous there certainly is little basis
for it now. The unmerited evil repu
disputed all such statements. His own own needs.
J. L. Clark and Arthur Small arc in town where she has many friends. She tation of tinned food is kept alive today
Originality was a predominating
success was a living refutation of it,
was
formerly
Alma
Kenner,
daughter
Rockland for a few days.
principally by doctors, either through
but he never sought to clinch his argu quality with Fields S. Pendlton. He
The High School is progressing finely. of John and Hannah P.spner and was ignorance or carelessness. A family
ment with that statement—on its did his own thinking; and always he
The selectmen have been at their torn on Benner Hill in tije western part suddenly becomes ill obviously the vic
merits he argued and battled for the had the courage to act according to office this week, settling town accounts. ef the town.
tim of poison. The family doctor im
Wooden schooner, the best nursery of his convictions. He loathed indebted
Hayden Fuller and mother called on
mediately inquiries what the members
ness. and 1 believe it was a fixed prin
seamen afloat in the world today!
Where Ripples of Delight Check the j have eaten. If by any chance canned
ciple with him never to incur debt. Danforth Martin, Sunday.
Marchant Marine Advocate
Probably he never needed to, because
Trembling Tears. See Mary Pickford food of any sort has been on the menu,
Proud of his country and its people, he always had money; and his earlier
in "Little Lord Fauiftieroy" at the Em it is enough. The doctor promptly
NORTH APPLETON
his soul revolted at the spectacle of training had been in the way of saving,
names the eu![irit. and the newspapers
pire Thursday.—Adv.
foreign ships doing 90 per cent of our accumulating, investing, profiting and
have another, sensational Item..
Oscar Gould ’« boarding at Mrs.
ocean carrying.
Born and raised a reinvesting.
"A few years ago tile leading food
Only last summer he
Democrat, he became a Republican be bought himself a beautiful home in Lizzie Wentworth’s.
canners of the country, believing in tlie
EAST WALDOBORO
We have good roads in this section.
cause he was a protectionist; and Brooklyn, having turned over his com
purity of tlieir product and suspecting
faithfuly labored for an American modious, comfortable home of a quar Ralph Robbins and Clarence Ames
that many, of the pubihthed instances
Mrs. Dora Butler and two children of canned food [misoning were un
Merchant Marine, that is to say, a real ter century to his newly-wed first broke the road from the vi '.age as far
American Merchant Marine, nothing born and namesake. The grounds of i 4as the Searsmont line with a triangle, of North Waldoboro were Sunday founded, determined to make inde
hybrid.
Successful himself, handi his new home stretched over one of Arthur Sprawl the read from the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Orff.
pendent investigation of all cases re
Miss Emma Pitman left Friday for an ported in the newspapers. They had
capped as he was, he knew that- a great the longest blocks in the city, with fine Ridge and Leland Johnson tile read up
American Merchant Marine could not shade trees all over it. From its win to the Hope line, these are also triangle extended visit in Boston.
organized the National Canners' Asso
be established and sustained without dows he could look out to sea. by the roads.
Mrs. Ellie M,ank \)hus the guest of ciation, end they had charged this body
practical, effective, lasting protection. way of the main entrance to New Y’ork,
Aubrey Fuller lias been carpentering Mrs. L. L. Mank Thursday.
with the responsibility of getting at the
Mr. and lira. William Wilson were truth. The subsequent investigations
Even when dubious about certain and. frequently, no doubt, his keen eye the past week for Bernard Pitman.
methods proposed for the building up would discern a vessel he owned or
Perl Perry is confined to the house weekend guests of his brother, Henry have shown that there is a surprisingly
and sustenance of American shipping had a "piece” of, entering or leaving, with the grippe. His little daughter. Wilson.
small number of bona lide [wisonings,
Miss Linda Vannah of Winslow’s particularly when it is considered that
Marie, has bronchial pneumonia.
in foreign trade, and even when con in trade.
Mrs. Chloe Mills of South Hope was Miffs
— was a guest of Mrs. Nellie Recver the American public consumes hun
vinced that there was not a dollar In it
Insured His Own Vessels
the guest of her daughter, .Mrs. Arthur, last week.
for any interest he represented or
dreds of millions of thus of food every
Mr
Pendleton
carried
the
risks
on
Harold Flanders was a recent visitor year.
property he owned, nevertheless his
Sprawl test week.
his
own
vessels
—
"did
his
own
insur

Mrs. Linda Johnson has been con of iiis sister, Mrs. Loland Orff, North
hope that it would help in re-estab
Every canned food poisoning case
lishing our merchant marine found ance," as h<< saying is. Possessing fined to the house with a bad cold.
Waldoboro.
reported in .the newspapers for the last
many
vessels,
he
occasionally
lost
one,
Mr. awl Mis. Edwin Flanders of dozen years has been carefully investi
Benjamin Meservey of Camden was
him its supporter and advocate. There
was never anything half-way with and at times his losses were large and in town Sunday.
Bangor. Ralph Flanders and Mrs. W. gated by this association, and practi
"Fieldy” Pendleton: always he was heavy. He would speak of the lost ves
Mrs. Charles Towle is quite ill. Dr. L. Smith of Portland were weekend cally all have been found to l>e spwrithorough and the very force of his sel regretfully, and, if his mind was on Moulton of Searsmont is attending her. guests in this place, called by the death oils. The things that get into the
of their grandmother. Mrs. Edwin A. newspapers as eases of poisoning by
dominant and Intensive personality the money value blotted out, he rarely
I Mank.
often gained for him mastery when all indicated it; his discussion was that of
canned food nearly alwayf prove to ire
one who had lost something useful,
i Mrs. L. L. M ink. Mrs. Charles Bow- cases of acute indigestion, of excessive
seemed to be against him.
} era and son Chart s, were reci nt vis- eating, of foreign substances getting
That he came of pure-blooded and, therefore, ‘valuable.
GILCHREST
' itors in South Waldoboro.
American stock, seasoned with the
into food while being prepared for the
Merchant Marine Views
1 Tlie Social ('lull met Thursday with table, of dirty cooking utensils, of de
saltiness of the sea, was a matter of
MONUMENTAL
Mr.
Pendleton
thought
that
the
pres

' Mrs. Clarence Collin. A good number liberate fraud, or, as it happened once,
great pride to Mr Pendleton—always
! were in attendance, several coming on even a leaky gas pipe in a dining room.
he was conscious of his ancestry', and ent time was the most wonderful op-1
WORKS
portunity
this
country
has
possessed
’
siiewslioos. A line program was ren ■ As a grim byproduct of these investi
hereditary traits, instincts and preju
since
the
Civil
War
to
build
up
and
I
dered and a treat was served,
dices stood out clearly and boldly.
Successor to A, F. Burton
gations, four murders have been un
sustain
a
great
American
Merchant
,
i James Mank is ill. he is attended by covered by tiie agents of the associa
Never aided in any way whatever by
the Government, lightlnf: the battle Marine. Regardless of how low freight I GRANITE AND MARBLE ; Dr. Campbell.
tion and one ease of suicide revealed.
with ships regarded as in the discard, rates were he wanted the Government j
One woman poisoned her husband by
to
employ,every
ship
it
owned
so
long'
always increasing tbe number of his
[lulling Paris green Into canned sar
CEMETERY WORK
7. That cough oi cold in the head dines. The sardines themselves were
possessions and “pieces" of vessels, al as cargoes offered. What the Govern- 1
mer.t might lose in freight receipts, he!
can
lie
ended
easily
hy
Hyoinei.
No
ways somehow or another making
•blamed for the death until the canning
Main Street
stomach dosing. Breathe it through i experts ^found the administered poison.
money, up against the keenest compe contended, the people would gain in j
lower transportation cost of exports.
THOMASTON,
MAINE
tiie
nose
and
mouth.
Money
back
if
tition that could beset individual
| A woman committed suicide, and the
lo-tr
it fails. All druggists.—adv.
| physicial to savp her family from dlsowners, in the nearby foreign trade, and imports. He put it, before a Con
gressional
committee
like
this:
the Maritime Provinces, the West
i grace declared that she died after eat
“
Congress
is
alwaj'3
wanting
to
know
Indies, Central and South America,
ing canned tomatoes.
what
England
is
doing
and
bases
the
• • • •
and occasionally translantic, he added
rate
of
aid
in
these
bills
on
just
what
to his fleets until, in truth, he owned
A more sensational episode occurred
will
equalize
the
difference
between
more vessels than any other individual
in the South. Here a small child (Hed
in the country: where defeat and ruin American and English ships. 1 assert
supposedly of food poisoning from can
it
makes
no
difference
what
England
''"Hl
seemed inevitable. there he succeeded
ned food. The account of the death
has
done;
it
makes
no
difference
what
and prospered—prospered because of
was published and accepted as the
Japan
is
doing
—
the
point
that
you
his indomitable energy and ability
trutb, and the ease was apparently
rw^//
must meet is whether you want a
closed. Tlie scientists of tile Canners’
• • • •
merchant marine for the foreign trade.
Association kept oil, however, and
He began his business career at the If you do and privately-owned, you
found evidences that a dose of strych
age of 8 years, with a capital of $2.85, will pay for it. If you decide you "-ant
nine had been administered to the
earned, every, penny of it, doing er a merchant marine and will pay for it
child. The mother was finally con
rands and chores for the people of your only problem is, ‘What will bring
fronted with the evidence. She ad
Islesboro, in Penobscot Bay, Maine, about the result?’ If you pay too little
mitted ihe truth and then before any
where he was born. This capital he you will lose because it will not create
body could stop her, she leaped from
took *to Belfast, one day, for invest investors. If you pay too much you
the window and was killed.
ment in tobacco, which he sold to his will get results quick, because every
Another false idea that has- gained
neighbors. The housewives, observing one will want to invest. Further if you
wide credence is that ptomaine [Kiison
this diminutive merchant, told him of pay enough so as to reduce the freight
is likely to occur ill canned foods. Five
things they required—saleratus, bak rate to a point that makes it unprofit
years ago, research in food poisons be
ing powder, what not, and gradually able for the foreigner to seek the cargo
gan al four great American uni
his Investment extended in quantity in our ports, thereby making his in
versities—Harvard,
Stanford,
Uni
and variety, and his sales always in vestment in shipping unprofitable,
versity of California, and University of
creased his capital. When he was forcing the dismantling of his ship
Chicago. After five years of research
ten or eleven the town discarded its building plants, closing up his indus
they have yet to find a can of food
Chicks take to it like ducks take to water!
old schoolhouse, and this "Fieldy" tries depending on shipping—in fact,
containing ptomaines. Tlie reason is
It’s nourishing, healthful, and easily di
bought for $15 and had it fixed up for stopping up their avenues of revenue—
that no such thing as ptomaines exist
a general store; and on the day he then after five years we shall take con
gested. Helps build bone, blood, muscle
That theory has been thoroughly ex
died ihe owned two general stores in trol of the foreign trade, will have our
and feathers—makes chicks grow faster,
ploded by investigations. There are
Islesboro, the foundations of which established lines, and you can sell your
feather out more evenly, mature earlier
other food poisons, but they are not
were laid nearly 45 yeara ago. When ships at reasonable prices. But this
ptomaines.
and become better layers.
he was thirteen years ofd he arranged will take at least five years. It cannot
The detection of false poisoning rewith an ancle to look after certain in well be done in less, for they have the
Don’t experiment—WIRTHMORE Butter
vestments to which "Fieldy" could not business and desire to hold it. Their
milk Baby Chick Food is made in New Eng
give his personal attention. When he money is invested in it; they are oldland— by New England people — for New
was sixteen he took the accumulations established and well-trained. They
of his life time of business, then $7,000 will stick to a 2 or 3 per cent profit for
England people. It is just what you need to
aside from his well-stocked s-tore and several years before they will quit, and
give your chicks a good start in life I—and
M,., IJ V,%
Rub Vicks over throat
“pieces" of wooden schooners, and in you cannot drive them out of the busi
nn,n,,1«,r,bTe$i
insure a profitable egg yield at maturity
JTMWMS MAIN co CNA; M fox TO
and chest until the skin
vested it in Boston in goods for his ness on the same rate of profit that you
RSErsr i-KSk'srgeneral store. Finding himself on Sat can attract new American capital into
becomes red — then
Buy WIRTHMORE Poultry Feeds—at your
urday afternoon with all his purchases it without offering a fairly safe invest
spread on thickly and
WIRTHMORE Grain dealer's—Now.
made and stowed in a schooner, and ment.
cover the parts with a
Sold in 3-6^ -25
"Prepare for a hard fight. Prepare
being favored with a' fair wind, he
Write for FREE Egg Record Book
hot flannel cloth.
and 100 lb. packages
ordered the vessel to proceed, discov to take losses at the operating end.
ering, when too late to rectify it, that Y"ou must reduce the freight rate to a
CHAS. M. COX CO.
ST. ALBANS CRAIN CO.
he had forgotten to insure his goods; point that will make it unprofitable for
Wholesale Distributor!
Manufacturers
so, instead of going home by rail, as he the foreigner before he will quit. By
Boston, Mass.
St Albans, Vermont
had planned to do, ho went in the reducing freight rates with our Ship
schooner with his investments, de ping Board tonnage, with the Govern
ON QUALITY
claring that if they went down he’d go ment ships, we give the manufacturers
with them. And, if he had not gone and exporters of this country an opOoer 17 Million Jars Used Yearly

8 Hours;
after hatchinj
it ’s time to feet

8RTHMORE

BUTTERMILK

BABY" CHICK FOOD

G HEST COLDS.

E

ONLY-THE BEST

VapoRub

Saturdays at 5 Oft A M ; Camden 5 45 A M. .
Belfast 7 15 A M.; Buckspon 9 00 A M
due Winterport 9.30 A M
Return—Leaxe Winterport Mondays and
Thurndays at 10 00 A M for Boston and way
landings, "due the following morning about
7.00 A. M
MT. DESERT

A

BLUEHILL LINES

BAR HARBOR LINE

Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M for
North Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
bor 11 A. M.
Return- Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8 00
A M for Rockland and way landings
BLUE HILL LINE

Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
Dark Harbor, Kggemoggln, South Brooksville
Sargentville. Deer Isle, Brooklin, South Bluehill. due Bluehlll 11.45 A M
Return—Leave Bluehlll Mondays at 8.00 A.
M. for Rockland and way landings
Al Poston connection is made via the M^t
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
Yew York and points South and West
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freifiht Service

Medicine
For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY
Cod Liver Oil, Rum
and Honey

Dir.-ct Freight Service between Portland and
\"v. York is rtrtiiinc'l trout he New S.a’o
Pier, Port la ml, Me.
Through rates and direct track connections
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
roads

F. S SHERMAN, Supt , Rockland. Maine.
R S SHERMAN', Agent. Rockland. Maine

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between

Build up a reserve power to
withstand cold and exposure.

Those ill a run down condition
are most susceptible to colds and
sickness.
L. Pleasant to take and harmless.
FOR SALE BY
C. W. SHELDON,
Rockland
WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Thom’tn
BOYNTON'S PHARMACY Camden
And at all other Good Drug Stores

ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
WINDER ARRANGEMENT

(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY, JAN. 8. 1923

Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sundays
at 5 30 A. M for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M., for
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, and
Swan’s Island.
W. S WHITE,
General Manager.
Rockland, Maine, .lan’y 6, 1923.

Professional & Business Cards

16-t-Mny .3

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407 MAIN STREET
Hours. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Rebidonce, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J

Office Telephone 403-W

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS & SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT

Telephone 13d

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON

Offico Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment

Teleohones: Residence. 41-4: Office 149

SHEETROCK

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

“The Fireproof Wallboard"

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLEE
DRUG
AND
SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND
EN
LARGING.

A Better Place
to Live In

370 Main St., Rockland. Me.

You can work wonders
with that liome ofyours.be
it new or old, by finishing
off your attic or other
available space withSheetrock. The expense is much
less than you might think.
And remember that Sheetrock is fireproof and can
not warp. This is because
it is made from rock. We
wiil be glad to tell you
other interesting facts
about Shcetrock.

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
—and—
X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND

Telephone 123

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.

£

W. H,
GLOVER CO.

ARTHUR L. ORNE

ROSKLANC

Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co.

417 MAIN ST. - - ROCKLAND. ME.
CONNECTICUT GFNERAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

64 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS !»i:t\ 31. 1322
Rial Estate .................................. $ 05;’, 427
Mortgage L«»::tis .......................... 22.X58.947
ShH-ks and Bonds......................... 11,778,130
in Office anil Bank ...........
580..806
Agtrds’ Balanc s .........................
30 015
Interest «:nd Rents .....................
1.0M.5H0
All other Assets...........................
7,211.246

2#
li
on
73
18
53
40

Gloss A>.se s ......................... $44,250,133 26

Deduct ile i s not mlinitu I..........

31,43'x 2b

Admitted.................................... $11,218,091
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1922
Net Unpaid Losses ................... $
261,478
Unearned Premiums ...................
71,324
All other Lhildlhles ................... 40,301,627
Cdffh Capital ..............................
1.0110,000
Su'itlus over all Llabllitiei........
2.584,264

00

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephones—Office 468.
House 603-W

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law

<10 COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN AT.
72
10
00

12

L R. CAMPBELL

Attorney at Law
Tot;..' Liabililics and Surplus ... $11,218,694 00
22 T 28
Special Attention to Probate Matter*
LOYAL PROTECTIVE INSURANCE CO.
Boston, Mass.

375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

ASSETS DEC 3I, 922
Stocks and Bonds .......................
$544,421 • i
in Office and Bank ..........
201.S69 16
Interest and Rcn.x .....................
6,535

Grous Assets ...........................

b,«is

38

$(
LIABILITIES DEC. 31 1922
Vet Unpaid Losses ...................
$162,000
1 nearngd Premiums .................
195,802
All other Labilities ...................
A 23 7°7
Cash Capital ..............................
100,000
Surplus over all Liabilities ....
271.295

78

Total Liabilities and Surplus..

?;

00
7*>

A. C. MOORE •
Piano Tuner
With the Maine Music Company

Evil In Curiosity.
Oh, this Itch of the ear that breaks
out nt the tongue! Were not curiosity
$752,825 38 so over-busy, detraction would soon he
1C 19-22
starved to death.—Douglas Jerrold, .
00
63

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON
The Pythian Sister. Circle will meet
lriduy with Sirs. Olive Brasier.
Mrs. Jennie Benner is very sick al
her home on Beechwood street.
The auxiliary to SVilliams-Brasier
Bost will have a cooked food sale in
the room over Thomaston National
Bank Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Word has been received from N'ogakl,
Japan, that Jlr. and Mrs. Frank Hal
lowell are on their way home from the
Philippines, where Mr. Hallowell lias
been stationed at Port Mills on the I
S. Mine Planter Gen. Hunt for the last
two and one-half years. They expect
to arrive here within a month.
Albert Rawley of Tenant's Harbor
was in- town Monday enroute to Au
gusta.
Master George Bucklin has return, 1
from a ten days' visit in South War
ren, spent with iris grandparents, Mr.
aud Mrs Levi Bucklin.
Mrs. Levi Gilchrest lias returned to
her home in New York after spending
several weeks with her mother. Mrs.
Catlund.
The Ladies’ Baptist Circle "ill meet
in the vestry Wednesday afternoon at
1 o’clock. Box lunch will be served
at 6.
Edward Benner has gone to Boston,
where he has employment.
Mrs. Amos A. Dow has returned from
Portland, where she attended the
Shriners’ banquet and ball.
The Ladies’ Mission Circle of the
Baptist church meets with Mrs. C. II.
Washburn this afternoon.
The Ladies’ Aid of the M E. church
will meet at the vestry tomorrow
morning, at 9.30 o’clock for a knotting.
Hot beef stew, with vegetables, served
ut noon.
Mrs. William Haltowell. Mrs. Orett
Robinson and daughter Lois, of Montvillc, are visiting at their home on
Main street for two weeks.
Capt. and Mrs. Frank Waits have re
turned from Boston, where they have
been spending a week.
Mrs. H. G. Cole is confined to her
bed with the grippe.
Don't forget the D. A. R. party at
the Knox Hotel, Thursday evening.
Mrs. Roswell Winchenbach of Wal
doboro is a guest of Mrs. Alma Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Andrews are
visiting in Colon.
Lloyd Benner went to Augusta today
on business.
Mrs. Harold Stevens of Stillwater, is
a guest of Miss Hazel Crouse for sev
eral days.
Miss Leila Winchenbach expects t,
spend the holiday in Portland.
Basketball game in Watts hail to
night. Rockland Second vs ThoBiaatpn
Second, and Seniors will play a picked
team from the rest of the school.

A limited quantity of winter gar
ments are being sold iJt reduced prices
at the Davis Garment Store, corner of
Main and Elm streets, Rockland. Some
exceptional bargains in coats.
22-tf

WARREN
Mrs. Ernest Jones of Thomaston was
a guest ot her pofents, Mr and Mi
ClKtries Libby. Fi’iday.
Stanford B. Watts lias recovered
from his recent illness.
Mrs. Agnes Brennan spent Sunday
as the guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Melbourne Spear.
One of Thomas Robinson’s horses
dropped dead in the road Friday while
enroute to the village from the station,
hauling soft coal.
Miss Clara Hosmer is improving
from her recent severe attack ol
grippe, which for several days threat
ened to develop into erysipelas.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy A. Moore were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Moore
Sunday.
Ernest Achorn who recently pur
chased the Eastman building will reno
vate it into a family residence.

CAMDEN
A limited quantity cf winter ga.
meiits ure being sold at reduced price
at the Davis Garment Store, corner e
Main aud Elm streets. Rockland. Some
exceptional bargains in coats.
22-tf

GLENMERE
Mrs. Joseph Miller and Mrs. Edward
Sleeper of W«’4 ham, Mass., were here
taM week to attend the funeral of their
brother. George Watts.
Lots of bad colds in town.
A few from this place attended the
iiu$talla.tion at Tenant’s Harbor last
week.
News of the sudden death from heart
trouble of George Watts was received
here Just week. He died in Portland
where he lias gone for treatment to his
knee, that he hurt a short time ago
The remains arrived in Thomaston
Monday night, blit owing to the long
storm did not arrive here till Frid
and the fu Acral was held at the home
of his sister, Mrs. Elsie Giles that
afternoon. Rev. M. S. Howes officiating
The funeral was in charge of under
taker Davis of Thomaston.

MARTINSVILLE
E’vic Cook has been confined to th>
house for the past week with a bad
cold.
Mrs. Llewellyn Gardner has been ill
with a severe cold and had hardly re
covered when her husband was threat
ened with pneumonia.
Tlie mails have been held up for sev
eral days by the great abundance o
snow.
Ice in the harbor has caused th
owners of boats much trouble. Wil
liam Cook’s boat was carried away
Fiklay night and with the aid of Burnt
Island and White Head Stations was
rescued.

BUCKEYE

Mrs. Irene Bryant celebrated her 92
birthday Tuesday, Feb. 6. Althougl
not so well as usual she enjoyed th
day very much. Callers were treate
to ice cream and cake. Her niece. Mrs
Eva Sayward. arrived the day befon
to be with her. Her neighbors an
friends hope she may recover her usua
health.

Rockland Hardware Co.

There never was a picture o equa
it. ^Little bord Fauntleroy, at Hr
Empire Thursday.—Adv.

Maynard Ingraham left Saturday on
i a business and pleasure trip. He will
visit Brunswick. Lewiston, l’ortland
■ and Boston.
Mrs. Arthur Trulail has purchased of
Mrs. E. O'. Patterson what is known as
, ihe Hartford house on Mechanic street,
which she will occupy in the near
I future.
The funeral services of Mrs. Sophroniu Manning were held Sunday
OW human it is to be grateful to the defenders of
afternoon at 2 o'clock at her residence
our country in time of war, and to give scant ap
| on Commercial street. Rev. A. F. Leigh
preciative thought to the soldiers and sailors who serve
i of tlie Mitliodiat church assisted by
in time of peace.
i itov. William Brewster of Rockland ofA similar attitude is sometimes taken toward the ser
| lieiated. Mr. and Mrs Edwin Storms
vices of the funeral director. Vet the very fact that h?
! rendered two duets very pleasingly,
is professionally trained, modernly eq doped and fuPy
i Interment was in Amsbury Hill ceme
prepared to serve us in the crisis we could in nowise
tery.
face without him is in itself a service to us all
Mrs. George Lane and daughter,
. Beulah, returned Saturday from MedIn the time of need he answers every call, no matter
i lord. Mass.
at what hour of the day or night it comes, no mat
ter how far it takes him, to what dangerous or disa
i Tiie Public Library is indebted to
greeable tasks it leads him, or what suftcring he must
Mrs. .Mertie B. Crowley for a gift of 28
witness and. being human, must share.
books.
Miss Hortense Bohndell hits resumed
Then it is that you find in him a friend and counsellor,
teaching after a week's illness.
and because he has been called so many times into
There will be an open meeting of the
homes where sorrow has culled first, he under
Twentieth Century Club Friday, Feb.
stands just what to do in the way that makes
23. at the G. A. R. hall. A chicken sup
the last tribute a comforting memory.
per w ill be served at 6.30 by the mem
Reproduced by permission of The Cir.cinnati Cofin Com
bers of the YV. 11. Cories whieh will be
pany from a copyrighted advertisement tehii h appeared in
The Saturday Evenins Pent of March 11, 1922.
followed by an inter, sting program.
Mrs. Bertha Callahan who has been
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
spending the winter with her sister,
Undertakers Since 1849
Mrs. E. SI. Lortibsrd in North Yar
Niftif Trieohone 781-W IttKKI AM!. Ba, Telephone 450,
mouth. is ith© guest of her daughter.
Mrs. Maurice Wilder.
Mrs. C. E. Grot ton was in Rockland
J,»i.«..ij.f r»4i. S.r-t 4 T. ,* . tv, 4
: !' •" To— C.jf cf I*. mtmvio*.
Menage number setrn . Ccrinside i
C. C. Co.
Sunday, called by the illness of her son,
j Sturgis Grotton.
Mrs. Kenneth Jarvis, who was called
here by the death of her father, Al
bion M. Grant, returned Monday to her
home in Augusta.
Lincoln’s and Washington's birth
WEST ROCKPORT
days were ol,served Friday evening by
tli members of the Fred A. Norwood
Mi.-s Mary,Keller is home trim N’eeil- Relief Coris, and invited guests. A
W. S. Hopkins and C. E. Waterman
him.
Mass.,
for
a
week's
visit.
very pleasing program was given
o. have their ice hquses filled.
Kenneth Heald is spending two whieh ineludtti-Hhe ringing of wai
On account of the ice embargo grain weeks vacation at his home.
songs, readtfigs by Mrs. Annie Louise
nd provisions are getting scarce here.; A skiing contest was held Feb. IX Small. Mis. Kddie Jenkins, Mrs. ElizaIn
the
Finnish
peeqile.
on
the
Iint-kport
The farmers and dealers are obliged to
■ th Libby end" Mrs. Cacildia Cain,
drive to Vinalhaven for all the grain read. Twelve or 13 boys were entered vocal solos by'Mrs. Linthel Lane and
and prizes given.
and other supplies.
.Mrs. Bertha Thurston. A very inter
Our mails have been uncertain dur esting und carefully j/repareel paper on
There was an illustrated lecture on
Pilgrim’s Progress in K. of P. hall ing the recent blockade, also the nail- Lincoln and Washington was read by
Friday evening, followed by a dance keg smokers and chronic growlers have II. L. Withee. The accompanists of
been very prominent at the postofflee.
with ice cream on sale.
tin- evening wew Mrs. Rose Price and
Mrs. Amy N'litt visited relatives in Mas N'ellie'llurmon. A delicious sup
Pictures of Stanley and Livingstone
in Africa and a lecture took the place Camden Saturday evening.
per consisting of baked 1 leans, cake pie,
There will be work on the third and doughnuts and coffee, was served. The
of the regular Sunday evening service
fouith
degrees
Friday
evening
at
Mt.
at the village Sunday evening.
supper committee consisted of Mrs.
Work on the new church is progress l’itasant Grange. All numbers not so Genie Simmons. Mrs. Annie Clark. Mrs.
licited
pleise
bring
pastry.
ing rapidly. The steeple is now Jjcing
Aldana Ames. Mrs. Y'ellie Simmons, as
Miss Grace Parker was tt guest of
put up.
sisted hy Mrs. Cordelia Roche, Mrs.
friends in Camden Saturday and Sun
M. S. Parsons visited at Charles ParNellie Alexander. Mrs. Fannie Ott. Mrs.
day.
Addie Wentworth. Mrs. Elizabeth
on ss* at the village Sunday.
E. Stewart Orbeton has been in Rock
Four radios have been installed. They
Libby. Mrs. Margaret Merriam. Mrs.
land sever.,! days on business.
report receiving some fine concerts, lec
B. E. Keller who has been ill is im Linthel Lane and Mrs. Bella Coates.
tures. etc.
proving. Dr. Stewart of Rockport at
North Haven Grange held its instal tended him. I
WINS AND LOSES
lation Feb. 10 with Constance Carver
Mrs. Mary Saunders is at home after
*
installing officer, assisted by Ethel several weeks absence.
Rockport High Trims Warren High
Whitmore. Thelma Woodworth. Nettie
And Gives the Thomaston Team
Beverage and Lena Burgess, in a very
Bad Scare.
The mark down sale .it the C. M.
pleasing manner. The officers are:
Master. H. T. Crockett; Overseer, i Blake YVall Paper Store is giving great Rockport High—16
Warren High—3
Frank Waterman: Lecturer. Mrs. II. TJ bargains._ adv.
13-tf.
Wi
I
• •
cd by
Crock, tt; Steward. Austin O. Brown; |
______________
Ro port High buys in a ImskeHrHl
Assistant Steward. Raymond Crockett; j
Some Idea of a Garden.
Chaplain. Isa E. Beverage; Treasurer.
at Warren Friday night. The
Letter front a "moderately sensible"
W. Sampson; Secretary. Alice 1*1. Sampscore:
man
to
a
seed
merchant:
“
Dear
Sir
—
Ion; Gate Keeper. Martin Joyce; Ceres,
Rockport High (16)
Having one-quarter acre of ground not
Itliia I'verage; Pomona. Jennie
Goals Fouls I’ts.
Beverage; Flora, Annie Waterman; used for anything but growing stones, Tibbetts rf................. 3
C
0
lsi,ly Jfe sislant Steward. Nellie Cooper. I wish to make it into a profitable and Bartlett If................... 2
1
0
At the close of the installation the fol attractive garden.
I'l-ase send me Pry ant e ...................... 3
6
0
lowing program was presented: Song. one dozen strtwoerry seeds; one bee, Aus pi und rg ............. 0
0
<1
b> Grange; story read by Alice 13. with hive complete; one dozen plum Dow lg ....................... 0
0
0
nipron; reading, i'na Whitmore; seeds; ten square yards of grass; one
duet. Isa 13. Beverage and Orilla Samp
8
16
concrete path, winding; six fall flow
son; recitation, Ethel Whitmore; quar
Warren High (3)
ers,
with
six
pieces
of
wall:
one
safety
tet. Mr. and Mrs. Frank YVaterman,
0
0
Berry rf . .................
Alice E. Sampson and II. T. Crockett; lawn mower, with patent apparatus Wylie If . .............. 0
0
o
for
converting
it
into
a
safety
razor.
drama. 'The Squusbville Fire Brigade
Et reman
................. 1
Thelma Woodworth,
Nellie' And please send enough baskets to Moody rg ................... 0
song.
0
0
Coop r. I na Whitmore and Lena Bur-1 hold the Strawberry and *>lom crops, Hart Ik .. ................... 0
1
go s
Remarks my Worthy Master.* and side nnd back combs for the
treasurer and secretary, who have held j honey. The grass should be green— Thomaston High—28
Rockport High—24
their offiees since the Grange was or-' not
withered kind I see in so many
Thomaston High boys defeated Rock
tra.uzi d. Tho Grange showed their ap- gardMls_and the pee(]9 of a flavor un.
preeiation by presenting them with a
.....
, . .
, port High boys by two baskets, ‘in a
*___ .
,,
carving
set, and, gravy ,ladle:
also ,,
Mrs.j, suitable for chickens. Yours truly, A. fast game at Thomaston ‘Saturday
right . The s ore stood 14 to 12 in fa
Ladd, organlat. with a gravy ladle. *•
•
vor of Rockport at the end of the lirst
Baked he&ns, pickles, bread, pie. cake|
half. The score was tied many times
and coffee. In memory of Sister Flora |
Ancient Dynasty.
Calderwood, who recently died, the I
The Cliow dynasty in Chinn began during the game. The game was wo:i
charter is draped and badges reversed ;' about twenty-three years before the fur Thomaston by Feehans great shoot
ing in the last five minutes. Tibbetts
for 30 days.
I Dorinn migration into the Pclopon- starred for RocMport. Tiie score:
nesus. Tlie generally accepted date of
Thomaston High((28)
There never was a picture to equal the latter event is 1100 B. C.
Goats Fouls i’ts.
It. 'Little lyord Fauntleroy " at the
Feelian rf .................... 6
6
lH
Empire Thursday.—Adv.
ijindsay If .................... 2
0
4
And is Lucky.
6
Brown c ....................... 3
0
Health
hint
writer
asks;
"How
do
As sweet as honey—as pure as tlie j
0
Xewbert rg ................. 0
0
you
eat
your
meals?
”
Well,
usually
driven snow. See “Little Lord Faunt- I
Mitchell lg ................
0 0
0
leroy" at Ihe Empire Thursday.—Adv.) one nt « time.—Heading News-Times
11
6
28
Rcckport High (24)
Goals Fouls Pts.
0
Bartlett if ................. 0
0
Tilx tts If ................... fi
1
13
9
ITyunt c ..................... 3
5
(I
McKinney ig ........... 0
(I
Ausplund 'lg............... 1
<•

H

NORTH HAVEN

T

by

this bank in

March and September of each year.

Deposits

made on or before the

FIRST DAY OF MARCH
Will fir ’W interest from that date for the full

dividend period

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

THOMASTON SAVfiNGS SANK

W. P. STRONG

Thomaston, Maine

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE

Tli&SIf

Wanted

ROCKPORT

HAI Dividends are declared

1,|;\ I FHAYEY. l’n id’ nt.

.1. WALTER STROFT, Treasurer

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT’IN CONNECTION WITH THE BANK

20-25

Time, four iO-minute periods,
el ee. Wotton of Rockland.

In Everybody $ Col

Lost and Found

Incubators and Brooders

PLEASE REMEMBER

UNION

Dotage Club Saturday evening at curds
nnd refreshments.
Hllll
The Red Men installed ofllccrs Fri
Officers i f Atlantic Royal Arch day evening, witli ladies as guests.
Advertisements in this column not to exceed
Chapter were installed by I’ast High *1 he following v.i-ir installed hy D. D., three
lines iuxected mire fur 25 rents, 3 tlaiei
Priest M. I*. Smith, assisted by Past Gu st Siirhriii W. 11. lngerson. assisted bi* M tests AMUsdsI lists 5 csats each
High Priest O. C. Lane as captain ol 3,y Past Sachem W. J. Pollings as grand J”,™’
10
3
Six words nuts
the host. The new officers are: King. inarshal: Maurice Leadbetter, Sachem; |----- - ------------------- .
- ----L. 13. Williams; Scribe. Mr. Smalley; <1. L. Snowman, Prophet; Harry Young, i
Chaplain. M. P. Smith; Treasurer. W.
Sagamore; Hollis Burgess. J. Saga- |
F. Lyford; Secretary, F. I. Roberts; more; L. E Williams, C. of W.; I W
L08T_sl()ri.s of K
C. of H., C. L. Bornan; P. S.. L. B. Igine. , . of It.. L. Y\ . Sanbolu. K. ot pq, i.on,,, and Ituriiee ft I^tinli. I gray suede
Dyer; R. A. C.. Ralph Brown; Al. of 3,1 YV. The ceremonies were followed by Iu.-lined glove. It,ward Return to THIS
Y’eil, George Lawry; M. of 2,1 Veil. isupper and dancing, will, music by the ,111 111 "_____________________________20-22
Gardiner l.ilibv; M. of 1st Y’eil, Ed Knickerbocker Orchestra
I LOST Plain gold band rlug. Inscription in•r p 1 t.i.v .,,.,.iv.„l <Ii.nl IV fi-.iin siUl *■- A
Ill E. A
H ; lust Sunday afterward Greenleaf: Sentinel. 11. A David
E. Libbv aimed Sunday 110,11 noon Reward if returned to (.'APT E. A. BI Tson. There was also work on the Mark Boston.
LEK. Beech Street.
22-21
and Past Master degrees on these can
The thermometer still hovers below
LOST—-Bliiek and tun hound pup. WALTER
didates. Alfred Raymond. Fred Green the zero mark—good weather for mak SKAVEL, 7 <'ieficeni St.* City.
21*23
law and Pierce White.
ing ice. Steamer Gov. Bodwell is mak
Miss Phyllis Shields entertained the ing very irregular trips between here
Joan ,1' Are Corps of Girl Reserves at and Rockland on account of the sice.
her home Wednesday evening, refresh
day in every way the ice is, WANTED—Nationally advertised concern will
ments being served.
rowing thicker and thicker, in the bay.' hire three salesmen at orrec for nearby territory.
I Address BOX
Rockland.
22*24
A special meeting of the YVashington
Club was held Thursday evening at i Two Rig Feature Pictures—One
WANTED—EMsitiam M -a ■.••gr.i nbir. graduate
ol
briant
&
ktrattm,
Scliuol.
No
exjiorlencc.
the home of Mrs. George Xewbert. Small Price. Always a good show ut
;:t masonic st Tel
21P22
Officers elected were: President. Lora dhe Empire.—Adv
WANTED—i ouiifc woman wants jMisition as
Hardison; vice president. Florence
rt i Hgr. pher or bookkee|»er. Address “X.” caro
Mullen: secretary. Editl, Xewbert;
■r ( ut him:-gazette.
20*22
An Advocate of Simplicity.
treasurer, Eva C. Smith. Lurtcheon
V/ANTED
—
Xvu
milch
cow.
BOOKER
ST,
“Do yon like bridge?"
was served. The next meeting will lie
50**?
Tl.cmaston, Me. TH. 183-1
It
"No," answered Cactus Joe.
held with Mrs. Lora Hardison Fell. 24.
WANTED Girl for kitchen work at Newcas
Owen Sheay returned Friday from looks to me like one o' them games tle Itouxe Address FRANK JACOBS, Newcas
tle,
Me Box 31.
20-22
Rockport. Mass.
where they put in a lot of arithmetic
Wednesday evening the Red Men en so's v„ take a regular card player's
WANTED—Experienced wood chopper. C B.
joyed a baked bean supper served by jolml oft'11 the run of the deck.”— TOL.MAN. Warren. Milne. R F. I). 1. Box 113.
20*22
the new officers.
Recently degrees Wafliington Star.
j WANTED—Waitress, at the Bee Hire Cafe,
were worked bn candidates by the old
! Limerock street.
8-tf
officers and then by the new officers
WANTED—33 shaggy cals and kiuens, male
and by vote of the tribe tlie honors
and female. Highlit prices uaid. JOHN S.
for the best work were awarded the
RANLETT. Rockville. Me. Tel. 332-14. 13tf
old officers—consequently this supper
WANTED—Small farm; describe buildings
was given.
location and price. RALPH MILLER, 80 School
street, Gardiic., Mass.
12*23
Miss Flavilla Arey entertained the
three Corps—Girl Reserves, Sir Galahad. Betsy Boss and Joan d' Are. at
For
her home Tuesday evening. The pro
gram follows: Code. Purpose, Slogan,
FOR SALE—Parlor »t<rvc; nice condition.
Tel 13X 3 of <-.ill 3 < irESTNI T ST.
22-23
by Girl Reserves. History of Girl Re
serves, Phyllis Black. A letter from
FOR SALE White Rock. White Wyandotte
R. I Red f’oekereis; prices right. M. F,
Evelyn Arey Hall of Glen Ridge, N. .1
IIAl.b WnhhUioro. Me R F. P. 4
22*24
was read by Miss Edith Beverage. Mrs.
TOR SALE Nice using hiuck horse. Young
Hall, formerly of this town, organized
and soiin.l; very gentle : stand anywhere, afraid
the Girl Reserves and was their lirst
<rt noJiing Weight 1130. Would make a good
horse for delivery business. Will sell very reaadvisor. Her letter of greetings proved I
ABSOLUTELY UNNECESSARY
seiable
W W. BVTLFB. Rockland
Tel.
most interesting and contained much
178-14
21-23
She;
Pop
says
you
have
no
brains.
helpful advice. The Girl Reserves then
FOR SALE—Lumber from which the booths
He: I figured I wouldn’t need any
gave a selection on ukeleles: songs hy
at the Food Fair were built Apply to A. W.
with your money.
GREGORY
19-tf
the Girls; ukelele duct. Coming Thro'
the Rye, Phyllis Black and Arlena
FOR SALE—<'•»iT»'siM,ii(leiice Law Course i,f
Accommodating.
Anurican Extension University, worth $200,
Kossuth; bean bunt, finst prize won by
v. i;; sell for $30. Transferable to Inner with
Dorothy Lyford; fortunes told; songs “Man wants hut little here below,’*
3 ’. c.us to complete course. A. P. MUHARBQuoth the Rev. Jahcz Squinchep.
and cheer. lee ercani. fancy cookies
SOX. 3b!» Main St. ItodtlaiMl.
17-22
Straight home Miss Phoebe Potts did go
and candy were served.
FOR SALE—House and lot at 43 Grove St .
And raised her skirt turee inches.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie C’oflib gave a party
formerly occupied by 1). L. Met artcy. Inquire
of < M HARRINGTON
13-tf
Wednesday afternoon in honor of their
Just Flattery.
FOR SALE Farm in Warren three mll?s
little daughter Dorothy, the occasion
“I undorstnnri the photogrnpbcr from Thoniastim. 93 acres, new bam, good Hj
being her ninth birthcbiy. A dainty
story house, farm all stm-keil. 3 cows, I heifer.
lunch included a large birthday cake, praised your beauty very lliglll.v."
I i«ir horses, 30 hens, 1.000 cord wood and
“Yes, but I’ve looked in vain for <oni( lumber KNOX REAL ESTATE CO . 2TJ
the favors were unique birthday bas
Main
St Tel 376 M
13-tf
he lias yet
kets. the decorations pink and white. the last six months and lip
FOR SALE- 1 upright second hand pianos.
Those present were Miss Edith Bever to display in Ills fron w inflow tiie
STUDLEY’S FURNITURE STORE. 283 Main
age. Dorothy's teacher, and classmates, portrait he took of me."
Street, Itocktottd
10-tf
Dorothy Billings. Ruth Bnowman, Mar
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers,
tha Beckman, Celeste Carver. Annie
10 to GO ii p. Horizontal and upright. Suit
The Difficulty.
Anderson. Fay Stordhal, Dorothy Pelable for portable mills, factories, boat shops,
“
He
’
s
kinder
to
his
second
wife
than
holsters,
etc. I. L SNOW CO . City.
3-tfkey. Frances McIntosh. The hostess
lie was to Iii3 first.”
received many pretty gifts.
FOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring; excel
“Yes, but his second wife keeps in lent condition throughout. Price $330. A. C.
The Silent Sisters gave a delightful
JONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. 'Phone
dancing party on Valentine night with sisting that he’s not nearly so kind 57C-R
music by Lane’s Trio. cake, sandwiches to her as her first husband was’’
and coffee being served at intermis
sion.
Artists.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Philhrook of
"Wbn are these girls?”
TO LET Store on Limerock street formerly
Matinicus were io town Wednesday en
by Postal Telegraph Inquire of H. R.
"Members of otir Ten and Pencil (wmpieil
Ml LLhN or BASIL ST IN S<) N
e2 - f
route for Boston. They were enter
club.
”
tained by Mr. and Mi’s. E. G. Carver
TO LET—Up-stairs tenement of 6 rooms. Iu"Some of them are very strong with quire of MRS. GOLDIU McAULIFFB, 42 Fulton
to a radio concert.
Street. City
22*24
Mr. and Mrs. H. YV. Fifleld left this the eyebrow pencil.”
TO LET Blake Guraee on Main street. 2
week for Portland.
tutors: suitable for other business. BLAKE
Friday evening Miss Laverne Vlnal
Her Speaking Terms.
WALL PAPER STOKE Tel tMi-.M.
21-<f
entertained the Kodak Club at a val
Kriss—Talk Is cheap,
TO LET—Large front, room, sunny and Bell
entine party. Supper was served, the
Kr,xs I don't km,"' about that my I i'iitcd Attractive home lor young lady. 13
PARK STRGET
21*23
decorations and favors being appropri
wife talked me out of $20 last night.
ate to the day.
TO LET—Four furnished rooms, convenient
at 27 Pacific St. Inquire of L.
W. Y". Fossett returned Saturday j summer
Board kitchen,
Bltnvwt. 30 Park Street
17-tf
from Matinicus.
TO LET—At artnient, six rooms and bath
Lane's Trio gave a dancing party ! NOW is the time when people are laying
furnished, at 78 MASONIC ST
Saturday evening at the Armory, the • summer vacation plans The Courier-Gazette completely
Pliminntlnn fnv tent ’ Wgesis that owners of oottage property, tc < al! 413 or inquire at above address. Rent
feature hein thf.
the elimination fox tiot. | ]et or for sa[0 or accommodations for boarders. reasonable. ’
16-tf
Mrs. Fostena Roberts entertained the I announce the fad under >his heading, where it
TO LET—A little gem of a five room fur

VINALHAVEN

24
Itef-

i : i :: all’s, 'il'i'ches. I'-id coarpIexiiH'. Hood's
S,.is.iikn:il,i Is ihe medlelne to take—It lias esti.blislied this ;,ivi — adv.

Monkty Reasons.
Tt used to be thought that beasts
ami birds were guided in their action
entirely by instinct, reason playing no
part whatever in their daily lives. But
now naturalists are not so sure. To
learn to use a lever as a mechanical
instrument implies, one would think, a
certain amount ‘ of reasoning power.
Yet a monkey kept in captivity em
ployed a stick to pry up the lid of a
chest which was otherwise too heavy
for the animal to raise.
. Resounding Laudation.
If you want to hear yourself praised,
go somewhere where thpre’s a good

echo and talk.—Boston Transcript.

Saie

Jo Let

Cottages and

! will ne read all over New England

) nish *d apartment Must be seen to be ap
preciated Apply to IL U UOLLFNS, 373 Main
Street. Rockland, Maine.
15-tf

TO LET
STREET

THE HOME RADIO
How to Make and Use It

a. hyatt verrill
CopnUht by Harper

A Brotbara

Furnished room at IU PLEASANT
ir.jetf

TO LET Furnished house on Mechanic
street—on ear fine. R K. SNOW, Tel 490 or

__________
TO

r.

LET— -room tenement; good location.

L
CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel 665-2.
_____________________________ 143-tf

TO LET—Nine-roan tcnoinent; good loca
tion L. F. CHASE,
Middle Street. Tel.
MT-3.______________________________ 128-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
In many ways, ail the principles and laws of wireless telegraphy apply and
musical instruments or anything that re
equally well to radio telephony, but, in other ways, there are great differences quires a dry. clean room. Terms reasonable.
J R. Flye 221'Mailt Si., Rockland
45tf

III. WIRELESS TELEPHONY

between the two. In the first place, the vibrations or waves sent out hy the
wireless telegraph transmitter are Interrupted as they are produced by the vi
brator of a spark coil and while the flow of the oscillations or waves may be
so rapid that they appear as a steady stream, yet there is really a distinct
pause after each one.
if a telephone transmit
ter and receiver were
attached to the ordi
nary wireless instru
ments used in telegra
phy, the sounds or vi
brations of the voice
would vary the path of
the electrical oscilla
tions and the same va
f‘j.3
riations would be pro
duced on the receiver.
But, owing to the fact
that the waves are in
terrupted and are not
continuous, the worth
or sounds would be cut
rf1.sr
up into sections which
would he meaningless,
although such sounds
as music, bells, whist
ling, etc., might be rec
ognizable.
In
fact
sounds of this sort frequently have been heard over ordinary wireless tele
graph instruments. Hence it is easy to see that the only reason why all sounds
cannot be carried through space by ordinary wireless telegraph apparatus is
because of the interrupted or broken waves, whereas, if these waves were
continuous or were so incredibly rapid as to appear continuous, the sounds
they transmitted could easily be heard and understood. Therefore, tlie real
fundamental key to successful wireless telephony lies in producing what are
known as continuous waves and it is to the perfection and control of sucli
waves that radio telephony owes much of its rapid advancement.
The accompanying figures, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 illustrate just how the in
terrupted telegraphy currents and the continuous waves carry sounds. Thus.
1 represents the variations in vibrations in a certain word. 2, tlie Intermit
tent oscillations of the wireless telegraph sender and 3, the way the word
would be broken ami interrupted h.v being transmitted h.v means of such inter
rupted waves. Figure 4, on the other hand, shows the continuous waves of the
wireless telephone transmitter; 5, the sound waves of a word and 6, the way
the continuous waves. Interrupted by the words would appear. Ry study
ing these diagrams you can easily see the difference between the word
broken up as in figure 3 and flowing smoothly as in figure fi. It must be borne
in mind, however, that whereas the sounds of the voice, of music, etc., cannot
lie satisfactorily sent or received by wireless telegraph instruments, yet wire
less telegrams can be sent to perfection, and can be perfectly received, over
wireless telephone instruments. Indeed, the very best transmitting radiophone
sets serve the best for sending telegraphic messages, the only difference being
thnt for the former the continuous high frequency waves are used, whereas,
w hen sending code messages by telegraph, the waves are broken or "chopped"
by suitable instruments and a key which opens and closes the circuit.
In using wireless telephony. Just as in wireless telegraphy, there must he
two separate units known as transmitters and receivers and a transmitter can
he used only for sending and a receiver for receiving. As the sending or trans
mitting apparatus of the wireless telephone Is far more complicated than the
receiving instruments, as the greatest interest in wireless telephony lies in re
ceiving the messages, songs, etc., sent broadcast from large sending stations,
and as the receivers are very simple and easy to understand or tor construct,
we will put the cart before the horse, so to speak, and consider Ihe receiving
end of radio telephony before we take up the sending end.

Miscellaneous
NOTICE '
Th:« is in uotifv all concerned that after this
date I refus*’ to pay all hills contracted by my
w.f. , Mrs. Earle I) Ristccn.
EARLE I» KISTRK-N
I

i■

•

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT There1* I
ot Food Fhnors and Extracts on the market
t< da> equal to Unlvcrsar* Guaran-teed brand
f'ir pui’i'.y, strength, flavor, satisfied users. In
a < :;.ss by themsehe:.; they arc repeaters for all
cooking purposes -confect,oner\. soft drinks,
sMups. etc Onoc used ahvays used; you'll
come back again, because the flavor satisfies.
on know by experience it’s genuine; It reijiuris bit’ one-half the quantity to satisfy as
other brund. barring none. The goods
sptak for themseh.is and defy competition If
in doubt try them out at my expense, before
you buy or pa\ a penny I will stand by ererv
assertion I make. I have the goods I know
wil! satisfy all who use them. T ime solves all
thu gs if they contain value, and the name "Univ ci sal” will stand on its merits for all time It
is quality and satisfaction {hat counts C. U.
RUSS, .Manufacturer. Ibc-kland. Maine 21 -1f
DRESSMAKIF4G—At l!‘ Crescent St., 'MILS.
NINA YORK. Expert work making suits, coats,
and dresses.
21*23

PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each issue of
The Courier-Gazette on sale at the t'ENTRAL
NEWS CO , 664 Congress St. This will con
venience many who want to get the paper regularly,________ ______________________ 13-tf
PALMER ENGINES—32 different models, 2
to 73 II. P One to six cylinders. Heavy duty.
Medium duty and high speed types Also ac
cessories and parks
Send for catalogue.
PALMER BROS., 31) l’or.tland Pier, Portland.
Me ________________________________ 12-37
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Kockiand Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall
orders solicited HELEN C RHODES IRtf

-“CHnONICcES OF* KNOX COUNTY” a very
handy 106 page book compiled by R. II. Fill
more, gives tho official history of the county
and a page or so is devoted to each of the
towns and two plantations Sent by mail to
any address on receipt of 50c. Address R. B.
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street Thomaston.

_________________________________ 142-tf
THE INDEPENDENT (Skowbegan, Reporter
is ol eale At J. F. CARVER'S. RocklAnd
ENGRAVED CAROS—Call at this office and
examine styles. If you already hare a plate
bring it in and let us print you cards In lateat
«!»»»
THE COURTKR-GAEBTTK

FOR SALE—Prairie State Incubator, capacity
6 d izeu eggs, and brooder. L. A. GRANT at W.
H. Glover Co's______________________ 21*23
FOR SALE—Orders taken for Day-old chicks.
Pure bred S. C R. I. Reds; 3*1 in Sticto efcg
laying contest 1920. Eggs for hatch ing W A.
, IUPbEY, Rockland. Tvl. 594-W.
8tX

Every-Other-Day

In Social Circles

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 20, 1923.
L. A. W. Clark and daughter Nettie
of Damariscotta Mills are in the city.

Miss Mary Staples, who has under
gone a serious operation at Knox Hos
{Is addition to personal notea renordtne de- pital, is recovering slowly.

pyrtmea and arrlTala, the department especially
Mattes Information of social happenings, par
Class 3 of the Methodist Sunday
ties, musicals, etc. Notea sent by mall or
school meets Thursday with Mrs. L. N.
telephone will be gladly received.

719 Littiehale, Union street. Titere will be
a business meeting and social.
Thursday of this week, on Washing
The Woman's Missionary Society of
ton's birthday, sees the resumption of
social activities at the Country Club, the Baptist church met last Wednes
upon which the heavy snows laid t«- day afternoon at the home of Mrs. .An
bargo last December. This will lie an nie Simmons, Talbot avenue. Owing to
evening for men and women memlters, the storm there was a small attendance
with supper at 6.30, followed by yet the session was both interesting
auction. As the attendance is likely to nnd enjoyable. The subject was "In
be large It is important that reser dia” and the new president of the so
ciety, Mrs. Evelyn Hix, presided. Mrs.
vations be made at once, for delay in
B. P. Browne gave an interesting arid
that particular throws too heavy a bur
den upon dhe committee nnd steward. concise report of the mid-winter rally
Ko members will kindly telephone of the New England Woman's Ameri
can Baptist Foreign and Home Mission
B59-W at once, Mrs. M. E. Woitton’.s
ary Societies. Which Washeld in Tremont
committee is lo be in charge and the
Temple, in Boston, recently.
Mrs.
city's urbane street commissioner says
Erowne, who is State secretary for
he will see to it that the street is
Maine of the World Wide Guild was
properly cleared of snow. The commit
invited to attend this rally with the
tee desires it to be particularly under
secretaries of the other New England
stood that it Is impossible to give mem
States. Mrs. Hix, who attended tiie
bers any notice beyond what is con
rally, also made a few remarks in re
veyed by this paragraph. If members gard to it.
neglect to apply for reservations they
will have to wait until others who have
Mrs. Edith A. Folsom who has been
applied are flrs>t served.
for several weeks the guest of Mrs.

TELEPHONE .............................................

In charge of the Eniversolist circle
supper tomorrow evening will lie the
following ladies: Mrs. Grace Black,
Mrs. Mabel McLoon, Mrs. Nettie Wot
ton. Mrs. Freda Smith, Mrs, Frederica
Weeks, Mrs. Mary Ahern, Mrs. Annie
Folsom, Miss Theresa Rankin, Mrs.
Julia Burpee and Miss Martha Cobb.

Page Seven

MICKIE SAYS

A-Tacasam

eoxAEstore.

\ WC.EPER CkPERikAEVJTWi® XOWA
1 QiRflUlAR VETTERS 'ROUkiU AW
fOmAJVWA. VAC TOVASVS) -OAKT
EOtXS JtkWE TOO
Trt'KC
DANS TO NOfcSTE TtVAE REZKDWiS
WAtfiiTIOV-i"VCTTERS". VA VOVA 6EVJC1
A >AAM A'lETTOU BUT NACAVJf
, WAUS VA\VA BJEAD rt-------- EOT

EXl'RNBOCN BEADS TV.E
UDWSPAZuRS

OPENING of STRAND THEATRE
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 21
AFTERNOON and EVENING

PAT O’MALLEY and PAULINE STARK
•I N

Harrison F. Hicks returned today to
her heme in Cambridge, Mass,

IRISH ROSE

Albert P. Blaisdell is in Boston this
week where he will attend the conven
tion of the New England Hardware
Dealers.

SEGUIN LIGHT
Mrs. I.ucus York is in Boston this
week attending the annual dog show
Miss Helen Gregory who was oper and visiting friends in Malden and
H. W. Sprague, V. O. T’. tl and Alston
ated upon for appendicitis at Silshy Revere.
Beal were nt Popham B t It Sunday.
Hospital, is making rapid progress to
Adapted from Dion Boucicault’s famous play—
Winfield Sprague has b et confined
wards recovery, and expects to be PERSONAL
Shirleyr ETAOIX ETAOIX XX
"THESHAUGRAUN”
“One Man Reunion’
Larrv Semon Comedy
.home in a few days.
Mrs. Elsie Jones arrived from Low to ihe house the past few aays with a
Filled with typical Irish wit, humor and brogue.
ell, Mass., last night called by the ill cold.
N. B. Fickett’s eye is much improved.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield Me ness of her granddaughter, Mrs. II.
We were glad to see White Head and
morial church will meet with Mrs. Pearl Studley.
ADMISSION TO ALL PERFORMANCES:
Matinicus Rock had made their way
George Manning. Achorn street, Wed
MARSH'S ORCHESTRA EVENINGS
Afternoons—17c, Evenings. 22c. Children, 10c.
nesday evening.
Mrs. Frank C. Knight has gone to through ice once more and got some
New York, where she will spend the items to The Courier-Gazette.
Only a few days left for us to pre
The N. M. I. Club met with Mrs. Ed balance of the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
pare our "March” to “April.” Let's hope
ward Gonia at the "New Bicknell" Milton Pierce.
we do not march to such an April fool
Thursday afternoon. The prizes were
won by Mrs. A. J. Larrabee, Mrs.
Mrs. A. W. Smith went yesterday to as we did last year. Remember the
Charles Richardson, Mrs. Mida Pack Pert land, where she will make a week’s snow storm?
Mrs. N. B. Fiekett has been confined
ard, and the consolation by Mrs. Kei visit with her son, Arthur, who has
zer.
an excellent position with Porteous, to ihe house the past three weeks with
Mitchell A- Braun as show card writer a cold.
On account of ill health Mrs. V. O.
Mrs. Annie Stover is at “The Laurie,” and artist.
Beal did not return to.Popham Beach
where sly* expects to spend the remain
der of the winter.
The Unlversaiist Mission Circle will for her children to complete the winter
meet in the church parlors Wednesday term of school.
De gustibus non est disputandum on
The Maine Federation of Women's nt 3.30, leader Miss Anna Thorndike.
the snow question. The correspondent
Clubs, which has just received an ac
cession to its numbers of 207 from the
The open .meeting of .the Methehesec thinks there is de trop everywhere.
Mrs. II. W. Sprague is ill with thet
affiliation vote of the Woman’s Edu Club will be held Friday afternoon at
“THE STRAND is new from basement to roof, and I believe you will like everything about it—
cational Club, is in splendid shape 2.30 in the Copper Kettle Porch. The grip.
financially for it has more than $4000 citizenship committee, which is com
the free ventilation, the comfortable and commodious chairs, the lighting and heating, and certainly
paid in toward its endowment fund of posed of Mrs. Horatio D. Crle, Mrs. L.
The picture that has won the heart
the pictures. The new organ will be installed as soon as possible. —JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager.
$5,000. The balance is expected within C. Jackson and Mrs. J. Frank Rich,
n few months, as the clubs then fed will have charge of the program and of the World—"Little Lord FauntleEmpire
erated assessed themselves* voluntarily the members and guests may be as roy,” with Mary Pickford
to raise the balance within two years sured of an interesting and entertain Thursday.—Adv.
by paying $1 per capita. The 'three ing afternoon's program.
Rockland clubs then affiliated have
It. U. Collins in prepared to assist in
faithfully met their obligations, while
Mr. and Mrs. S. II. Gardner leave this
new dlubs uniting are of course not afternoon for Daytona. Beach, Fla., making income tax returns. 375 Main
obligated to meet these payments. This where they will m3ke a stay of two or Street.—20-tf
State organization is the largest one three months while Mr. Gardner is re
in Maine composed wholly of women.
cuperating.
Harold ,M, Kweet of
Alma Nutt, Carolyn Perry, Marion east by a jovial ex-Scnator in favor of
PARK THEATRE
Portland, will have charge of the local
FOOD
NEARLY $2800
Among the guests registered at the district of the Standard Oit Co. in his
Richardson, Ruth Plummer, Eleanor the High School. Tho Scouts and the
(
’
.
A.
waged
a
silent
warfare,
finally
Leach,
Congress Square Hotel in Portland last absence.
Know, Winola Richan, Helen
Playing at the Purk today is a home
Thursday were S. E. Welt and W. II.
Mary Wasgatt, Nellie Know, Alberta won by the youngsters. Purchase ly. witty, pithy bit of photoplay enter
Street
wtis
distanced
by
Tyler
School
Glendenning, Jr.
Knight, Esther Pc ma Id, Phyllis Nelson,
tainment that the writer thinks as
The regular Thursday evening Phil
Most Successful Event Ever Pulled Off In Rockland— Lillian Dean, Ruth Clark, Lucille after a game light. T-he linal figures good
harmonic rehearsal will be held with
as any story Peter B. Kyne ever
were:
High,
21,270,
McLain,
20,556;
MiUon A. Philbrook of Westbrook, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Berry. Grove street
Hodgkins,
Martha
Wasgatt, Vera
wrote. “The Ten Dollar Raise” is its
Scouts,
9,445;
C.
A.
C.,
6,560;
Tyler,
the
Closing
Ball
—
Balloon
Dance
a
Gay
Feature
of
formerly on the staff of Rockland
Studley, Nathalie Robbins, Ruth Stev
tt at
name and adapted from the Saturday
High School, has been renewing old
enson, Helen Huntley, Jeannette Smith. 8,886; Purchase, 6,365. The con lest, Evening Post story of the same name.
LIUKKONEN-HENDRICKSON
under
the
subtle
leadership
of
that
And
Bob
’
s
the
Handsomest
Man.
acquaintances in this city.
Eleanor Bird, .Margaret Egan. Annie
It ha/ “corking" good cast and every
The Finnish hall on Main street Was
Di lmonico, Frcdrieu Sylveste r.Gertrude master tactician, (1. H. Blethen, as- one / sisters one hundred. An “Our
the
scene
of
an
impressive
wedding
Miss Phyllis Moran attended the
Grifliin, Katherine Veazie, Aniy Braun. sumul such proportions that it in Gar/ comedy with Sunshine Sammy
Sophomore hop at Bowdoin College Saturday evening, the contracting
Tlie Community Food Fair closed | Wikis Ayer, 4,708; Richard .1. Foley, I. Virginia Sargent, Kathleen Haskell, 'olv<d tin utile city <uiil netted over ami his playmates makes up the re
parties being John Liukkonen of Owl's
; Dyer. Amber El- O1,)hFriday evening
mainder-of the fun for the evening.
Head and Bill Miliaria Hendrickson. last night witli a wonderfully success- ! Handsomest woman—Miss Carrie Inez Leach, Phyl1’i
!
# « • #
It’s been several months since dainty
There were about "5 guests, including ful Community bull—fitting climax to Field , 1806; Mrs. ll. Dunbar, 1604; W(dl, Lessee Lounder.
____
' The youngest passenger to ride be
As the summer approaches, novelties
Mas
Gladys
Jones,
1490;
Miss
Frances
Shirley Mason has been seen here, but
many who had come from distant
hind the Eskimo dogs was David
of every description are finding their
the most successful affair ever at- ! Tweed ie, 11.
Food
Fair
Fancies
her winsome figure and face will ap
Finnish settlements in Knox county.
v.vay into the parasol and umbrella lines.
*’1” w'*WrSe next birthday cake pear at the Park Wednesday, when
It isgi't quite clear what became of
Two ha-ndrome rocking chairs went' ('ln
The ceremony was performed at 8 tempted by Rockland citizens.
t0
will
have
four
candles
on
it.
Safely
Ribbons, particularly, are being feat
she will offer her latest photoplay
The gross receipts were $5500 and | the booms which were launched for. as \flashes Friday night, the first
ured as trimmings for the newest para o’clock by Municipal Judge Frank B.
several other prominent men. nml it is Miss Bernice Rawley, Cedar street; -the| ensconced in mama’s lap the little chap “Pawn Ticket No. 2102’ It is based
sols. Narrow widths in ombre and Miller. The couple were attended by the expenses were $2750, leaving a hoped that the committee was not second to Miss Caro Colson who has a I had the time of his young life. An
on the great stage play by David Bemetal and silk combinations are used Ivari and Lydia Harju, a.s groomsman margin of $2750 for the Alhlelic Field, bribed to suppress the facts.
nonopoly on luck, having carried home’ other passenger who hit the Eskimo lasco. It is the story of a waif and a
j trail Saturday was .Miss Esther Harto cover the metal frames on the inside and bridesmaid respectively. Those which may be increased somewhat
O • « 4
a wash tub earlier in the week.
I rington, a i»opul,ir employe at the W (). foundling and offers delightful enter
of many of these new models. Some of who also marched in the bridal pro
INSERT FOOD FAIR...............................
tainment as only Shirley Mason can
! Hewett Co.’s store.
the coverings are entirely of ribbon in cession included Impl Monden, Miko with belated returns. The dance last
one of tiie chief causes of the phe
A extremely oversized chocolate
register it. A fast-stepping comedy
wide brocades, or in three to four-inch Ojala, Ilellen Hill, Adward Johnson, night netted approximately $325, in nomenal attendance during one of the fudge cake of four -layers and coated
To The relief of many persons the j and the always interesting News reel
widths made ruffle on ruffle. The Alii Sutela, Toivo Makken, Annie clusive of the receipts front the cafe, roughest weeks of this exceedingly
with rich chocolate and plenty of wal
practice of throwing confetti was not complete the program.
smartest effects, however, ore attained Kanta, Juk'ius Polki Ilelme Anderson which was in charge of Mrs. Fred rough winter was ihe programs put on
nuts was the center of a-tti action at the
Thursday and Friday, Rupert Hughes'
indu4ge<l in Saturday night. Clean
by narrow ribbons in a combination of and Walter Kankas, The ring service Gregory, and an efficient corps front by the High School choruses. These
cafe Saturday evening. It was the
great story and a picture that has
confetti
is
not
distasteful,
but
after
a
colors, which are shirred into designs was used.
A nice lunch was served, and as a the Business and Professional Wo groups have worked i,wg and faith contribution of Mrs. E. M. O’Neil and person swallows a few packages of the rocked America from coast to coast
to represent embroidery. Some of these
men’s Club. Mrs, Gregory contributed fully in the preparat.y/l of th? pro the tickets rohl on it brought in .some
kind that has been scooped off the lloor playing in many cities as many as
patterns are floral, while others are windup to the merrymaking the newly a guess cake, in which her famed skill
grams given and none harder than the $15. Mrs. Howard Dunbar was tht
conventional, and many carry out the weds and their guests danced until a as a cook was evidenced.
he reaches the conclusion that ordi half a dozen times, “The Old Nest.” It
capable
directress
of
the
whole
big
final
owner.
Persian, Egyptian and Oriental color late hour.
nary breakfast food is preferable. is a picture for the old and young; for
The presentation of the flags, won -in musical program. Mis- Esther Steven
♦ » e »
father and mother; for daughter and
ing3 and markings which are so preva
Streamers were thrown instead.
the Footl Fair contest, was a pretty son, director of music for Rockland
AN ENDOWMENT FUND
Sunday was a busy day around the
[son; a picture for those with homes
lent in the newest styles. Handles are
ceremony.
The High School was schools.
No imported entertainers Arcade. Three or four trucks were
. ... land parents and those with none; a
made to conform in general design with
It was thought (that
massed on the southern side of the have been more effective or received a constantly waiting outside the rear
story thut covers the smile with a tear
the covers, and are showing a tendency Club Woman Working Hard For Maine
crowd’ could not be beaten, but the fact
•hail,
and
ihe
northern
side
was
more
cordial
reception
and
the
execu

Federation's Plan—Oldtown’s Aid
and makes you glad you are alive and
door and a small army of men was
to be made of the more expensive ma
crowded by the pupils of Tyler School tive committee of the Fair, and the busy inside demolishing booths, sorting remains that more tickets were .sold at among friends. See it. No doubt you
terials. Many genuine amber, ivory
the door Saturday night. There were
The following letter from Mrs. C. B. and the members of Scout Troup No. public in general, appreciate the efforts lumber and removing fixtures in prepa
cloisonne and tortoise shell models are
upward of 600 admissi<wis in addition will be like a great many others; you
3. The three handsome silk flags were of directr- ss and chorus members. ration for last night’s big dance.
will want to see it twice. Conceded to
shown in the finer merchandise.—Dry Porter of Oldtown to the publicity
to the season tickets.
grouped in fiont of the ice cream The week’s numbers were Monday,
* * # *
be the only picture that ever outrivaled
Goods Economist.
♦ » * •
chairman of the Maine Federation of booth, nnd it was from this point lhat full High School chorus; Tuesday,
There were 1713 beans in the bottle
The mystery booth did a thriving •Over .he Hill.”—adv.
Women’s Clubs will be of interest to Mayor Marshall M. Daggett delivered | Boys’Glee Club; Wednesday Girls' Glee
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover are on a
at the Business and Professional Wo business al! the week and netted $250.
a
neat
speech,
complimenting
the
three
Club: Thursday. Smoked Pearl Min
trip to Boston, New York and Wash all Maine Club women. Mrs. Porter
winners on their spirit and urging strels: Friday, Special Dances; Satur men's Club, and curiously enough Credit of llvis stunt hovers over the
EMPIRE THEATRE
writes:
ington.
eternal vigilance in the observation of day, full High School chorus. The three of the gueasers made that exact names of Miss Pearl Borgerson of the
“Thinking you might like to know- the honor of the flag. Principal Anna High School orchestra held forth each esitimate The beans were counted by Business and Professional Women's
By far the most pretentious and
Miss Minerva Stover left Saturday just the condition of the endowment
disinterested parties, and when it was Club, who supervised the fill'ing of the
for Auburndale, Mass.v where she will Tund to which $250 has just been added E. Coughlin accepted gracefully in be afternoon under the leadership of Al found that there was a triple tie the 4000 box< s, and who was commander- wholesome program since tho New
be the guest of her sister, Madelyn from the sate of "When North Winds half of the High School, her remarks in it It. Marsh and another dozen three names were placed in a hat, from in-chief of the boo.fch during the week; Empire opened will be offered to the
being followed by a rousing cheer from served in the more or less musical ca
patrons of that popular playhouse
who is attending Lassel! Seminary.
which a disinterested person drew the
Blow” by the club women, 1 am pleased the school. Principal Lena Miller of
pacity or barkers and criers for Miss name of Mrs. Fnmk A. Farrand. And F. S. Rhodes, chairman of the Mystery Thursday. Mary’ Pickford in “Little
to-be able to tell you that there is now- the Tyler School voiced the appreci
committee and business head; nnd two
Pearl
Borgerson
in
the
Mystery
Booth.
"Indies’ Night” at the Elks Home deposited with the Eastern Trust and
in this manner Mrs. Farmnd became smiling High School girls1, “Kitty” Lord Fauntleroy” is the stellar attrac
* • • «
Wednesday. The supper and dancing Banking Company of Bangor to the ation of her youngsters in the honor
possessor of >the large doll contributed Ble-then and “Dot” Breen, who kept tion. The touching appeal and (plaint
they
had
received,
and
their
shining
The Smoked Pearl Minstrels who for the purpose by Miss Mabel Spear
party will be under the direction of Ihe credit of the Endowment Fund of the
the passage way in front of the booth fine humor that fairly ripples with
bachelors of the lodge. With E. B. Mac- Maine Federation of Women's Clubs faces as they carried the flag back made such a hit Thursday evening of Portland.
blocked most of the time, mainly with laughter runs like a golden thread from
proved
her
assertion.
Rev.
J,
M.
* ♦ ♦ ♦
Allister chairman, and the following $3793.61 and also two $100 Government
presented this program:
one end of it to the other. The ex
young men.
"Bach Helpers;" Louie Aylward, Jame- Bonds nd one fifty dollar bond mak Ratcliff, scout m ister, accepted-the flag Opening Chorus -Here They Come
“It was the best committee I ever
* * 9 *
I quisite beauty of the entire picture is
for
Troup
3,
whieh
received
t-he
flag
Ti-slit
*
Young, Elmo Crozier, Everett Davis. ing in all $4043.61. As Mrs. Gertrude J.
worked with” is the remark credited
The check room was manned by enough to recommend it. but to cap
Elmer Rising
Frank French, Earle McIntosh. John J Nutter of Corinna, chairman of the en with due formality. At this point J. M. Save a Lfttle Dram
to A. W. Gregory, who had aMive volunteers, .including Ralph Herrick, ture pie hearts of everybody is the
Richardson,
who
pressed
in
behalf
of
Perry, Sherman Rokes, Joseph Soffayer, dowmen-t fund iihs just sent a check for
Oscar Crockett
charge of the Food Fair exhibits. “And William Harriman. Jasper Chapin .and , prime mission of our lovely Mary who
John Sullivan, Dwight M. Virgin, Aus deposit, this must -be about all there the committee announced that in con It's a Long Wa> Back to Pear Old,Mother’s Knee in this connection,” he added, “you
never did a better picture than this.
Arthur Grover.
Otho
Record
sideration
of
the
splendid
tight
and
tin Richardson, Harry F. Mayo, Charles is to the credit of this fund. Accord
Not to see it is not to have known
cannot say too much in favor of the
♦ « * *
fiance
sportsmanship
displayed,
similar
flags
Ferrara, John Ham, Henry A. Howard, ing to the Federation vote the pi inci-pa-l
Violet Ray
Pa rent-Teachers’ Association and the
Over $700. was taken over the what the pleasures of life really are.
would
be
given
to
McLain
School
and
Aon plane Shuffle
.1. N. Southard, A. T. Bla< kington, Fred of this cannot be drawn and none of
The companion feature is "Th«**Oath”
Business and Professional Women’s counters a; the cafe during tho week.
Carini, Tyler M. Coombs, Parker T. the interest until all the clubs federated Purchase Street School. The an UioFing Chorus Clyde Record
Club.” The general committee which Th s mea.riis a great many ice creams, with a big east of First National favornounce
was
received
with
a
fervor
that
Fuller, Fred U. Waltz, S. T. Kimball when the vote was taken, have paid
l-<‘’rd fauntleroy will be shown
The principals were assisted by the put on the Food Fair was made up cones and bars, and the committee of {
J T. Jones, J. A. Karl, J. H. Coakley.
this quota. About $3,000 of the amount showed the galhry’s approval. After following mole chorus:
thus: Chairman. A C. McLoon; treas the Parent-Teacher Ass-ociat-hm in j ^llst 0:1
Progr.am, starting at 2
the
singing
of
the
national
anthem
-the
has been paid during the parit year ami
urer,
II.
C.
Ohatto;
secretary
«nd
charge i -• properly grateful to Willis i
k in lh<‘ afternoon and 6.15 and
Ilimlin.
Miller,
Nos worthy,
F.
Mrs. Charles Stanley and Miss Etta a half. The money Is in the care of the schools departed with order and the
'
8.30
at
night.
Admission prices within
manager,
A.
W.
Gregory;
executive
Ayer, “Bell” Williams and John Post
Cain of Rockport were the guests Sun treasurer of the Federation as is the exciting flag contest was a thing of the Stuart, Kirkimtrick Thornton, Bar- committee. F. S. Rhod<*s, A. W.
for their grea< activity in helping the ! reach of all. Balcony 17c; floor 28c.
hour,
Tweedie,
Ame:I.
iGage,
Staples,
past.
day of Mrs. Leslie Rich, Warren street money for the club dues and ail moneys.
; Ala tine* and night. Ch-iddren 10c all the
Some of the pretty dances presented Colony, Sewal-1, Adorns Oxton, Knights. Gregory. (). E. Davies. Willis I. Ayer, eiiterp. is?('. M: ■. D. L. McCarty was ini
There are still some clubs whieh -have
ill. C. Hull, J. M. Richardson, V. Chis charge Monday night taking in $66.3 ! time.--adv.
Snow.
Benner,
Melvin
:ind
Stewarl.
William E. Wiggin. the new propri r.-ot paid their endowment fund hut it last week at the Food Fair were re
holm, II. C. Chatito, Robert V. St even- Mrs. R. .1. Wasgatt Tinsday night with j
peated last night, and were seen to
etor of Hotel Rockland, was joined is to be hoped they soon will.
The full chorus from which boys’ .‘on, Robert V. Collins. G. II. Blethen. $92.50 to her credit; Mrs. John II. |
AN “IF” FOR GIRLS
Saturday hy the members of his fam
"Every club should look well to the much better advantage, ns thc'liooths and girls’ special groups are picked list II. P. Bhxlgett, G. A. Lawrence. E. W. Flanagan v.as Wednesday chairman, |
:lv who have been in Deny, N. II. business end of their club life and keep had been removed, und ail cf the spec
McDonald.
taking in $95.45; Airs. J. M. Richard-i Ii ou Can dress to make yourself attractive,
since Mr. Wiggin sold his Lancaster their financial matters correct and at tators had a clear view. It wasi a very as follows:
* ♦ #
n;,'l make putts and curls your chief
son was ‘high fine for the week,' Vet delight
George Adams, Lyford Ames, An
;
Hotel.
tend to this matter of .federation dues charming and graceful picture. A -song
There’s a homely saying 4o the effi et Thursday, with $155.31; Mrs. J. W-J If you can swim
drew
Anderson,
John
Burkett,
Alfred
and row. be strong and active.
whieh is remarkably low considering by Clyde Record was another pleasing
that “some folks don’t know beans." It Emery took in $142.28 Friday and Mrs.
Lilt of ihe gentler tiraees lose not sight ;
Benner,
Clinton
Barbour.
Havener
Cas

If
Intricacies of weave and hcauty of ail the advantages of the organizatidn feature between selections- hy the
you
can
inatCcr
French anti Greek and La.in
sells, Norman Colony, Oscar Crockett, was very plain Saturday night that fl. C. Hull $149.75 Saturday night.
not ai*i|iijre, as well, a priggish mien;
design are the dominating influences in If these advantages are not realized it Rockland Band.
some folks had no id< a whait a large Tin sc r< • irds were imide in the face of | If And
you
can
<<el
the
touch of silk and s.uin
William
Flanagan,
G<<».
Hamlin,
John
A (Raided novelty introduced during
kail led outerwear seen in (he new col- is because you yourself and yhur club
Hagar, Raymond Ludwig, H. Mont- number of leans was Inside the Jar at very b.ad wc.ather nnd are all the moia , W ’liout (IcftpiKing calico and jean;
,
If
you
can
ply
a
saw
and use a hammer,
icetions, rather than any decided members have not become active and the evening was t-he balloon dance in
gomery, Lawrence Miller, Ellis Mills. tlie Singer Sewing Machine Co.’s booth. 1 emarkable.
j ,
., „,;,n’s vrorlc when the need occurs.
change of style or cut. -One of the new interested members of the organization. whieh some 15 couples, witli Isilloons
When
the
committee
finished
its
lively
-----------------------(
an
sing,
when
as
red,
without excuse or siam"I could do no young mother, no attached to their ankles, danced until Scott Melvin, Kenneth Laftage, Fred task it was found that there were 8393
hjeas along this line Is embossed wool
The 4hree lu st places
,n.er- ,
.
ic(« in Rockland to i
which gives somewhat the impression home maker no woman actively inter the last balloon had exploded. The Knight, Kenneth Noswonthy, Richard of the “American beauties The clos-j^.
,,
.
'
(
n
rise
above
unir.etHlh
snubs nnd slurs:
'pp. eatix*. The
I’Anpiie j. X(;U
good bread as well as tudses,
uoges,
)
of a hroche cloth. In direct contrast to ested in the many matters demanding climax was hastened some wh-it by Lufkin,Elmer Oxton. Harvey Pierce, w»l guess was made hy WHbtir Ilisl-.-c.1 Th.|n() hom(, .
-Adv.
{ Can sew with skill, and h ive an eve for
or dust ; f
this Is another novelty known as or Ihe attention of the women today, any mischief makers, who must have been Elmer Rising, Clyde Record. Otho who Ihotiglit then- were 8450, anil who.... ,
-----------i
H
\
t
,(i
can
be
a
I'rlend
and
hold
no
grudge!
-------------------------------------------•"*
/
gandie wool, which is a thin, filmy greater favor than to urge them to he- armed with pins. The constant pop Record. Richard Snow, Sidney Snow. Was award ,1 a Sj;-.. r Sewing Ala 'Iliag.rl whom all will love because they llllisi • I
,14, |, |, I I |-1- l-I-H |.|. | 1 |-|. iJ If Ayou
some time should meet and love aunt het (
weave in a sheer lacy pattern. Em eeme an active part of-the Maine Fed ping was not unlike the sound at Jim's Frank Stewait, Fred Stewar-t, W’ilkud IHire of liis «-•'
ill jini;;m( ill. Audi
Aud iiMke a horn? with faith and peu-ce en
Corner on the night liefore the Fourth. Sewall. Clark Staples, Wendell Thorn
broidery is used most lavishly, and eration of Women’s Clubs.”
shrined,
Raymond
Thompson,
Rolnat ^hdX^he'nt’X;^'
i Vf^IOGENES Looked For an
Th? prize was awarded to Mis- Ma ton,
much braiding and binding is noted on
And you its soul, a loyal wife and mother;
Tweed o. Stanley Snow. Beulah Rokes,
You'll work out pretty nearly, to mv mind,
the new mbdelo. In colors, Lanvin
Mrs. Harmon Davis, buyer for tho loney.
«
♦
♦
•
..
1111 Honest Man. If He Had
The plan that’s been develoj»ed through the ages.
Still another interesting feature was Eileen Flanagan. Agnes Flanagan.
green stands out strongly and all the Davis Garment Shop, is in Boston this
J
And
win the best that l'*fe can have in shire
The
flag
contests
developed
a
.hectic
C..X
Been
Wise
Enough
to
aeep bright colors. They are, for the week inspecting the spring offerings the award of prizes in the handsomest Harriet Mall, Leah Freeman, Beth
i Voit'll be. my girl, a iikmIcI tor the sages;
Advertise He Could
A woman whom the world will how before
man and handsomest worn in—as se Hagar, G»<-rgia. Chaples, Gertrude In-tercst cu’minating* in ‘omo larg
most part, combined with white, and and buying-the store's spring stock.
Kliz.ilieth L Oils, Hi Farmer’s Wife
lected by popular vote. This is tin- Smith. Charlotte Staples, Lucy Marsh, calibre compet:«tion. during the closin, 3 Have Sat Still and Waited For
all white is also thought to he good for
Winifred Coug-hlin, Siu-an Nutt. Elea hours of Saturday evening i'lie com-! j; Honest Men to Come to Him.
next season. The jacquette model in
Where Ripples of Delight Check the way the announcement read:
There
never was a picture to equal
Handsomest man—Robert A. Web nor Sawyer. Vivian Ludwig. Helen petition between the McLain and High
sweater lines still is prominent, and a Trembling Tears. See Mary Bickford
it. “Little Lord Fauntleroy," at the
large business on this type of garment in “Little Lord Fauntleroy" at the Em ster, 12,410; Fred B. Achorn, 11,139; E. Sholes, Helen Gridin, Abbie Hanscom, School was particu’ai ly keen and was
nmiii h(-i n i ii) i mill
Empire Thursday.—Adv.
W. Barter, 4,806; W. J. Sullivan, 4,709; Marion Marsh, Blanche McCurdy, finally settled h.v the vote, 1000 strong.
it produced.—D.-y Goods Economist
pire Thursday.—Adv.
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A MAINE FAMILY OF SMITHS
And Its Four Sons, Bom On a Farm, Who Unaided
Made Their Way To High Places In Financial Circles

THE SWISS FAIR

their answer lo Armour and Valfitine,
l’axton, who was president of the
toard. sent me a night message at
Rockland. Maine, lo wire him my an
swer. I wired hint, "Close deal with
Armour. 1 fully approve and vote yes."
The meeting was held the next day, and
my message to Paxton read to the
board, w hich voted unanimously to ac
cept Armour's offer.
As soon as arrangements could be
made. Armour began the construction
of his new plant at the South Omaha
! .-to; kyards. completing ii the follow; ii.g year iu time for the heavy run of
i livt stock. This packing house, with all
, Ihe auxiliary houses necessary for the
1 business, was a large one, and probably
| cost a million dollars.
Across the Missouri River in western

The Many Attractions That It
Will Offer the Public In the
Coining April.

Telephone
Directory

fl

The. Swiss Sample Fair is scheduled
to t ike place from April 14th to 2+th
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
next in the greatly enlarged Exhibition
[Continued from Preceding Issue.] |mour 1‘acking Company at Chicago. As
GALL
BUSINESS
they were anxious to build up a packing
Building at Basle, Switzerland. The
THE OMAHA STOCK YARDS
a.
m.
to
9
p.
m.
Week
days
—
9
business for themselves, they came to
preceding fairs justify the belief that
Sundays—2 p. ni. to a p. m.
south Omaha, looked the ground over,
XVII.
the one of 1923 will surpass by far any
AUTOMOBILE BATTERIES
The next man to propose to our com and, ns a result, bought Armour's Sir
' A ixiok may be as great a tiling as of its predecessors. An opportunity uf
Thomas Lipton plant.
Then they
pany to come and build a packing asked our directors to give them ten
tattle.—Disraeli.
finding concentrated in one place the
’
BATTERY FREEZE
house was Sir Thomas Lipton. He aeres of land with which to extend
I rcducts of the different Swiss Indus
February
7
marked
ihe
close
of
the
wanted light hog meat (hogs weighing their plant. The land was given them.
Call
661
year for the library. We look hack tries and of getting in direct touch with
i ver the year's work with feelings of the manufacturers has assured the fl
When you lay your ear up, and let us store your battery
happiness and many regrets that the
library has not been able to do more great success of all the previous fairs.
The development of this fair from one
W.
for its patrons.
|
643 MAIN STREET - - - ROCKLAND, ME.
Since September 450 children have of a rather local character to a big in
ta-en registered. At the present time ternational event needs no further re •the juvenile department is entirely sep- . oir.mendation.
AUTOMOBILE ACENCV
MUSIC TEACHER
arat< fl am Lie adult. Xo child below || The constant increase cf the number
High S hu d age can lake liooks from j if buyers coming from all over the
world
is
the
best
proof
of
the
great
inCall 238
tin adult shelves. He ir she is not ■
Sadie Leach
-JPP -sed to occupy the other reading ti .a's; snown, not only by Europe but
Rockland
Motor Mart
also
by
the
other
continents.
The
prinTEACHER OF PIANOFORTE
r. . .ns without the permission of Miss
Marshall.
Kooks that the younger, (ipal object of this fair is to develop ff
CADILLAC
Residence SI North Main St
readers mav wint. not s.rl tly juvenile Hie already existing commercial rela
BUICK
4
and 6 CYLINDER
Tel. 422-2
but needed for .-’hod use, are being tions, and to afford opportunities for
PLEASURE CARS
duplicated as fan as passible for this the opening of new connections. The
high grade quality of thp Swiss mer
G. M. C. TRUCKS
i oom.
Individual libraries are much en chandise is well known, and in spite of
couraged. If a child loves a book, he ail Lie difficulties encountered during
AUTO ACCESSORIES
will want to own it. As he grows to the war, and post-war period's, the
know the standard authors he will start Swiss industry has lieen able, not only
Call 238
a set of the one he likes the b,-st. By to maintain its former activities, but
tie time he is ready to leave school lie also to extend its operations to new
will have a library worth owning. Puz fields, thereby further enhancing the fl
Rockland
Mart
zles and scrapbooks have been added world-wide reputation of the high qual
ity
of
its
products.
a
full
lins
of
to tlie tables, the latter for the use of
Basle is prepared to accommodate a
the tiny customers'who can not as yet
ACCESSORIES AND TIRES
Ice
gain much from the printed page. The large crowd of foreign buyers. Com
puzzles are much the worse for wear, fortable quarters are provided nnd ev
showing in this way their popularity. ery attention will lie given them during
CONFECTIONERY STORE
MOVING
The story hour has been a source of their stay. The Swiss Sample Fair is
one
of
the
oldest
of
the
modern
fairs.
t’ensure to the children and the libra
HOME MADE CANDIES
MOVING
,nd arose from tap ancient Basie Fairs,
rian as well.
S Auto Trucks for moving and
More is eulle-.l from a book or story which have lieen held al regular inter
ICE CREAM
long distance hauling of all
turn is imagin'd, it is claimed that vals since the 15tii century. Basle of
kinds. We move you anywhere
Rex Beach's Flowing Gold has done fers exceptional facilities for such un
Weymouth
in New England. You save
m ire to stop investment in wild cat enterprise on account of its advanta
Crating, Time and Money.
Telephone 156-M
ni xing schemes than all the talk and geous position bordering on two other
H. H. STOVER CO.
Warrenton,' the First House Built at Warrenton Park i n 1886. Here Were Spent the Last Days of George Warren
argument up to this time put forth. ccuntries; its central location in Eu
402 Main Street
Tel. 118
Union 8t, Rockland
Smith, who died Dec. 31, 1922, aged 97 years.
'That are the influential anil determin rope and having the best international
Finest Eeuiomont in Maine
ing stories? What will help the chil railroad connections. In addition, the
i
dren lo be courageous, kindly, truthful, ancient Rhine town has recently ac
EXIDE BATTERIES
150 pounds or less) for his English cus ind later more 1: ml. avhiih finally re il,-,va was a large number of hogs and
obedient,
unselfish, generous, ambitious quired the advantage of a Rhine har
MONUMENTS
tattle,
sin
e
tliat
farming
country
had
sulted
in
the
splendid
packing-house
tomers. Wc gave him all the land and
bor which still more brings into promCall 238 '
plant of Cudahy Brothers, one of the • ic; settled i t ii.-r. Tlie four or live and responsible? What stories teach nence its functions as a commercial,
Telephone Connection
other facilities be re iuired, and he finest in the country.
■ ads running to tiie Missouri Rive: g .hi citizenship, justice, and love of
industrial anil banking center.
looks
and
nature?
Educators
realize
built the second packing hoOS". After
all wanted t"i haul this live stock five
Gilchrest
XVIII.
EXIDE BATTERIES
hundred miles to Chicago over (heir ce- tin- strength of tin' story.
operating it for a year or more, be
fl
The increased growth of the stock- spi dive roads. South Omaha was get
The past year the library has lost
The Swiss Sample Fair occupies a
Monumental Works
found that with corn at fifteen cents, yards business caused our (lire'tors to
For Every Car
ting little or none of it, although it heavily in books. Tbe total amount of prominent position amongst the Euro
Main Street
the farmers would not send their 150- believe (hat the South Omaha market, was almost at our doors.
reading matter added is so much less pean sample fairs, and those interested
Special Prices on
Thomaston, Me.
I ound hogs to market, but kept them located as it was in the heart of the
Armour ti ok in the situation, and be than the amount worn out that at the are enabled to cover their requirements
RADIO
BATTERIES
live-stock interests of tile country,
pi esent time we have only 12,552 books. to their entire satisfaction, as it is
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
to fatten to a weight of from 300 to 500 might in time become one of its leading gan to send his products that were
Last year we owned 14,816. Is tills founded on a solid basis and adds feat
chipped
to
the
East
over
one
of
these
pound's. He therefore sold his plant markets. To achieve this desired promLAUNDRY WORK
ersidered
good
business?
Our
stock
ures
unknown
to
most
of
the
other
railroads. In time the other roads com
t
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
irenee, it was necessary to have all the
to Armour & Company.
Call 170
plained that as they had their lines to Li trade is books. H"'v can the demand fairs.
big
packers,
or
at
least
most
cf
them
tie
supplied
from
such
a
diminishing
The following groups have been ar
Fowler Brothers were the next pack
tlie Missouri River, they thought they
Telephone 205
People s Laundry
ers to look for a location at South locate branch houses there.
wcie entitled t a sharp of the output -to k? Libraries are not dead institu- ranged for the coming even: Chemical
Ai
mour
&
Company,
one
of
the
larg

;
or.s.
The
idea
is
not
simply
to
keep
17
Limerock
Street
and pharmaceutical products; house
Omaha. Mr. Robert Fowler came to
CHI-NAMEL
of the Armour packing house that was
fl
We do all kinds of Laundry
see what terms he could get to meet his est, was not there, and thus far we had shipped to eastern markets.
They them alive. A library should be pro hold and kitchen articles; broom and
fl
failed
to
induce
them
to
come.
Philip
gressive,'
prosperous
and
up
to
date.
STAINS
AND VARNISHES
Work, Family Washing a Spe
brushes: china and glass ware; housewants. Mr. Paxton and 1 went over the
urged Armour to give some of his busi
cialty. Wet Wash. Rough
ground with him, and standing on an Armour’s son Ogden, and his financial ness to them. Mr. Armour's reply was, Have we books on our shelves for peo fittings. furniture, basketwork: light
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
H. H. Crie & Co.
elevated location he said to us agent, P. A. Valentine, were aware of "Gentlemen, 1 have my packing bouse ple in yvery walk of life? Have we ing, heating, sanitary installations;
Collars.
"Give me a deed of ten acres 'he facts, and came to the directors at Omaha, and have to have live stock books for the merchant, lawyer, doctor, technical articles in wood, metal, glass,
456
Main Street, Rockland
with
a
proposal
that
would
insure
on this spot, in consideration ol
to nperhte it. If your roads can bring nurse, salesman and engineer? Have ork, leather, rubber, etc.; inventions
one dollar, and Fowler Rrithers will bringing Armour & Company there and cattle and hogs to me. I shall be glad to wc books on teaching, travel, adven and patents; office and shop fittings
GARAGE
come nnd build a good p.e king house." the building of a large plant.
give you some ef my business.” The ture, romance, nature, history, garden drawing and painting materials; school
The Stock Yard Company's capital
NEWSPAPER
We lost no time in closing the deal
Call 124
i.oeiatin-g officials of the railroads ing. photography, recreation, etc.? Do supplies: advertisement and propagan
want plans for a new home, in da. Including graphic arts and printing,
Later the Fowlers sold out to the Oma stock has been incre.tsed to $7,500,000, needed no further hint. They tumbled
i
large
amount
of
which
was
still
in
Call 770
ha Packing Company, now the Morris
Dyer Garage.
over each other, so to speak, to break structions for making a wireless outfit, lacking materials; paper and paper
the treasury cf the comiuny, unissued
structions for making a will, rules goods; musical instruments and music;
Packing Company of Chicago.
the embargo, and began to bring live
and tell us to send you
fl
fl
Ogden Armour and Valentine said to
REPAIRING. STORAGE
r knitting a sweater, a recipe for sports goods and toys; applied art;
-to k to the pa kens. Now, in 1922. a
* « • •
he directors. "Give us seven hundred
making
candy?
Do
you
wish
the
au
The
clocks,
watches
and
Jewelry;
textile
AND
SUPPLIES
The necessity of enlarging the capac md fifty thousand dollars’ worth of good share of western Iowa live stock
mobile road book?
goods: clothirg and outfitting, boots
(: mes to the South Omaha market.
156 times a year for only $3.
Agent for
ity ot the yards to handle the cattle and
our capita! sto k and we will bring
Some one has said "Show me your and shoes, leather and celluloid goods,
hogs coming to the packers was now Armour & Company to your yards.”
All the Home News
public library and I will tell you tiie fancy g ods; haberdashery; machinery
DODGE BROTHERS CARS
very great. Immediately plans weri
The offer called for such a large bo
This act of Armour has proved to be onditlon of ybur town." This is well and tools; transport: fine mechanical
made and construction was entered ius that most of the director s were op- far more valuable to the business of the expressed. No up-to-date town will
instruments and appurtenances; elec
Upon to meet these increasing demands
osed to it. I taiIked it over with I’ax-. South Omaha stockyards than the sev have a rundown library. People are trical industry; raw material and build
dtrful view of Penobscot Bay and far
This required the outlay of large sum
on, and we con eluded ‘that while the en hundred and fifty thousand dollars’ igbt in their criticisms when they ing matenial; miscellaneous.
HEAD
in distance, It is the intentlbn of all to
of money. The increase of the capita', ■onus was big. avo must r eal'ize that worth of the company's capital stock. laim we have no books. The saying
Tlie previous fairs registered sales
help raise enough money to have an
stock of $5,000,000 gave the director! Vrmour’s big ,plant and name :is a South Omaha has become the second You cannot get anything at the public
running into the ten millions. Buyers’
The ladies of this town decided at!annex built on one end for a kitchen,
the necessary funds
Kicker would bring a large amoun
ingest live-stock market in the Untied lbrary," is f.nWly Justifiable. Shall wi^ cards are issued, free of charge, at any
their last meeting that the name ol' Bay and use the large room for entertainThe next packers to be induced t<
usiness to the yarifsf. They w uld States, and probably in the world. The not take hold of this proposition an Swiss consulate in the I’nited States, or \ iew Society would be an appropriate ! meats, suppers, etc. This evening a
come to South Omaha were Swift A :rew and Itecom-1 of greater impart; nee ritohk Yards Company has expended up other year? Shall we not change this
the Office of the Swiss Federal Rail one for their circle, as they have chos- ifinked bean supper will be served. The
Company, as the result of giving then
l thf future than that seven hun. red tc the present time more than tea mil unpopularity7 Let us co-operate with roads, upon persmal or written appli
en such a beautiful location to hold ladies hope the weather will permit
ten acres of land and other facilitier .r.d fifty thousand dollars' worth of lion dollars in building up the yards to the trustees in raising the standard of
cation, where also further information tl'iir meetings in the Head'-of-the-Bay 1 many to attend and help carry on the
in a location selected by them. The}
lock We,urged the other directors to their present perfe lion, in handling this institution, find out its needs and can be had.
school house. From this point is a won- [ good work started.
built the tlrst Swift &■ Company pack
ook at the matter in this light.
this immense business, and in c-omerk together for its betterment. One
ir.g house. The Hammond Packing
At first it was hard to convince them ple tineas they are equal, if not supe visitor last summer remarked that our
l ompany's business had increased, am
’axton and I fully agreed that we must rior. to any in the country.
library was a "quaint little place."
they now proposed that it we wouh
tet Armour & Company, if the yards
When we look back ui»on the lack rather let us change it to a “progress
give them the packing house which w. -ere ever to have a nation-wide repu- of knowledge and limited means that ive little place,” where service and
had built at a cost of $40,000, with te
ation. Our answer had to be given in were available to develop such a busi equipment are of the best order.
acres of surrounding land, they wouh
tint. I went East and explained the ness as is demanded by modern stock4»4M2*4*4*4*4*3*4*4*4*
spend a large amount of money in en
ituation to some of the eastern stock- yards, we should treasure the memory
APPERSON 4*
it.rging the plant, so as to do a muci
■oidf-rs, who were furious, and de- of those few men most of whom are
t$»
*2*
bigger business. We aocepted thei:
ounced thp directors in no uncertain now dead, who went ia originally and
<5>
40
' 1 a oprsal, and gave them, free of cost
<\ />t2jtAW^x3*S*2Mi* <2»
trills for considering the proposal for put up 'their money. Their foresight
a deed of the property. All this re t moment.
BOSS KiCKIN BOUT Folks
and hard work liave resulted in the up
♦ * * «
quired the expenditure of large amount.
building of South Omaha to a popula
DRAPPlN' ROUN' WEN HE
< t money hy the Stock Yards Company
«£>
O
Paxton and I. with such other di- tion of 35 000. It must be acknowl
<c»
1*1
"i r more cattle pens, sewage, drainage
BUSY EN KEEP 'IM FUfA
ectors as would aet with us. could not edged that it was the development of
end |>avements to keep pace with the ,e dissuaded from our position that South Omaha, now incorporated in the
WORKIh.' BUT LAW ME.'
growing business Money had to bi this would be p’aying the big trump city of Omaha, and its greatest pillar
provided in large sums, and this we se aid to secure the future position of the of strength, that has given Omaha its
AH LAKS FUH FOLKS
<3» <3»4> 4>
cured by the sale of stock and in other South Omaha market in that world in I population of 200,000.
<2* 4* 4*
. vays.
dustry. The day before the directors
4* 4*
The Cudahy Brothers. John. Michael, were to meet at 'heir office in'the head- ■ [Continued In Next Issue—Begun Jan
4»
and Edward A., were then witli tlie Ar- i.i alters of the stockyards to render! 30; back numbers can be supplied.]
I

(By Benjamin F. Smith of Warrenton Park)
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OWL’S

HAMBOfc’S MEDITATIONS

The New Apperson Six

TIME LIMIT EXTENDED

Post Office Department Allows Until
March 1st for Mail Box Installation

They’re

Delicious
You never tasted
better tomatoes in
all your life.
This season’s
pack is particularly
good.
*

Ask your dealer
for DAISY Brand.
2822

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
By saving one dollar, the possibility cf acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.

Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

WANTED
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our tecond
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN STREET

58-tf

The splendid spirit which postal pa
trons have shown in recognizing the
mutual advantage to the carrier and
to the patron of having at their dwe'.l| ings either a door slot or mail box
i ready for the immediate receipt of mail.
I prompted tlie Post Office Department
! to extend the time limit to March 1.
The postmaster has received a per1 sonal letter from First Assistant Post
master General Bartlett, advising him
that all patrons should comply with
this order which has been prescribed as
a regulation for the proper perform
ance of maii delivery. The postmaster
is further advise d that any patrons who
prefer to come to the post office for
their mail rather than to provide a box
1 or cut a slot in tiie door, should be peri mitted to do so. In the case of any
' others who may have reasons for not
j complying, their requests and reasons
i are to be forwarded to the Department
| at Washington lor decision before tak. ing action.
It is not the purpose of the order to
deprive anyone o( the use of the mails,
but rather to perfect an efficient sysi tern.
Many Kockland residences are
I new equiliped with mail receptacles.

GEORGE H. WATTS
George H Watts died suddenly Fell
11 in Portland, where he had gone for
trea'.ment for an injured knee. Mr
Watts was born Aug. 19, 1862 in St.
George. He was the son of the late
Capt. Jnck.-on G. and l'enelope B.
Watts. Bi s'de his wife, he leaves eight
children—W i " ice W. of Martinsville,
“;Mrs. John Wood. Edwin S., Mrs. Kod■ my Wiley. Bore. Myrna, Vernal and
: Lawrence Wiley of Tenant’s Harbor,
ami six sisters. -Mrs. L. A. Lucas, Mrs.
i E. L. Gile s of Martinsville, Mre. A. E.
' Wall. Mrs. J. 11. Miller, Mrs. G. E.
j Sleeper of Waltham. Mass, and Mrs. W.
1C- Heck of Villein, Calif. Funeral
serv’ces were held Friday afternoon at
, the home of h's sister. Mrs. E. I,. Giles.
| The remains were placed in tile tomb
at Martinsville.

• ;

Copyright. 1921 by McClure Newsoaper S/r.dicata

Worthy of a .niche in the hall of
fame: “Little Lord Fauntleroy" with
Mary Pickford at the Empire Thurs
day.—Adv.

A USEFUL PAIN
Rockland People Should Heed Its
Warning.

Have you a sharp pain or a dull ache
across the small of your back? Do you
realize that it's often a timely sign of
kidney weakness? Prompt treatment
is a safeguard against more serious
kidney troubles. Use Doan's Kidney S3
Pills. Profit by a Roklcand resident's
experience.
Fred Clark, carpenter, 95 N. Main
St., Kockland, says: “Doan’s Kidney
Pills have been an old standby with
me for several years. I use them as a
preventive. When my back began to
bother me. there was a dull, weakness
across it and my kidneys were un
natural. The kidney secretions passed
irregularly. At these times I always
started in taking Doan’s Kidney Pills
and they nifver fail to relieve me.
Doan's tone up my kidneys and give me
better health generally, I recommend
them ut every opportunity."
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy—get
Doan's Kidney Pils—the same that Mr.
Clark had. Foster-Milburn Co., Mfrs.,
Buffalo, X. Y.
I

It.

>OR years we have been asked why we did not build a small Apperson—a
car which would embody the same engineering, the same dependability, |f
and the same fineness as the big Apperson. To build a small car that would
meet all these requirements fully, a new, smaller car worthy of bearing the Apper- t
son Crest, was no easy task—but Apperson engineers have done it.

F

-i

Our answer to this question is—the new Apperson Six.
In the new Apperson Six, Apperson engineers have built a remarkable car;
Apperson designers have designated a beautiful car; and the Apperson Bros. Auto
mobile Company has added still another engineering success to its long line of
achievements—beginning back in 1893 with the building of the first practical
automobile.
This car is remarkable because it embodies advanced principles of engineering
and design found in no other car. The leverless gear-shift, which is mechanically
controlled; the specially designed frame;the six-cylinder motor; the permanent top
with side curtains stored in back of the front seat; the emergency brake on the
propeller shaft flange; and a driver’s compartment that has no gear-shift or brake
levers.

This car is remarkable because it is capable of doing many things on the road,
in the mud and on the hills that can not be done by many cars costing three, times
as much. Finally, it is a remarkable car because—it is an Apperson.
See it at the Boston Automobile Show, March 10-17. Send for catalogue.

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Avenue.
- > : . • • »•

